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Q1  Which of the following describes you? (Select all that apply)

Homeowner in Vancouver Renter in Vancouver Short-term rental host Realtor

Hotel industry professional Neighborhood association officer Affordable housing provider

Community-based organization Other (please specify)
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Mandatory Question (783 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q2  What is your zip code?
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6 (0.8%)4 (0.5%)
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2 (0.3%)2 (0.3%)

2 (0.3%)1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%)1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%)1 (0.1%)
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1 (0.1%)

Vancouver, WA 98660 Vancouver, WA 98684 Vancouver, WA 98661 Vancouver, WA 98663

Vancouver, WA 98683 Vancouver, WA 98682 Vancouver, WA 98664 Vancouver, WA 98685

Vancouver, WA 98662 Vancouver, WA 98665 Vancouver, WA 98686 Camas, WA 98607

Ridgefield, WA 98642 Washougal, WA 98671 Battle Ground, WA 98604 Brush Prairie, WA 98606

Yacolt, WA 98675 Woodland, WA 98674 Vancouver, WA 98687 Oregon City, OR 97045

Kalama, WA 98625 Kelso, WA 98626 Portland, OR 97212 Auburn, WA 98001 Castle Rock, WA 98611

Toledo, WA 98591 Portland, OR 97202 Vancouver, WA 98666 La Center, WA 98629 Terrell, TX 75160

Portland, OR 97229 Portland, OR 97239 Bellevue, WA 98008 Sheridan, OR 97378

Question options

Mandatory Question (780 response(s))
Question type: Region Question
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Anonymous
2/03/2022 07:47 PM

I think they can serve a good purpose when used right. Prefer the

kind where it's attached to someone's house or a little cottage on their

property so it's not taking up other people's potential affordable

housing. That said it's also the only reason my immunocompromised

sibling was able to visit and stay nearby and could help me through

this pandemic. We found a great host who had space for her since

my landlord doesn't allow guests.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 12:09 PM

Whole house short term rentals owned/operated by corporations are

bad for neighborhoods. Renting out your spare bedroom of the house

where you reside is ok.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:42 PM

I feel they have a place in tourist destinations but not in residential

neighborhoods. I want to next to neighbors not temporary renters

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:50 PM

They are better taken care of then most long term rentals and some

actual resident home owners.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 05:17 PM

They’re great

Anonymous
2/04/2022 05:58 PM

We're in a housing crisis and this takes housing out of our

community.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 05:58 PM

I have used this sort of option in the past while traveling.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 06:13 PM

They detract from a neighborhood because the renters don't

contribute to or are a part of the neighborhood. They make less long

term housing available and thus raise the cost of housing.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 06:39 PM

Detrimental to the stability and livability of neighborhood

communities.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 07:00 PM

Not great

Q3  Based on your experience, what is your opinion of short-term rentals?
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Anonymous
2/04/2022 08:04 PM

Nothing negative. They are a nice option for families to stay in while

they are in town

Anonymous
2/04/2022 08:47 PM

They are beneficial

Anonymous
2/04/2022 09:05 PM

Feels like there are too many.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 10:17 PM

We prefer to stay in them when we are traveling. Significantly easier

with a family, has privacy and you can experience where you are

visiting more authentically.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 10:30 PM

I use them when I travel and think they should be allowed to operate

with some specific requirements/codes in place that can actually be

enforced in order to prevent problems. Enforcement is key, however.

Without that, I’d rather that they not be allowed to operate in

Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 11:19 PM

Lots of traffic, parking is impacted for homeowners.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 11:28 PM

I like short term rentals, when done correctly. They provide a service,

housing, short term for out of town guests, people moving and need

temporary housing while home shopping, or building a home, people

who are visiting sick relatives or those needing assistance or just

people that are not comfortable in hotels with the pandemic. They

tend to be more affordable for families and provide full facilities such

as kitchens, yards, and laundry. Hotels cater to single travelers and

business travelers on expense accounts. Short term rentals cater

more to families.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 11:42 PM

They should not be allowed. Allowing people to build ADUs or buy

investment properties for short term rentals destroys single family

neighborhoods. It leads to over crowding, noise, congestion and loss

of privacy. I have a 2 story peering into what used to be my private

backyard. My other neighbor cut down 4 fir trees to build an ADU.

The idea of building ADUs was suppose to help with homelessness

and high rents, not turn residential neighborhoods into vacation

getaways. It is also really unfortunate to see a seven story, mixed

use, block wide complex going up so close to family neighborhoods.
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A four story apartment complex was bad enough. Seven is just

wrong.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 02:01 AM

We need short term rentals especially ADUs in Vancouver!

Anonymous
2/05/2022 06:47 AM

I believe they are necessary because people need a place to stay

that is like their home. As a homeowner my house sees less damage

and gets cleaned more often. In the past I've rented to long-term

individuals who have trashed my house and caused major damage.

People who stay short term usually are sight-seeing so they are in

the house less and they don't bring outside junk to fill the house.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:19 AM

Pleased with my short term rental experience

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:34 AM

Great, perfect for my professional clients that need a furnished home

for anywhere from 2 weeks to several months while their new homes

are being built. (I’m also a real estate broker, and own my real estate

firm.)

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:44 AM

Negative impact on neighborhoods Disrupt parking Undue noise

Traffic

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:45 AM

A necessary commodity. Good for investors, home owners and those

looking for these types of opportunities to rent short term. With

remote work now becoming more main stream, many are using this

as an opportunity to explore different areas, while being employed.

Banning short term rentals is an overstep by government and not fair

without a vote of the people. It would also stop tax revenue collected

automatically by local government.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 08:08 AM

B&B are ok as long as the owner is present, otherwise should not be

allowed in residential zones.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 08:56 AM

Love them! Great options for many scenarios. Also provides a great

source of income for landlords.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 08:59 AM

They should not be allowed in residential neighborhoods.
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Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:20 AM

They are usually well behaved. And our family use short term rental in

town as well, it was a great experience

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:46 AM

They’re good for homeowners who have a livable space on their

property and they can personally care for the rental not some

property manager.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:51 AM

We use them all of the time. They are awesome!! They make us feel

like part of the community/family. People that use them eat and shop

more locally helping many other small businesses in the communities

as well.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:11 AM

I also own a beach condo in OR (I do not rent it out). It is a 4 unit

complex. Our next door neighbor uses theirs as a STR. For the past

2 years, visitors have been respectful. One unit is rented out to long

term tenants. We’ve experienced more issues with that one than

we’ve seen with the STR. Also have experience living across the

street from a STR in Anchorage, AK. In the summer, there are cars

coming and going, high turnover for tourists, without breaks in

between (tourist season is very short up there). I have experienced

seeing more people staying in them at one time than what the listing

states/allows. So there is that issue — with it the noise and more

vehicles. So I understand the pros and cons. Ultimately good with

them. Really comes down to how they’re being managed.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:11 AM

Good for the economy. Gets more visitors to the area.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:43 AM

Ok as long as they follow the rules in place

Anonymous
2/05/2022 11:04 AM

Takes away from housing supply and creates increases to housing

prices

Anonymous
2/05/2022 11:11 AM

Can be a positive or negative

Anonymous
2/05/2022 11:13 AM

Negative in residential neighborhoods.
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Anonymous
2/05/2022 11:32 AM

They are good for local businesses and provide home owners with

extra income.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 12:07 PM

They are very helpful to have, and provide much needed variety of

choice.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 12:42 PM

Just a few clients who bought them and have had them go smoothly.

There are so few in Vancouver that I don’t see how they could be an

issue.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 01:16 PM

I see no problem with them. Business and families alike have been

hurt by this pandemic. Any new business or short term rentals that

produce revenue should be welcome. Good people are moving out of

city limits and crime is taking over. Vancouver should be more

inclusive and welcoming.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 02:30 PM

Perfectly FINE. Stop the government intrusion! Total bullshit

Anonymous
2/05/2022 03:42 PM

They have been great. Essentially if you ban short term housing then

you’re eliminating avenues for people that want to sell their home but

unable to buy because of extremely limited inventory. No seller is

taking a sale of home contingency which in turn eliminates that

potential property coming to market which further reduces inventory.

A vicious cycle. Short term rentals somewhat helps with this issue.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 04:08 PM

I think we should allow them - rather than have empty houses

Anonymous
2/05/2022 04:36 PM

They are only a benefit to the actual owner of the building, not to

neighbors or communities . Mostly I find they are prone to nuisance

issues and they drive the cost of homes up for everyone involved as

well as leaving them unoccupied much of the time thereby increasing

local housing shortages. I support the current regulation requiring

registration and licensing as well as limiting numbers.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 05:14 PM

They add to the economics of the area. They are a great resource for

many people.

Anonymous I think they’re positive for the community
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2/05/2022 05:15 PM

Anonymous
2/05/2022 05:40 PM

Well managed short term rentals provide a visitor with a residents

point of view of the area while providing extra income for the resident

owner.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:48 PM

They may be taking up long term housing that others need.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:28 PM

Adds to crime and parking hassles.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 07:48 AM

It’s great and brings in a lot of tourists in from out of town. This helps

the economy of the city.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 08:00 AM

A great way for people to create an extra stream of income. Good for

the economy.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 08:25 AM

I have sharing my back alley with me, and I’m not liking the revolving

car shuffle.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 09:18 AM

I think they serve a good purpose yet also am concerned at the dent

they can make in affordable housing.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 09:57 AM

They are fantastic!

Anonymous
2/06/2022 12:41 PM

They serve an important purpose. Families needing temporary

housing when moving, travel nurses, people visiting local family… but

they should no represent a large portion of a neighborhood either.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 02:54 PM

Good

Anonymous
2/06/2022 03:05 PM

I fear they will proliferate and result in less housing for residents.

There is already an extreme shortage of housing less than $500k.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 04:53 PM

Have used VRBO in the past. Never tried AirB&B. I think as long as it

is regulated and make sure there is no price gouging it is fine.
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Anonymous
2/06/2022 06:59 PM

I feel that the properties are not supervised by the owners as to how

their renters are behaving.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 07:47 PM

Love them

Anonymous
2/06/2022 10:12 PM

They take the place of much needed rental properties for people to

LIVE in our city.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:40 AM

I like the idea of people being able to utilize their property for income.

That does not come at the cost of the neighbors.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 07:36 AM

They take potential housing for home buyers out of the market.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 08:04 AM

As a struggling homeowner who shares her home with a long-term

tenant, I believe short term rentals provide a financial safety net. It

gives homeowners an avenue to pay their mortgage and all of the

other bills that come with ownership!

Anonymous
2/07/2022 09:42 AM

I do not have a problem with STR; the property owner should be able

to do what they want with their property. I would also argue that living

next to a STR over a LTR is preferable. In my experience, the STR

will stay in excellent condition and be used respectfully & LTR's...not

so much.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 10:39 AM

I think short term rentals are great and can provide a better, more

personalized experience for people visiting our city.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 10:48 AM

They allow flexibility for guests and visitors, increase tourism

opportunities and allow for additional income so families can afford to

live in middle-income housing.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 01:25 PM

They can be an affordable way to rent lodging with amenities like a

full kitchen.

Anonymous I enjoy having them as it provides alternatives to guests visiting
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2/07/2022 01:47 PM Vancouver to experience the local culture

Anonymous
2/07/2022 03:27 PM

I use them for out of town guests coming to my area and I use them

when I go out of town. I am purchasing one in Oregon as well.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:00 PM

I love this option when I travel and rent VRBO regularly

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:02 PM

Used AB&B

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:07 PM

Can be financially beneficial to our local economy by attracting

visitors that may want to stay near PDX but not in it. I use them very

often when traveling as my prefered way to stay away from home,

when traveling for both work and pleasure.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:37 PM

they are a convenient place to stay offering more diverse locations

than hotels. They are a good source of supplementary income for

home owners.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:45 PM

I like using them, but have heard about one being used nearby here

to host a large party that I think someone was shot at. That scares

me.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:54 PM

I've used a few and found the experience great.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 05:21 PM

I do not have an issue with it as long as the short term renters are

respectful and follow the rules that are set. The only issue I see with it

is getting rowdy renters that are disrespectful of property and the

other homes around them.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 05:26 PM

They deplete the housing market by converting houses that used to

house families to profit machines and removing them from the

purchase/rental market

Anonymous
2/07/2022 05:43 PM

I think that these are very valuable in a community, especially when

governed by rules within VRBO or Airbnb. Short-term rentals have

allowed for my out of town family to stay in my neighborhood when

they visit. They also bring a sense of community-- the hosts are
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always so generous and share ideas about what to see, where to eat,

and how to get around the area. Please allow these rentals in our

city!!

Anonymous
2/07/2022 05:46 PM

could be fine. I use VRBO and AirB&Bs in other cities.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:43 PM

Positive - allows homeowners to make extra money in order to

counter the high costs of inflation and increasing property taxes.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:46 PM

The people who are renting have no qualms about their actions!

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:50 PM

They take housing away from the working poor AND the next level

above that is still working poor that HOWEVER is too poor to pay the

rent of all the luxury apartments being built and THAT DO NOT

QUALIFY for the help the poor and lower level working poor get. They

bring drinking partying strangers into neighborhoods and apartment

buildings.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:52 PM

They can be helpful

Anonymous
2/07/2022 08:04 PM

They, at times, invite teen parties and criminal activity to otherwise

quiet neighborhoods - bringing down property values and disturbing

taxpayers.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 08:07 PM

Not great for a neighborhood. I don’t think they’re right for Vancouver

Anonymous
2/07/2022 09:48 PM

They can create challenges for neighbors.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 10:31 PM

I prefer air bnb to hotels when I travel. It’s nice to stay in a

neighborhood and better experience a neighborhood. I haven’t

noticed if anyone is renting out a home for short term stays in my

neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 11:08 PM

Short term rentals are a great way to visit and experience a new city

or area. And a great way to share your house with others wanting to

do the same.
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Anonymous
2/08/2022 04:25 AM

Only good

Anonymous
2/08/2022 06:52 AM

It’s hard but you deal with renters for very short time.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 07:13 AM

I think short term rentals are good for many reasons. Mostly for

additional income for the property owner and for consumers that are

relocating from out of state and need housing until they find a

permanent home. Consumers that need interim housing after selling

or for buyers needing housing while construction is being completed

on a new home or ones that need temp housing for insurance claims

or remodel work that is being done to a current home.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:19 AM

It's a business, good for business industrial areas. Not good for

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:31 AM

Unpredictable

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:48 AM

They are a benefit to both renters as well as owners of the

operations, bringing needed housing and money to the community.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 09:35 AM

I think they serve a valuable role in the overall housing picture,

providing more affordable rental options for vacationers and new

residents.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 10:01 AM

Same as with a regular neighborhood, noise, traffic and maintenance

issues.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 10:13 AM

As a homeowner, I believe I should have the ability to use my home

in the way I choose, including the possibility of long or short term

rentals. With property costs increasing, this can help me pay for my

housing. It also ensures that I continue to invest in my property so

that it is competitive in this market.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 11:44 AM

I think it provides choice to travelers, allow small mom & pop

individuals to be entrepreneurs. Make a dent on the dominance of

giant hotels, pro free enterprise for the small guys when large
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corporations and their CEOs continue to take larger slice of the

economic pie.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 12:00 PM

They seem to be a win-win for the renter and tenant. I have no issues

with them.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 01:09 PM

great for home owners, travelers, renters and society at large

Anonymous
2/08/2022 02:04 PM

I don't mind it as long as they are operating in a manner that does not

disturb other residence in the area. I have a neighbor doing short-

term rental, and they have been great!

Anonymous
2/08/2022 02:06 PM

Fine

Anonymous
2/08/2022 04:47 PM

I do not want them in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 05:43 PM

I have used short-term rentals while traveling in other cities and

believe they can be a benefit to the property owners, as well as

travelers. A few years ago a friend stayed in one to research the area

before moving here. It allowed her to experience the city in a

neighborhood rather than a tourist in a hotel.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 06:21 PM

Short term rentals take valuable houses out of the supply for people

looking to buy a house to actually live in

Anonymous
2/08/2022 07:56 PM

Helpful way to afford to live in neighborhoods when inflation is eating

the dollar

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:30 PM

No tax is paid. Strangers are in neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 09:31 PM

There needs to be constraints on where they’re permitted, length of

stay, & only permitted if off-street parking is linked to the rental

property. The address is banned for 1-year if more than 5 complaints

from neighboring homes occur within a 6-month span.
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Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:06 AM

Love using them for vacation rentals. Like any other rental (not only

property), they can be abused by people who don't own them.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:48 AM

They are great affordable options for families. Often if you're traveling

with a larger family with older kids you need to book multiple hotel

rooms which is costly.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:12 AM

I believe this adds too much potential for homeowners to rent to the

wrong people, bringing in unwelcomed guests to our neighborhood

and opening up the opportunity for squatters. If current homeowners

renting out space now, have not gone through the necessary

research of knowing the local laws and regulations, then we can

assume they are not doing their research on tenants which will have

consequences both they and the neighborhood are not equipped to

deal with. Also, how is insurance covering issues/indemnifying

homeowners with illegal short term rentals?

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:37 AM

Negative. While it’s been nice to stay in them for a vacation, they

have made rents skyrocket to an unaffordable level.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:42 AM

That there is a need for them and if it's not a nuisance to the

neighborhood, they are fine. With the way that landlord/tenant rules

have changed recently, it is not beneficial to be a long-term private

landlord any longer, so a lot of landlords are looking at short term

rentals as an alternative. Landlords got screwed by tenants who didn't

pay rent but stayed in the property for months and months while the

landlord still had to pay the mortgage, etc. Many tenants took

advantage of the landlords during this time and even though there

were supposedly funds you could access to help offset your costs,

that was a big joke and not managed properly here in Clark County. I

am a landlord and most of my tenants are great, but I did have one

who left me with unpaid rent and a ton of damage so I am starting to

sell off my rental properties because it just isn't worth it anymore. I

know a lot of other owners who feel the same way which is going to

further hurt the rental market. It was recommended to me by several

sources to consider short term rentals but I don't want the hassle of

that either. However, if someone is looking to change their current

property from a long term rental to a short term rental due to the

changes in the landlord/tenant laws in this state, then I think they

should be able to. Landlords have been screwed over during Covid

and as a response the rental inventory is decreasing and rents are

skyrocketing.
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Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:43 AM

Approve

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:48 AM

Horrible. There are little options, you can’t have any pets, the cost is

OUT OF THIS WORLD if you can find a rental. They want to charge

more for short term on top of the already skyrocketing prices.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:53 AM

Good option for visitors

Anonymous
2/09/2022 11:28 AM

No

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:14 PM

Rentals less than a few months

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:14 PM

They are awesome. My family prefers staying at Airbnbs over a hotel

as we need the extra bedrooms with our kids. Most of the time Airbnb

guests are normal sane people who just want to relax and don't want

to stay in an expensive and cramped hotel. Our neighbor (9417 SE

Evergreen Hwy) runs an Airbnb out of his house and we have zero

issues with him.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:23 PM

I feel they are great for local real estate and the economy.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:36 PM

They are great. And necessary.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:45 PM

They are great for the city and tourism. Need to be handled with very

specific rules to protect neighbors and community

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:19 PM

It depends on the people renting. Is it for work or school? We have an

issue where I live with too many people renting already, not paying

rent and dealing drugs.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:26 PM

They are Ok if there are not too many of them in a specific area, and

the owners take close care of the property (trash, responding if there

are complaints)
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Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:34 PM

They are commercial lodging businesses that do not belong in

residentially zoned areas. I want to know my neighbors & live in a real

community.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:53 PM

Should be outlawed in suburbs

Anonymous
2/09/2022 03:24 PM

Very positive. Good to bring people into the area and invest in the

community.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 03:24 PM

I’ve used them in the past and they are fine for travel destinations.

And while Vancouver has the desire to be one, it will only further

make buying home unobtainable for middle class families like myself.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:08 PM

I feel they are a wonderful way to draw tourism to our beautiful city,

and a beneficial way for homeowners to build wealth!

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:34 PM

I enjoy them and find that it’s a great way to have a local experience

in a location. I almost exclusively use them when traveling

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:48 PM

With a housing shortage, taking available rentals and making them

short term would only hurt long term renters. We should be concerned

about citizens living in Vancouver and not people visiting. We have

hotels for travelers to stay in.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:53 PM

I love them!!!! It’s the best way to travel especially when you have

kids. Therefore we only travel to places they are available. We have

never had a bad experience.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 05:04 PM

I enjoy renting during my travels but I’m quiet and respectful to

neighbors.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 05:53 PM

Takes away housing

Anonymous
2/09/2022 06:04 PM

I have used them on vacation, but also chose to purchase a home in

an HOA that does not allowing renting (even long term) because of

bad experiences in the past, living near renters who aren’t invested in

a property’s appearance, safety, or maintenance. I’ve also been a
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renter and know landlords are often motivated by cost savings to

refrain from anything but the most critical maintenance/repairs. My

concern with short term rentals is that there is even less incentive for

owners or renters to be good neighbors. I also don’t know that they

belong in areas that are primarily residential i.e. not part of a resort

community or vacation destination per se. We have SIGNIFICANT

issues in our neighborhood with parking, as we have a lot of fire

lanes so limited street parking, but most neighbors have teenage kids

who park their cars wherever they can, or they don’t want to take up

space in their garage so park on the street. We’ve had people park in

our driveway, block the mailbox, smoke in their cars and flick butts in

our yard (during summer, and a drought!)… our neighborhood simply

can’t handle more vehicles. If short term rentals were to be allowed, I

think it should be determined via an application process that accounts

for the neighborhood’s limitations, i.e., denying applications for short

term rentals in areas where there isn’t enough parking. I’m not 100%

against short term rentals, but the City has never once responded to

code enforcement complaints in our neighborhood, so we fear that

allowing short term rentals under “strict regulations” would mean

nothing because the City doesn’t even enforce existing codes and

regulations.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 06:16 PM

We have one in our community and it’s been no trouble at all

Anonymous
2/09/2022 07:06 PM

They're needed for relocation.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 07:22 PM

Fine for vacations, but allowing them drives up home prices and locks

young renters out of the housing market

Anonymous
2/09/2022 07:31 PM

I personally have used this option in other cities for reunions, seeing

kids at college, and other types of vacations. It’s great for families to

have access to a home with better accommodations then what a

hotel offers. And in the other cities, we were still taxed by the city like

you would be for a hotel so I see where it could still bring in revenue

for the city, on top of bringing tourists to the area which Vancouver

has so much to offer do to our location.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 07:38 PM

I've stayed in them elsewhere but I think they're awful for a

community

Anonymous I think they are fine as long as the owner is local and able to
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2/09/2022 07:43 PM supervise, not out of town investment owners renting out party

houses

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:09 PM

I very much enjoy the flexibility of staying in them when I travel, and

think local homeowners should be able to rent out rooms in their

home or an adu.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:16 PM

Should be the right of a property owner

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:32 PM

I like them.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:36 PM

We have not experienced problems with the two known ones in our

neighborhood. Multiple problems with properties renting rooms to

multiple people.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:50 PM

Short-term rentals provide critical services for people who live here or

come here to visit. I have been a short-term rentals host for many

years. My guests rely on short-term rentals to meet their needs such

as: temporary living between their moves, exploring the area before

moving here, attend family/friend wedding, caring for family in

hospital/therapy, travel for work, attending different events in the city,

visiting the area, etc.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:57 PM

They are very helpful

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:05 PM

Lots of in and out traffic

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:09 PM

Totally fine

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:15 PM

Convenient as a renter, but not healthy for residential neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:17 PM

As long as they don’t take over I think they are good.

Anonymous I see the pros of having Airbnbs listed in town. My spouse and I
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2/09/2022 09:17 PM actually used the Heathen winery Airbnb to host our wedding

reception and house our many out of town guests and it worked

wonderfully. I have also looked into renting an Airbnb in city limits for

my immediate family due to their living 2,000 miles away, so I do think

it has benefits. On the other hand, as I renter in Vancouver who is

desperately wanting to be a first time home owner, I also see many

downfalls. My spouse is a realtor and we have experienced many out

of state buyers swooping in and purchasing any and all properties for

the sake of making a buck. It’s been overwhelmingly frustrating for

my spouse’s clients and has created an intense anxiety in myself

when looking at buying a home for the first time. Several people have

been bought out by the several thousands by investors who don’t

even live in the state and will never visit the property, meanwhile

those of us who live in and love the Vancouver area are left to only

be able to afford apartments or townhomes with nothing to call our

own. It’s extremely discouraging and stress inducing unfortunately.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:33 PM

Short term rentals are great for visiting an area you’re interested in

moving to, for business trips or for a family event such as a wedding,

birthday, or funeral while having the comforts of home and privacy

outside of a hotel setting.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:34 PM

As a short-term rental host, I provide critical services for many people

who live here or come here to visit such as: traveling nurses,

construction workers, local residences for temporary living between

their moves, future residence exploring the area before moving here,

visitors attend family/friend wedding, family and friends caring for

family in hospital/therapy, etc.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:35 AM

Mixed success with them as a renter on trips out of town.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:29 AM

They add crime to an area and reduce the appeal of a neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:43 AM

Good for vacation but ultimately terrible for the housing market in that

area

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:20 AM

Good way to use a property and at the same time make it affordable

for something to live in Vancouver.

Anonymous No opinion
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2/10/2022 03:28 AM

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:52 AM

I love them!

Anonymous
2/10/2022 05:16 AM

They drive up home prices and are a disturbance to neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:16 AM

I think it can be a good opportunity for Us.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:19 AM

People who rent, especially short term, simply do not care as much

as someone who lives and owns property in the area. Noise and litter

are excessive at times. Parking can also be a major problem

depending on how many people are staying in the short term rental.

With investors and corporations purchasing houses to be used for a

short term rentals, this will only make it even harder for current

residents of Vancouver to purchase homes. People who are local to

Vancouver will continue to be priced out and pushed out of the area.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:29 AM

I’ve used them when I travel. No other experience. I’ve studied the

benefits.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:31 AM

Could be a good thing

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:43 AM

Great idea.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 07:28 AM

Mixed. I feel like they are a good way for homeowners to make a little

extra money with space they're occasionally not using, but when

properties are used exclusively as short-term rentals they are a

detriment to the community by artificially driving up the cost of

housing for folks looking for a long-term home.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:05 AM

They are pretty good they provide a good service

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:39 AM

Frustrating
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Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:57 AM

Long-term housing should be priority

Anonymous
2/10/2022 11:06 AM

They devalue neighboring homes and create a parking nuisance for

surrounding homes.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 11:23 AM

I support them

Anonymous
2/10/2022 12:23 PM

I wouldn't want to live next to one because I would have concerns

about noise and increased traffic.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 12:48 PM

We have one next door, and across the street owned by the same

people, they charge nightly per room, parking is a nightmare, (they

have retrofitted their house into more rooms to accommodate more

people without city permits) owners don't live there. We constantly

find cigarette buds in our yard, we've had them park in front of our

driveway blocking it, they have one trash can between both homes

they own, and it's constantly full, so the renters put trash in other

neighbors trash cans, this was very distressing at the peak of COVID.

The city has charged us for overflowing trash put in our trash bin from

their renters, not knowing it's from the rentals. People coming and

going at all hours night and day. It's extremely frustrating for the other

homeowners on the street. It's devaluing the homes on our street.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:15 PM

Have used them myself quite a bit and just like everything else

depends on the persons renting and owners diligence on upkeep and

keeping an eye on things. Have had good experiences and bad with

adjacent short term rentals. Just like long-term rentals.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:52 PM

Positive. Most people think of them as vacation homes, but I recently

had a leak in my house that required moving out during construction

and COULD NOT find a place for my family to live nearby during

construction. This is a really common problem and a big niche that

short term rentals fill in non-vacation areas.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:53 PM

They are fine

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:09 PM

I feel like a hypocrite. I’ve had mostly positive experiences staying in

them, however I’m not interested in having them in my neighborhood.
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Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:14 PM

I honestly thought they were allowed everywhere. I don’t see an issue

with them if homeowners want/need that option. In my experience,

the host companies like Airbnb and vrbo help set good parameters.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:55 PM

I don’t believe that Airbnb, ADU, etc. improve our neighborhood

livability. Traffic, parking, noise, and inadequate property tax to rate

them as multi family are my negatives.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 07:15 PM

They’re great!

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:02 PM

I am against short-term rentals. Short-term rentals do not benefit the

residents of the neighborhood, they do not build bonds within the

community, they introduce a plethora of strangers that have no

vested interest in the success of the neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 08:08 AM

They do not belong in residential areas as they bring down the

property values. Also, short-term rental clients can be destructive and

a nuisance to the homeowners in the area.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 09:51 AM

They are good for the community. Will be necessary for success of

the recent visit Vancouver campaign. The short term rental lodging

and sales tax also helped fund that

Anonymous
2/11/2022 10:10 AM

I think it’s a great idea. Housing is far too expensive out here.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 10:46 AM

I don’t think we should have them. It’s going to turn bad

Anonymous
2/11/2022 11:36 AM

I think they are a great opportunity to not only increase the city's

economy, but also draw people from outside of Vancouver to

experience all that it has to offer.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 02:07 PM

Short term rentals are a great alternative to long term rentals as I am

able to maintain the integrity of the home on a consistent basis. As

each short term guest checks out, the home gets cleaned repairs are

made and the home is maintained in a show ready condition both

inside and out.
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Anonymous
2/11/2022 02:53 PM

They should be regulated and inspected by law regarding all the

health and safety, parking, and noise regulations that apply to any

inhabited dwelling in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 03:18 PM

Not a good idea. Having one in the neighborhood now….we can see

the downside.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 03:22 PM

Often an intrusion in a neighborhood with visitors partying loud. Also

eliminates possible housing at a time we have a shortage. In condos,

there should not be any because real tenants can’t be sure of their

safety with strangers living there. We have motels and hotels which

out of towers should use. Provides jobs for many people.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 04:54 PM

I have an unfavorable view of short term rentals, particularly when the

owner is off-site. Our neighborhood had an unfortunate air bnb

several doors down that had two shootings within one year.

Residential-zoned neighborhoods should remain places of residence,

not profit-making opportunities for the highest bidder. With affordable

housing already limited, there is no reason short-term rentals should

be allowed in our neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 05:08 PM

Stayed in several in US and Iceland very practical. Concerned about

units if no units are owner occupied

Anonymous
2/11/2022 05:24 PM

I don't have a problem as long as they follow any requirements and or

codes. Don't piss off the neighbors with over night parties , too many

people , too much noise . No living in trailers . or cars or other .

derstink
2/11/2022 06:18 PM

With good regulation, it can be a positive for the community.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 06:21 PM

We have a short term rental home near us that’s OK.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 07:29 PM

They degrade neighborhoods and should be limited to retail areas.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 07:30 PM

I’ve rented multiple over my adult life and have been impressed every

time and enjoyed my stay away from home.
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Anonymous
2/11/2022 08:35 PM

Short term rentals should NOT be allowed in single-family and zero-

lot-line zoning districts, and should be limited to 5-10% of the dwelling

units in mid- to high-density multifamily zones. They should be

permitted in commercial zones (of course), and with some limits in

light industrial zones.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 12:58 AM

Fine

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:46 AM

They can result in loud, public disturbances which include drunken

behavior .

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:55 AM

I don’t like them but no more than two in a whole neighborhood might

work.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:56 AM

Not in Vancouver!

Anonymous
2/12/2022 09:15 AM

I think they can be a serious problem for neighbourhoods, as we are

seeing at the Oregon Coast right now, and across Europe. Wealthy

landlords can buy up properties and rent them as AirBnBs for far

more than as actual rental homes. This means that Vancouver

families have fewer places to live. It also artificially inflates property

values and real estate prices. That said, until the new places at the

Waterfront open, I realise there is limited hotel availability in the best

parts of Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 09:30 AM

I have used them myself and like them

Anonymous
2/12/2022 09:46 AM

party house in our neighborhood, recent event resulted in multiple

shots fired and bullets hitting surrounding houses

Anonymous
2/12/2022 10:34 AM

We have stayed in several short term rentals throughout the USA,

Mexico and Europe. It is a fantastic vehicle to bring tourism to our

local economy.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 01:23 PM

Short term rentals of an entire house take away the opportunity for

someone to buy that house and build assists. People who generally
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have short term rental house are not people hurting for money, but

trying to further enrich themselves at the expense of others. Short

term rental of rooms for home that are being lived in by the people

who own the house create less expensive hotel options for people

that are visiting. I don't have any issues with renting a room.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 02:28 PM

Bad, noise, trash

Anonymous
2/12/2022 03:21 PM

Great from I've experienced although, I do wish there were more

affordable housing options in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 03:22 PM

I think they would be ok if permitted & standards were upheld.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 03:35 PM

They are okay if managed well, particularly ones that are ADU’s

where the homeowner is on site.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 04:13 PM

That they do not belong in residential neighborhoods. They have

negative impact on safety of our children and property and a feeling

of community.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 06:28 PM

Great for visitors, good for residents too earn extra money, potentially

shrinks rental market and increaseslong term rental prices.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 06:57 PM

They are wonderful.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 07:52 PM

Should be homeowners right to rent if they choosers

Anonymous
2/12/2022 10:01 PM

I have used short term rental as a travel option. Especially during

covid, they have been a wonderful option. It has allowed our family to

travel, visit local sites and spend money in that community while still

being comfortable with our lodging.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 01:11 AM

They take away housing options for members of a community,

contributing to housing shortages and higher housing costs
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Anonymous
2/13/2022 06:22 AM

It is a good way of promoting The City of Vancouver as a place to

visit

Anonymous
2/13/2022 10:02 AM

They should be regulated like a hotel or motel.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 10:28 AM

They should NOT be allowed. The one in our neighborhood had

brought in known gang parties creating danger to our residents,

excessive traffic that does not obey speed limits or parking

regulations. Frequent loud parties including illegal behaviors (such as

letting off fireworks and drugs). Our neighborhood is treated as a

tourist destination and airbnbers feel they can leave thier litter

everywhere and come onto our property for their entertainment.

These activities have lead me to feel unsafe in the neighborhood I

own a home in. It is promoted as a place to party without

consequences and should not be allowed.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 10:32 AM

They are a party house that can impact our quiet into the early hours

(1-4AM), with trash in the street, garbage overflowing and sometimes

with it coming onto our property. They can be rude to neighbors,

using inappropriate language when we have young children present.

They have loud music and fireworks on occasion, also with drinking

and lots of car noises with speeding down the street. Parking is also

a problem at times.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 01:40 PM

As long as the home owner is a responsible person and vetting the

renters we should be supporting them They could be bringing visitors

to the city

Anonymous
2/13/2022 03:08 PM

Not in the city

Anonymous
2/13/2022 04:11 PM

Not necessary in residential neighborhoods

Anonymous
2/13/2022 04:50 PM

Any rental whether long term or short term needs to be managed by

a legal and responsible owner

Anonymous
2/13/2022 06:48 PM

NO
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Anonymous
2/13/2022 07:42 PM

Not in my neighborhood

Anonymous
2/13/2022 08:21 PM

Great in some cases.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 08:33 PM

I like them and use them. I used one when we moved to Vancouver

Anonymous
2/13/2022 09:15 PM

Perhaps because we have city restrictions preventing these short

term rentals, I am fortunate not to have experienced any issues

related to unauthorized short term rentals in our neighborhood. It is

hard not to have seen news reports of short term rentals resulting in

safety issues with strangers temporarily inhabiting one of these

homes and creating excessive noise, traffic, and parking issues

related to parties.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 07:43 AM

I am not aware of any short-term rentals in our neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 08:02 AM

I think they're okay a good way to add value and housing space and

a decent way to draw tourism to Vancouver. I think potential party

locations can be an issue but can be handled with noise complaints

and fines parking in congested areas could also cause issue but once

again can be solved by enforcement.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 08:37 AM

na

Anonymous
2/14/2022 09:02 AM

I think they are fine

Anonymous
2/14/2022 12:06 PM

I believe there is already an issue with homes within residential

neighborhoods being owned as a business, rather than being owner-

occupied. Short-term rentals would further exacerbate this issue.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 01:01 PM

Most short term rentals are not properly managed by owner.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 01:55 PM

Unwanted parties
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Anonymous
2/14/2022 04:11 PM

I was for it until I heard a new perspective. I just returned from Hawaii

on vacation. I talked there with a woman who was telling me about

her rental woes. Many people in Hawaii are turning their homes into

airbnb's because they could make more money on short-term rentals.

She said the average family is being shut out with no place to go

because of this. It wasn't helping them, it was hurting them and

driving up the prices for rentals. Maybe you need to see this issue

from the perspective of the low income families.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 04:25 PM

I have only stayed in two air bnbs on the east coast. They were one

room in a host's home. I found them to be not as nice as the

advertisement looked. I prefer to stay in B and B's.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 05:16 PM

I've used them in remote areas, not dense neighborhoods. They

worked out well for me.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 05:51 PM

Problematic

Anonymous
2/14/2022 09:36 PM

Residing in a large condo community, short term rental clients create

issues when transient "guests" bring in too many vehicles and

occupants. Such use of a property changes the nature of a

community where people know and look out for each other v. guests

living in a hotel/motel for shorter time periods. COV has plenty of

commercial hospitality rooms suited for both long & short stays w/

acess to amenities etc, and properly regulated for health and

sanitation. COV has a shortage of affordable traditional rental units

because some investors see short-term use as a huge money making

opportunity to the detriment of renters and residential communities.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 05:44 AM

Should not be allowed.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 11:49 AM

I live and work both in Corvallis and Vancouver. When I am not at my

house in Vancouver I rent it. If I were not able to it would sit empty. I

leave a list for short term renters of restaurants, hair salons, bars ect.

I feel like it contributes more to the community that way. I would not

convert it to long a long term rental as I need it 1/2 time.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 02:40 PM

They can be a problem is a single-family home neighborhood.
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Anonymous
2/15/2022 03:18 PM

It should be banned in Vancouver residential neighborhoods and the

ban ENFORCED!

Anonymous
2/15/2022 04:01 PM

Party houses - not so good for full time residents!

Anonymous
2/15/2022 07:28 PM

I have never had a problem with short-term rentals.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 06:52 AM

In our neighborhood they are causing issues with late night noise,

parties and rules violations. Traffic is constant at these homes with

unknown people coming and going in our neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 09:39 AM

Short-term rentals bring a range of economic and social benefits to

the area. I operate a short-term rental that would otherwise be vacant

for large parts of the year. The guests that stay with us come from

around the world and have been generous, kind, and have enjoyed

having a space to stay that is not a typical hotel room. They come to

Vancouver for a variety of reasons, they spend time and money here,

and they enjoy everything the city and surrounding area has to offer.

The people that stay in my short-term rental would not be staying in a

local hotel, and would instead just get a short-term rental in one of the

surrounding communities if the City of Vancouver decided to disallow

short term-rentals.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 10:48 AM

Good if they are in the right location.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:02 AM

Bad!! Can lead to a lot of problems for the community

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:09 AM

After experiencing the fiasco with the party house air and b in First

Place, I am against any and all bed and breakfast, or air B and B here

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:09 AM

I have used short term rentals in vacation areas with great

satisfaction. In Vancouver, I have experienced "party house" rentals

in my neighborhood that are quite a nuisance, including gunshots,

noise, trash, etc. I am not opposed to short term rentals if and only if

there is a way to prevent their use for large scale parties.
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:10 AM

Unfavorable. The lack of control or safety for the neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:46 AM

Brings down property values and often makes homeowners have to

deal with unsavory renters.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:53 AM

The latest trend in rentals. Furnished homes, duplexes or condos

used for short term rental. The STR's I have experience with seem to

be better managed than long term rentals.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:59 AM

Very negative. A house in our neighborhood turned into a party place

that was very disruptive and even brought gun violence to the

neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:01 PM

3 to 7 days

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:10 PM

very poor

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:29 PM

I oppose them.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:31 PM

In general, my views as a guest is that they are extremely useful and

an affordable way to travel as a responsible family.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:33 PM

They are noisy, make it hard to park on the street and make the

neighborhood dangerous.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:36 PM

In my neighborhood, there was a shooting at the newspaper delivery

person by a VBRO whole-house rental guest (First Place). So…

negative. But my friend in Fircrest rented her basement bedroom to

traveling nurses, and that was a positive experience for her. So, I’m

anti-“party house for the night” rentals, and pro legitimate low cost,

short term in an existing occupied home rentals.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:50 PM

They are a good idea. Owners tend to keep their property in tip top

condition to attract short term renters. It helps with tourism and puts

Vancouver in a welcoming position with visitors.
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:58 PM

Need to be tightly controlled

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:05 PM

No opinion

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:11 PM

Do not belong in residentially zoned neighborhoods ( among single

family homes)

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:45 PM

After the problem party with gun shots in our neighborhood, I do not

want short term rentals. Especially when the owner doesn’t live in the

neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 02:19 PM

Do not want short-term rentals in this neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 02:34 PM

I have used them n think they are ok. However, am in favor of limiting

duration of stays to max of 1 week n a limited number of weeks per

year.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 02:34 PM

Without the owners on the property, the renters can and do get out of

hand, loud, invite other people, have parties (wedding, birthday etc). I

think if the owners were there, it would curb all of that.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 02:43 PM

Can be a neighborhood problem

Anonymous
2/16/2022 02:50 PM

Party house, no consideration for neighborhood or owners.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:06 PM

unfortunately, one in our neighborhood was booked for parties that

even resulted in gun shots fired into neighbors' homes.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:11 PM

Should not be allowed in residential area in a town that is not

considered a tourist attraction.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:39 PM

They DISRUPT a normal quiet neighborhood with the transient nature

of a business in the middle of it.
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:53 PM

OK on an appropriate area

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:03 PM

Good

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:09 PM

Disruptive to the neighborhood. I live two doors down from one and at

a large party there was a shooting. Had I know we were purchasing

next to a home that rents, we would not have purchased our home.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:25 PM

Multiple nonfamily members in nearby residence with half dozen

vehicles which were parked on the front lawn. Lawn and vegetation

overgrown, neglected. No respect for adjacent homeowners.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:59 PM

Haven't had any direct experience, but do not favor having in this

neighborhood. Reason: most homeowners are retired, or working and

must get enough sleep. Short-term rentals are often used as

party/wedding venues and the noise can not be expected to be

minimal.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 05:05 PM

I think they're great!

Anonymous
2/16/2022 05:11 PM

I like the idea, but think they should be for a minimum of 3 days and 2

nights.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 05:59 PM

I'm not opposed to them.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 07:29 PM

Had a shooting in this quiet neighborhood by short term renters

having a party

Anonymous
2/16/2022 07:57 PM

They should no be allowed in residential neighborhoods. They are too

dangerous, as they can be used for out-of-control gatherings.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 06:45 AM

Renters using property to throw huge parties resulting in security

issues. ie gunshots and fights.
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Anonymous
2/17/2022 10:44 AM

They are great in certain areas, like downtown, waterfront. Don't like

them in neighbor hoods. Also, the owner of the property should be

near by in case there are issues.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 12:42 PM

Appropriate in some neighborhoods, not in others. Bad experiences

with bringing added noise, traffic, and violence to our neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 01:35 PM

Bothersome, annoying and a nuisance

Anonymous
2/17/2022 01:58 PM

I have no disapproval of short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 11:57 PM

Don’t mind them at all. I have neighbors who rent and who own.

Whether their here for a weeks or years they are welcome to

Vancouver Wa. Short term rentals are great for travelers, local

businesses, and the home owners who use that income to afford

housing. Long term renters have more cars and add to traffic as they

commute to work short term renters usually ride share or have only

one car per household.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:32 AM

I don't agree with short term rentals as it applies to rental properties

that are in an apartment complex as this reduces that supply of rental

property for people who will reside in the Vancouver area long-term.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 10:05 AM

Do not like them, they have a ruinous effect on neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 10:17 AM

necessary accommodation for our community.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 11:47 AM

Not aware of any in our neighborhood

Anonymous
2/18/2022 12:21 PM

Know of a couple of air BNBs in the area, have not seen a problem

with them. Prefer city to use existing mechanisms to manage issues

rather than create new rules specific to short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 12:48 PM

I have enjoyed staying in short-term rentals when I travel. I like them

as an alternative to a large scale corporate-owned lodging option. I

am not concerned about the impacts they could have on my
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neighborhood, I don't see there being a super high demand for short-

term rentals in Vancouver, at least any time in the near future. I do

think permanent, long-term housing is a much greater issue and

needs to be prioritized in decision-making related to short-term

rentals. In Vancouver, if short-term rentals were to be permitted, it

seems like there need to be permit fees associated with them would

be used to fund affordable housing.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 12:59 PM

Good experience

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:01 PM

Short-term rentals are a good thing for our economy. However,

owners need to be sure that their occupancy allowances are aligned

with parking capabilities.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:02 PM

I feel if appropriately managed, they will help tourism in the area.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:02 PM

They should be allowed. With homes selling in 30 days and home

owners struggling to find a home to relocate to, short term rentals is

their only hope

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:02 PM

Great for the economy and homeowners

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:03 PM

I think they are a great idea especially for those coming her on

vacation or wanting to move here and looking for homes. Maybe they

are having a house built and need somewhere to stay in between the

sale of their house and a purchase.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:04 PM

They are a great asset to the communities and support workers who

travel with ease of access to local amenities and travel

accommodations.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:09 PM

My husband and I have stayed at AirBNB or VRBOs in other cities

(within the city limits) and have experienced extremely rude, loud,

obnoxious renters of short term places nearby. It ruins it for everyone

- so that experience tells me that a professional should be available to

handle complaints. Maybe it means contacting immediate neighbors,

as an owner, and letting them know who to contact if there are

problems. Like 25 people in a hot tub, yelling and playing loud music

after midnight. That kind of thing should be handled by someone
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other than a neighbor.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:10 PM

We are probably short on these types of rentals in our area.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:11 PM

I think they are a great idea as long as we don't have areas of no

available housing for sale where there are only short term rentals we

need a balance. Most short term rentals are well cared for and I find

them to be a great asset to areas.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:12 PM

I have not rented out my home, but I have rented several short term

rentals in other cities. I can understand if a condo complex does not

allow it or a specific HOA, but I do not think there should be any

restrictions from the city of Vancouver. Renters need to follow the

same rules as local residents (noise, garbage etc)

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:14 PM

I think they should be allowed without regulation

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:14 PM

ok...as long as they are e screened

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:14 PM

I think they are good for the community

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:16 PM

Helpful when needed suddenly

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:18 PM

My opinion is that they are a good thing and good for the people who

own investment properties, good for the economy, good for

Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

I am 100% in favor of short-term rentals.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

With our current market having availability to rent short term between

selling a home and purchasing a home would be both valuable for

current residents and those coming from out of area and need to rent

short term prior to purchasing a home.
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

I feel that short term rentals are a great option for people visiting the

area for business, pleasure or to get a feel for the area if

contemplating a move. I definitely don't think owners should be

discouraged from offering a short term rental to these visitors/renters

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

The homes are cleaner in appearance, they also are a benefit to the

community hospitals, colleges, interim employees and much more

appealing than a hotel.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:21 PM

I love them, I utilize them as well as host them.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:23 PM

The City of Vancouver is currently collecting feedback for a possible

update of their 2004 bed & breakfast ordinance to include new or

revised regulations on short-term rentals. Many CCAR members work

with clients who operate short term rentals, or may manage and

operate them themselves. These rentals are a valuable part of the

region’s economy, bringing new visitors and tourism dollars to our

communities while helping property owners generate income to pay

their mortgages, put their children through college and fund their

retirements. Since the current bed & breakfast ordinance does not

explicitly address short-term rentals, the City of Vancouver is

conducting an online survey to collect feedback to help them craft any

future ordinances.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:26 PM

Negative

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:27 PM

Not good. For many reasons

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:30 PM

They're great as a tenant; not sure about living next to one.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:32 PM

Should be allowed

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:33 PM

Much needed in the community for people traveling to our area.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:34 PM

They have a place and there is demand.
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:34 PM

Very good for bringing in tourists to the city. Give people with a

limited budget to travel at a lower cost.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:35 PM

We find ourselves in a time of extreme affordability crisis. For that

reason, I am of the opinion that short-term rentals provide a valuable

option to homeowners for additional income to help them offset

growing expenses associated with home ownership.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:36 PM

I have no aversion to them.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:37 PM

I am not a fan of short term rentals and feel that they are not

beneficial in an area where affordable housing is already at a

shortage and also does not help when there is excessive inflation

rates.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:37 PM

Vital to our local economy. Vancouver is now a destination and

visitors are bringing in funds to our area. I think it would be crazy to

deny this. This will also increase property values and keep our area

as "recession proof" as possible. Short term rentals are an excellent

option for travelers and they also offer a great investment opportunity

to our local homeowners.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:40 PM

It's a business.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:40 PM

I've used a lot of short yetm rentals, and love them. They are a great

way to see new places. They are great for local economies, mom and

pop shops and restaurants, because the boom up tourism in a city. I

think vancouver could really thrive with short-term rentals being so

close to the airport and Portland.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:52 PM

They should be limited within existing residential neighborhoods as

having new renters in and out on a regular basis can cause full time

residents problems. It is not fair to full time residents to have to live

close to a short term rental unless they have direct contact with the

owner who would be responsible on short notice for any problems

with noise, garbage, etc from renters.

Anonymous I think they’re a great asset to the economy in Vancouver and are
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2/18/2022 01:53 PM needed for out of town visitors

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:59 PM

They are great Investments for the right home, in the right area.

Responsible hosts are the key to having a successful endeavor that

will a) be profitable b) not disturb the integrity of the area and c)

contribute further to the tax base.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:03 PM

I think they are a wonderful option for visitors to any and all

communities. My family and I always stay at either an Airbnb or

VRBO property when traveling or visiting other cities. I can’t imagine

not having them available as it would definitely make me consider not

visiting such areas. The short term rentals are always well maintained

and have strict rules that guests must follow since they are typically

located in residential neighborhoods. I’ve actually decided to

purchased a second home and make retirement plans for a

community in AZ based on a wonderful stay in that neighborhoods

Airbnb property.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:05 PM

Short term rentals are a good alternative to hotels because you get a

whole house plus kitchen which is important to me, they are also

much more private. I would like to see short term rentals absolutely

stay in Clark County.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:09 PM

Short term rentals are a fabulous way for visitors to experience a

community. Many people who are considering a move to a new city

begin by staying in a short term rental to explore a new city. Short

term rentals are great for tourism as they encourage vacation funds to

be spent at local restaurants and businesses. With less people

traveling internationally due tomorrow Covid, etc, short term rentals

also create a wonderful alternative for people to experience "stay-

cations."

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:10 PM

I believe short term rentals contribute to rising prices by encouraging

speculative real estate investing. It creates a low commitment real

estate investment that spends roughly 75% of the year vacant. These

properties will be the easiest to sell when there's a shift in the market

since they are vacant and already staged, which could lead to more

rapid price reductions during the next recession. They reduce

inventory available for long-term renters and owner occupancy. We

do not have a hotel shortage. We have a home shortage. The people

who represent the foundation of our local economy are in desperate

need if affordable housing.
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:16 PM

I think they are a great opportunity for homeowners and travelers.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:18 PM

They are fine.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:19 PM

Better than Motels

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:20 PM

They are great!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:21 PM

They are good.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:21 PM

Serve a need in the community.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:24 PM

in moderation they are great

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:27 PM

I’m in favor of short term rentals of bedrooms, ADUs or partial

portions of a home being rented. With such a tight housing market I

am not currently in favor of this type of rental of entire homes as it

takes available properties off the market for residents to purchase.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:36 PM

They are much desired by both owners and tenants.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:40 PM

They generally are not an issue as long as landlords enforce basic

rules and laws (noise, garbage, parking etc)

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:42 PM

Short term rentals are a great source of income as long as there are

stated guidelines and impactful actions if not adhered to.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:48 PM

Is very good for the community and owners

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:48 PM

They’re great!
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:53 PM

We need more of them. More people coming to Clark County to

experience our water front, wineries, concerts, etc., and need places

to stay.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:58 PM

more are needed

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:59 PM

Attractive to tourists, and business travelers. Require tight controls for

benefit of community.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:02 PM

Great value and experience for host and guest

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:07 PM

Good with these with limited numbers in neighborhoods

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:07 PM

I do not gave any experience other than watching my sisters manage

an Air B N B.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:33 PM

Good, brings in more people and income.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:37 PM

They can provide a important need to our community, assisting in

those in need of short term rentals while waiting to move into a new

home. Also, provide assistance to individuals in need of family

assistance due to a individual needing help from out of town family

members or friends.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:37 PM

They are a valuable service in our community

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:38 PM

I think they are very nice, they help to fit a need for tourist and or

people needing short term rentals in the area. They offer our guests

in this state a different experience for lodging. Some families still

prefer to cook for themselves vs eating out their whole trip. Also there

are some people that have special food requirements and this allows

for that.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:38 PM

Short term rentals are a great and affordable option for families to

travel together and be in a much more comfortable area vs. renting
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multiple hotel rooms. When short term rentals are managed properly

there are never issues. There should be regulations, but they should

be very simple. Require a permit, garbage service, and that

management or owners must respond to any issue that comes up

within 2 hours (common in many short term rental areas). Failure to

respond would result in a mark against them, 3 marks and they lose

their permit. This gets any bad actors or problem short term rentals

out of the area. 99% of Short Term Rentals operate just fine and do

not cause issues. Please make sure to structure the regulation in a

fair way for all those who do it right, but be able to revoke a permit for

the bad actors.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:42 PM

I believe they are a valuable part of a community. Gives users more

options and comforts when traveling. Gives owners a way to create

income to pay for mortgage and updates of homes.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:44 PM

I think they make an excellent alternative to hotels while creating a

revenue stream for people who may not want to take on the

commitment of long term rentals.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:46 PM

Short term rentals are necessary for families, covid nurses/other

professionals on extended work trips, etc.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:48 PM

They should be allowed, but with regulations as to density in a

neighborhood, length of stay, number of cars allowed, timeliness of

owner response to issues, etc.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 04:14 PM

They are fine. If there is a demand for them, then they should be

allowed.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 04:47 PM

It is amazing! It keeps our economy going! It is providing a huge

value to new residents by allowing them to visit, live in a home for a

short time and decide if they want to continue spreading their roots

here. It’s an amazing attraction and helps grow our economy

tremendously!!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 05:40 PM

I think short term rentals are great. Its a good way for home owners

to generate income, pay their mortgage and travelers to find a place

to stay .
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 05:40 PM

Not a very equitable model.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 05:47 PM

i think they are a needed asset to our community

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:06 PM

I think they are necessary to attract visitors/tourist. They also are

necessary in this real estate market for homeowners who sell their

home quickly and need a short-term rental before they are able to

buy again. We could use more of them in our market.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:13 PM

Much needed!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:14 PM

A good source of income and tourism.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:38 PM

They are a necessity in our market. We have a huge influx of

population into the area from other states and many need short term

rentals to tide them over till they can purchase a home. We also have

many people who can't currently afford a home with rising home

prices. Short term rentals work just fine in our market currently and

should be allowed, as many second home buyers/vacation

buyers/investors have purchase in the not too distant past with the

intention of utilizing that property for just that reason.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:53 PM

they will add to Vancouver's tourism

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:57 PM

I think they are great! Definitely something that is needed in the area.

And it brings $$ to the area

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:12 PM

Bad news. In my neighborhood one of these rentals frequently has

parties hosting gangs that gather from various areas. They race up

and down the street and are quite loud. Cars line the streets.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:21 PM

There is one next to my home, the owners don't live there, they rent

out seven rooms. Our street is on a "No Parking Fire Lane" and they

park there without thought 24/7 (Seven cars per person to one home,

our street looks like a parking lot) The owners don't have a trash bin

big enough for all the daily renters and they put trash in the

surrounding neighbor's trash bins on trash day. I've been charged by
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the city for trash that isn't mine. Renters come in and out at all times,

day and night, and it's loud, we are constantly finding cigarette buds

on our property, with the owners not living on-site, there is no one to

regulate behavior. It's obnoxious and we appreciate the city taking

action to regulate short-term rentals.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:33 PM

Short rentals benefit both the renter and host. Many business people

and families travel into town and would like to stay at a place other

then a hotel.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:38 PM

Love them

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:44 PM

None

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:47 PM

Air BAndB

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:57 PM

I see no problem with them.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:11 PM

Fine if managed properly.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:15 PM

It adds to commerce for the community while offering an option

different from a hotel.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:34 PM

Fantastic experience

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:42 PM

It's fine get the government out of our lives!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:45 PM

These rentals are a valuable part of the region’s economy, bringing

new visitors and tourism dollars to our communities while helping

property owners generate income to pay their mortgages, put their

children through college and fund their retirements.

Anonymous Neutral; to my knowledge, there are no short term rentals near my
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2/18/2022 08:48 PM home or my in-town rental property.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:52 PM

They provide a great option!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 09:10 PM

not good

Anonymous
2/18/2022 09:11 PM

Nice people occasionally rent a space most of the time my neighbors

house is quiet

Anonymous
2/18/2022 09:30 PM

Short tetmyrentals should be allowed, as long as there is no

interference with neighbors. It should be a community decision. Not

politics

Anonymous
2/18/2022 10:29 PM

I have enjoyed utilizing short term rentals for the last 10 years, but

have started resorting back to hotels over the past 3-4 years as short

term rentals are killing the fabric of our neighborhoods and

communities

Anonymous
2/18/2022 11:11 PM

There is a place and need for them

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:07 AM

A vital part of the housing market and great investment opportunity for

property owners to use their homes or rental property.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:34 AM

Property owners should be allowed to do what they want.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 03:45 AM

I mostly use vacation rentals when traveling.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:52 AM

Great! You should be able to use a property how you like, or may

need to for potential income.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:52 AM

Should be allowed with proper screening.

Anonymous Not a fan
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2/19/2022 06:15 AM

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:05 AM

They are great and should be allowed anywhere practical.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:17 AM

Good option for city instead of expensive hotels. Helps bring in

tourism money

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:25 AM

They should be allowed

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:36 AM

Terrible. It’s destroying home ownership in the area because

investors are buying house out to rent short-term. It’s disgusting, and

is forcing people who were born and raised here to have to leave their

hometown behind.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:40 AM

Quiet respectful renters. Families needing affordable lodging I love

the concept . Neighbor to my house is short term rental, and we have

had no issues plus the yard is always in top shape.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:40 AM

Short-term rentals bring tourism dollars to our county

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:04 AM

I’ve used them quite a bit when traveling and I really like them. They

are a great alternative to hotels, especially when traveling with my

family. All of us in one room (hotel) is awful!

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:06 AM

Good for community, brings tourism revenue to the city.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:15 AM

They are fine in limited quantity. There should be restrictions on how

many in a given area.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:22 AM

I own a short term property in another state. If they are managed

properly they can be a good source of income both for the community

and the property owner.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:36 AM

I have rented them
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Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:37 AM

They should be allowed and owners of the property should have the

roght on how they choose to use the property.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:50 AM

I’m in favor of them. And use them occasionally

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:00 AM

My neighbo has an air bnb and takes all the parking spots on the

street because he also runs a roofing company from the home . I also

have another home in the neighbor hood that was purchase so let for

air bnb. Mulitiple Issues in 2020 where police were called and

neighbors windows were sho out of their home in. The middle of night

over summer of 2020. I am opposed to the idea and the ideas of tiny

houses on peoples home sites.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:04 AM

Great economic boost for homeowners and a nice alternative to

hotels

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:04 AM

Like them. Normally well maintained with good curb appeal.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:08 AM

I would like to begin hosting Airbnb. It’s a great way to generate

passive income & should be a property owners decision eBay to do

with their house, not the city.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:17 AM

If the property is full time occupied by the owner and only part of it is

rental it seems ok in our experience. But absolutely not for

nonresident landlords.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:18 AM

They are a vital part of the value proposition for people buying real

estate in Vancouver. I have sold many homes with ADU’s. For most

of these buyers it was vital to have the option to short term rent these

ADU’s to offset mortgage costs and create affordability. These

include several members of our military. I have never heard of any

disruption or negative impact to the community.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 10:02 AM

They are needed in Vancouver and offer my clients temporary home

options while looking for a permanent home.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 10:17 AM

Airbnb and vrbo rentals bring in tourism for families. Hotels have a

limit of 4 people per room in most hotels, this disallows for families of
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5 or more to stay without renting more rooms. When you have small

children separating them is not an option. These rental bring money

into our area and should be allowed.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 10:19 AM

If the property owner wants to rent out a room, or their entire house,

that seems to be a free right of a property owner as I understand our

laws in this country.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 12:02 PM

I think they are a great addition to our community as it grows. It

provides an opportunity for people to come visit our area without

having to spend too much money.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 12:22 PM

They should be allowed.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 12:38 PM

They usually are great for renter & property owner

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:07 PM

They should be regulated with an owner on site.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:24 PM

Very mixed opinion. In one way they can benefit as a small business

venture but they can also be very disruptive in neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:53 PM

When people are given the incentive to make a disproportionate

amount of money off short term rentals, rather than renting longer

term to families and people who work in and contribute to their

community, the community as a whole suffers. A majority of people

who have these short term rentals do not even live in the same town

or neighborhood as the rental. They drive up housing prices and

continually move the post for people who actually live and work in a

community who would like to own their own home, or even rent there.

Furthermore, these rentals make for bad neighbors. There is no

consistency in neighborly relations, and impacts the people living next

to or around the rental negatively. This is why zoning is different for

hotels, condos, and SFH. The economic impact is greatly negative for

everyone besides the owner of the property.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 03:20 PM

They drive up the prices of those trying to stay in the city to work and

live. They usually have increased noise due to partying because they

are there for so short a time they don't give a care about what they

do.
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Anonymous
2/19/2022 03:23 PM

They are a good source of tourism to the area

Anonymous
2/19/2022 04:12 PM

Rented to trouble makers - drugs. Weapons. Dangerous activity

nearby.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:05 PM

Terrible

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:16 PM

I think short term rental add to our community in so many ways.

There are so many great attractions in Vancouver/Pacific NW area.

Tourist are attracted to our area for those reasons. Some of the

tourist prefer short term rentals as their experience. Eliminating short

term rentals would push them to other areas that won’t feed our

community. Others ways short term help is financially for local home

owners being able to afford their home.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:21 PM

Great option for homeowners to have flexibility of use and income.

Short term rentals allow better use of existing structures without huge

corporate development. Encourages stays from visitors who value

getting a more intimate experience of a city like Vancouver. Brings

economic benefits to Vancouver that would otherwise probably

choose Portland or other communities.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:40 PM

It’s great for the community and small businesses

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:54 PM

They are a necessary means to allow people from different parts of

the country and world to experience many new places without having

to stay in noisy - dirty and overly expensive hotels.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 06:03 PM

don't like the idea

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:15 PM

Great!

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:53 PM

Great option, solution, and should be allowed
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Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:13 PM

We have had increased traffic, late night noise, fighting and other

behavior that is not appropriate for a quiet residential neighborhood.

They attract people who are looking for a place to hold parties.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 01:46 AM

Good. Added oppurtunity to homeowners and the renter. Hotel rates

can be astronomical when you have a large family in-between homes.

BnBs saved us. Offered more space, comfort, better rates.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 01:59 AM

I enjoy renting short term rentals. Much better than hotels when one

has family and pets traveling together.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 05:29 AM

They are good for the community

Anonymous
2/20/2022 08:23 AM

They can be helpful for a variety of reasons. People from out of town

here for tourism, visiting family, waiting for new home to be built.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 09:07 AM

They are a viable way to provide short term housing options at

affordable prices and help offset high mortgage payments for the

owners.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 12:10 PM

I have used them many times in different cities. I am looking to build

a business around short term rentals

Anonymous
2/20/2022 12:58 PM

I think short term rentals are fantastic for many reasons.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 03:06 PM

Short term rentals have a negative impact on monthly rentals.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 05:45 PM

I think they are great. They fill a need.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 06:18 PM

Great idea

Anonymous
2/20/2022 07:41 PM

They are a valued option for visitors, vacationers, businesses on

temporary assignments, and families in transition between homes

when purchasing and needing to accomodate their family members. It
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also provides options for investors.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 07:44 PM

They are detrimental to our housing market and are contributing to

rising prices for both first time home buyers and renters

Anonymous
2/20/2022 07:51 PM

They bring business to our city

Anonymous
2/20/2022 08:20 PM

Short term rentals are a benefit to community. Provides method of

experiencing local communities that cannot be matched by staying in

a hotel . There are always bad apples in any walk of life and situation.

The short term rental is not immune . But if a house was either long

term rental or owner inhabited the idea of no issues with any

neighbor is not a given . Good landlords do not want mis behaved

Tenants it’s not good for the investment .

Anonymous
2/20/2022 08:38 PM

They offer a great way for a home owner to generate income.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 10:10 PM

While more comfy than a hotel, I don’t like that it limits the long term

housing market.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 10:36 PM

I believe Short term rentals offer the consumer options for lodging

that are needed. Young families staying in new area need

accommodations that allow options such as kitchens and bringing

pets. Most hotels don’t offer these things.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 05:30 AM

I personally love them. They fill a need and gives family visiting a

better place to stay besides a hotel. I personally also only stay at

Airbnbs when I go on vacation because I have such a large family so

it is easier.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 09:05 AM

Great option to have in communities.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 09:13 AM

I do not own any short term rentals, but I have clients that have

rented out part of their home for an Air BNB, or rented out an ADU for

additional income. It would be detrimental to those homeowners who

count on the additional income to make their mortgage payment or

supplement their income if they are not allowed to offer their place for

rent. It allows for visitors coming to Vancouver/SW WA to stay in our
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area and have a different experience versus staying in a hotel or

motel. With Covid, we have seen an increase and demand for Air

BNB nationwide.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 10:53 AM

they are fine

Anonymous
2/21/2022 12:07 PM

Highly valuable options for those visiting the area and surrounding

recreational opportunities. Also prime investment potential for those

interested in this kind of real estate.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 01:38 PM

They are a great option for the community

Michele McDermid
2/21/2022 01:51 PM

Short-term rentals reduce the availability of housing in our

neighborhood. The people who own the property don't vote in our

community or participate in our neighborhood community. Short term

rental tenants contribute nothing to the community they are

vacationing in.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 01:56 PM

Good for the local economy.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 02:04 PM

Very supportive

Anonymous
2/21/2022 02:37 PM

Not a fan

Anonymous
2/21/2022 03:20 PM

I didn't think much about them until a neighbor turned his home into

one. The renter turned the place into a party house & it resulted in

multiple gunshots & people running through the neighborhood. We

had several houses with bullet holes & we had multiple gun casings in

our yard.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 03:35 PM

Short term rentals can help our economy and often lead to longer

than 30 day stays by tenants.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:10 PM

Problems--parties, too many guests, cars everywhere,
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Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:20 PM

I believe in property rights, you should be able to do any reasonable

thing you want with your property as long as it doesn't interfere with

others right to enjoy their property

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:46 PM

There is a large demand for them and feel they should be permitted.

Times and lifestyles have changed, many travel, and we should move

with the times!

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:52 PM

You are able to get more for less

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:54 PM

They are great for people traveling to the area and great for people

who host to have another spice of income.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 04:27 AM

They are an asset for homeowners who need extra income

Anonymous
2/22/2022 08:55 AM

They are great for the community

Anonymous
2/22/2022 09:34 AM

I believe that short term rentals offer a great alternative to getting a

hotel room. Since they have kitchens it offers additional opportunities

for families to travel

Anonymous
2/22/2022 10:23 AM

They are great for the community and bring tourists to see our city, as

well as allow flexibility for folks looking for a home to buy.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 10:30 AM

I use them all the time when traveling, especially over traditional hotel

experiences. I have nothing but positive experiences with short term

rentals.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 10:33 AM

They should be allowed.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 11:15 AM

Great way to boost the local economy, help homeowners with

supplemental income.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 03:21 PM

Air BNB
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Anonymous
2/22/2022 08:33 PM

Super useful, and a great city experience when visiting.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 09:31 PM

Valuable part of the local economy. Allows people to afford housing

by renting part of their home.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:01 AM

Love them! We don’t have space for out of town guests and hotels

don’t accommodate a traveling family very well.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 01:49 PM

STR help increase the tourism in an area.They are the best place for

people to stay that have families and want to have a place to hang

out after a day out and about as opposed to a hotel room. This also

provides a place to do meal preparation which makes it very helpful

when you have children. This is how my husband and I prefer to have

our accommodations when we travel.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:03 PM

Have had problems in our neighborhood. Renters have large parties

ending in gunfire.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:18 PM

A way to provide out-of-town travelers with an authentic experience in

our town while providing the opportunity for homeowners to rent out

unused and underused space in their homes. For us, it is what makes

it possible for us to afford the home.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:20 PM

A necessary and vital aspect of the industrial short term rental

community. A Bed and Breakfast has a unique opportunity to bring a

personal touch, a more personalized experience to the guests.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 06:41 PM

They are an excellent option for when other alternatives are not

available. Can’t think of a reason why they would not be allowed?

What are you protecting?

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:31 AM

I think they provide a useful service

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:46 AM

Continue to allow short term rentals.
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Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:52 AM

Short-term rentals allow homeowners the flexibility of gaining income

and provides renters with options.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:56 AM

Have rented

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:27 AM

I see no issue at all with out current rules. I would leave things as they

are.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:39 AM

It should be between the homeowner and their short term renters- it

brings tourist dollars into our community as a lot of people, especially

with families do not like staying in a hotel and would rather have what

a short term rental has to offer. Goverment needs to stop trying to

control everything at the exspense of the common people. This is a

big push from the hotel industry.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:58 AM

It gives people the option of more of a home than just a bed and bath.

Children can play outside..

Anonymous
2/24/2022 12:08 PM

Not favorable.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 12:18 PM

They unfairly push up the purchase price of residential dwellings to

offset the revenue stream they provide. They push up the price of low

income rentals because they compete for rental space. They

decrease available inventory as investors compete for properties.

They slow resale for neighboring properties.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 01:14 PM

Crucial to all homeowners to have the ability to rent

Anonymous
2/24/2022 02:17 PM

sometimes a necessity for transition living

Anonymous
2/24/2022 03:32 PM

Short Term Rentals are here to stay with Travel and work from home

jobs. p The younger generations want to explore away from their

home town. The opportunity short term rentals bring to our city is that

not only does it bring outside income to businesses it also brings

investors, future home owners and business entrepreneurs an a

avenue to comfortably sample what our city has to offer. As a

property owner is gives the opportunity to supplement income in the
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growing housing market making it more affordable to stay invested

here in our city.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 04:11 PM

I have a positive opinion of short term rentals. I know of a couple in

my neighborhood and it has been such a welcome improvement over

having them rented to long term tenants.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 04:29 PM

Don't like them in my neighborhood. They take up street parking, that

usually is used by kids playing and other neighbors who can't park

their cars in their garages. They bring people who don't care about

our neighborhoods, leave debris and etc.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 05:42 PM

it is an amazing experience for the guests to explore Vancouver, WA,

and it is amazing experiences for the host to introduce visitors to our

beautiful city.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 06:01 PM

Great for Vancouver and tourism here

Anonymous
2/24/2022 09:53 PM

They serve families traveling well. We have used them when traveling

and found them nice.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:00 PM

I believe that they can be very useful for those who are visiting the

area on either vacation or professional business trip. I have used

them in the past for both business and leisure trips and the have been

great from a location and price target perspective.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 07:37 AM

No issues

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:25 AM

I’ve enjoyed them greatly in other cities.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:34 AM

They take away housing from long-term renters. They also raise the

price of rents. In my row of townhomes, two people have turned their

space into AirBnB rentals. In the past, everyone in my row ran a

business out of the front office (how they are designed and zoned).

This brought diverse businesses here and was good for Main Street.

Now two are just AirBnBs which has brought in noise and increased

outdoor smoking (as can't smoke indoors so smoke outside and it

comes in our windows).
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Anonymous
2/25/2022 10:41 AM

I think they are a fantastic addition to the local economy, allowing

home-owners flexible opportunities to increase personal income on a

private previously non-performing asset allowing them to invest in

their communities on a deeper level.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 01:26 PM

We are in an association.....safety of homeowners peramount. I'm

concerned with not knowing who my neighbors are from month to

month

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:07 PM

Negative

Anonymous
2/26/2022 03:18 AM

Adds to the inequality of wealth

Anonymous
2/26/2022 01:02 PM

We use them when we travel, they often work better for a family with

kids than a hotel. I think the experience is great when everyone

adheres to a social agreement on how it should work. And, I've heard

horror stories from friends who have rented out their property.

Anonymous
2/26/2022 10:07 PM

Should be allowed as long as Vancouver issues certain basic rules

for cleanliness, noise level etc., see below paragraph 4.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:27 AM

I support and have used short term rentals for years. They are a

valuable service that should be available in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 07:25 AM

They attract renters who have little or no regard for the people who

live permanently in the neighborhood (or building, if it's a

condominium).

Anonymous
2/27/2022 07:36 AM

They degrade neighborhoods by allowing poorly regulated rental

houses. They create mini hotels in neighborhoods zoned for single-

family homes.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 07:45 AM

ok in holiday destinations, a nuisance in Vancouver

Anonymous VRBO often provides vital housing for traveling nurses. We need
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2/27/2022 08:27 AM these options to nurses in today's environment..

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:04 AM

I believe the city should regulate them. We just sold a home in Walla

Walla where short-term rentals are well-regulated.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:28 AM

Negative. I do not want short term rentals in my neighborhood or city.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:49 AM

Bad

Anonymous
2/27/2022 10:58 AM

In the 5 years we've operated, we've had overwhelmingly positive

experiences hosting people. They've come to visit family, to check out

the area for possible relocation, as well as for vacationing in the

Pacific Northwest. Owners of any property- be it long-term renting,

short-term, or simply vacant properties, who don't maintain the

upkeep of the home and the respectful behavior of the renters should

be held accountable.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 11:46 AM

I appreciate the ability to help bring visitors to our area while also

helping to supplement our income.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 11:59 AM

Short term rentals in residential neighborhoods are a problem. It

should absolutely not be legal to run a small hotel in a residential

neighborhood. They cause issues for nearly every neighbor. Issues

include safety concerns of having complete strangers cycling through

a home with zero vetting. They drop property values immediately as

literally no-one wants to live next door to a small hotel. Issues include

excessive noise during both the week & weekends, excessive and

disrespectful parking, littering, smoking. “Vacation” guests behave in

disrespectful ways without regard for day to day living of

neighborhood residents, since they’ll be gone in a few days. Then the

next guests arrive. I do not understand how it can be illegal to

open/run certain types of businesses in a residential neighborhood,

but somehow this is ok? Please ban VRBO, AirBNB, etc from

residential neighborhoods in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 12:03 PM

I think that they are a good way to bring tourism and people to the

area while giving the hosts extra money to help pay their mortgage or

income to do what they want with. I also believe that there should be

strict rules in which there are run so as to keep the enjoyment of the

neighbors and not disrupt the community.
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Anonymous
2/27/2022 12:15 PM

We had one next to us for a bit, and it was terrible. This was even a

“high end ” rental, and people would throw cigarette butts and

generally disrespect the neighbors living there. I think it is bad for

neighborhoods and brings down home values. I would never move

next door to one if I knew this ahead of time, and should not be

allowed In neighborhoods. It brings a transient quality to the

neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 01:02 PM

They are potentially great for a traveler but can be disruptive for the

neighborhood if they become party houses.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 01:04 PM

I know of 5 AirBnB rentals in my immediate neighborhood. These are

5 units that are not used by local people and is a cause of rent

increases. There used to be 5 families that lived in these units - now

not supporting the neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 01:22 PM

They should be reserved for high tourist areas only, not regular

neighborhoods. We have had one living next to us, and it was terrible.

Even though the owners took “good care”, there are unavoidable

issues that the neighbors have to deal with. Loud noise, garbage,

disrespect. It seems money is more important then the neighborhood

and fellow neighbor. Brings home costs down.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 02:06 PM

I agree with current reglations. I live in an HOA that is beginning to

see several homes being rented on a short term basis. These renters

do not know of our rules and regulations. Home next to me was

purchased last fall by gentleman who now owns 3 properties in HOA

but does not live in any of them. Since mid-February four different

persons have come and gone from four different states.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 02:27 PM

They should be required to meet the same rules as hotels and real

B&Bs

Anonymous
2/27/2022 02:36 PM

Please do not allow short-term rentals when there are so many

families that have been waiting for years for housing to become

available.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 03:00 PM

I think they are a critical component in today’s economy.
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Anonymous
2/27/2022 03:18 PM

I would not want any short term rentals in my neighborhood. The

owners who are financially benefiting extol the virtues of the financial

profits and of meeting new people. Meanwhile nearby long term

neighbor homeowners are saddled with the myriad collateral negative

consequences of the transient nature of the practice such as loud

rowdy parties, parking issues, trash, continuous flow of strangers who

have little to no care for the neighborhood they’re in, and

unresponsive short term rental owners who are dismissive of nearby

neighbors who identify problems to that rental owner.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 03:20 PM

Very useful for travelers and hosts but needs registration taxing and

limits on parking, noise etc.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 04:54 PM

I have experienced them in places other than Vancouver. They do not

belong in residential neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:32 PM

We travel a lot so we appreciate being able to find one wherever we

go. However I'm not sure I would like one next door to me. I believe

with the right guidelines for the tenants we could coexist. Its up to the

landlord to enforce good neighbor rules.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:36 PM

It reduces available housing for Vancouver when the owners do not

reside in the residence. Our available housing is already limited.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:41 PM

They disrupt a neighborhood by bringing unwanted traffic and rowdy

types into quiet neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:06 PM

I am very comfortable with the idea of short-term rentals. We do not

have a short-term rental but some of our neighbors do. Everyone has

been very respectful. If there is a short-term rental that has caused

neighbors documented problems (noise, etc), then that short-term

rental should after a set number of verified complaints should no

longer be able to rent on a short-term basis.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:13 PM

I have rented them and will do so in the future. I am however,

trepedatious about properties leaving the housing market to allow for

short-term rental, particuarly while housing prices are rising so high in

the area.

Anonymous Complete disregard. Short term rentals tend to create discord in
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2/27/2022 06:25 PM neighborhoods, increased need for police patrols, and violate the

calm and peace that exist.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:32 PM

Very disappointed to have them in my residential neighborhood

Anonymous
2/27/2022 07:39 PM

I am not a fan of them.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:12 PM

they have their place, but often not in a normal residential

neighborhood

Anonymous
2/28/2022 07:04 AM

While some may be run so as not to disturb the character of a

neighborhood one party house can be torturous to immediate

neighbors and lower the quality of life for blocks.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 07:10 AM

Not every renter is a good neighbor, considerate of other homes

nearby. We aren’t zoned for rentals like this

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:21 AM

Can be both good and bad - depends largely on the homeowner. If

it's managed well, can be fine. Absentee homeowners who rent out

"party houses" are a nightmare.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:53 AM

Not good for neighborhood safety.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 09:03 AM

Both good and bad. I frequently use Airbnb when I travel. I am a

respectful and mindful guest. However, a condo in our small complex

was purchased strictly for Airbnb use and it has caused a major

impact to residents' quality of life

Anonymous
2/28/2022 09:12 AM

Ok in general

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:13 AM

short-term rentals can be both financially necessary for some, and a

huge money-maker for others, and they can be very problematic for

others. When homeowners aren’t around to manage their properties,

local management companies can be influential in maintaining good

and respectful use of property that doesn’t negatively impact

neighbors. There seems to be a need for property management that
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reduces the problems. This has always been an issue with any rental

property, but for apartments there is typically a threat of eviction. For

short-term rentals, there is very little consequence. We have a

second home in Sedona AZ, and while we live in a neighborhood with

an HOA that disallows short-term rentals, MANY neighborhoods have

no such regulations and the problems are common and out of hand:

late night parties, noise, trash on the streets left for neighbors to have

to pick up, and general disrespect of the community including people

and land. In these cases, the homeowners are often out of state and

have no power to manage renters. They don’t seem to screen out

those who are gathering for a party -

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:20 AM

Short term rentals where the person lives in their home and rents out

a room, part of their home or and ADU on their residential property i

have no issues with. Sometimes I think of doing it myself to help with

the bills as I am a single senior citizen. When someone is absentee,

lives some where else and rents out the whole property is where I

disagree. First, they have no investment in the community and it is

easy to not care how it affects neighbors and communities, with only

person profits in mind. But worst of all they take a home away from a

family that needs a residence to live in. Even if we weren't in a

housing shortage I resent the practice of absentee owner businesses

in residential areas. I have seen how these absentee owners in short

term rentals have even made it almost impossible for local people to

find affordable housing. Look what has happened to Orcas Island or

St George Utah. It's shameful. We are seeking people leave our city

because they can't find affordable house. I see this as making our

homeless and unhooked problem grow exponentially. It terrible to see

our community have to bear the brunt of these expenses and social

problems so absentee business owners disguise themselves as

members of a residential community for their own profit. The money

goes outside of our community too!

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:27 AM

Great way to supplement income

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:07 AM

As long as they are registered and agree to certain compliances that

can take thier permit away if they violate them they are fine.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:09 AM

Short term rental’s impact on affordable and available housing is a

top-5 driver for the lack of available/affordable housing situation all

over the USA. I come from the city where it all began, San Francisco.

I’ve seen it first hand.
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Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:21 AM

Good. I'm glad they are available.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:32 AM

No direct experience. I live in a community where CC&R's require

HOA permission for additional occupancies under 30 days, and do

not allow ADU's

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:58 AM

They are an amazing and usually much cheaper option when I travel

with a large family or group. Yards and houses are maintained

usually well above average.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 12:06 PM

Short term rentals are in high demand and are a much needed

element of housing. It is so difficult to purchase a home now, many

people are looking for short term options while looking for a new

house. Not being locked in to a long term contract is necessary. I am

looking for a property to use as a short term rental and it didn't even

occur to me that they would be regulated any differently than long

term rentals. I feel they are better managed and attract better tenants

than long term rentals.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 12:15 PM

Valuable as a traveler, particularly with a group. Unfortunately, some

of these units could be full-time dwelling units that would increase

available housing stock and ease pressure on housing prices.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 03:04 PM

They are fine in my community.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 03:46 PM

I was shocked to read on your website that "The city doesn't allow"

short term rentals within a residential zone. That is very old thinking.

The world is changing a lot and city governments need to keep up

with the times, not get stuck in old thinking. I was so incredibly happy

when VRBO came into being and then AirBnB because I have a

family of 6 and when our children were little we were forced by hotels

to rent two rooms because of the size of the room and the number of

people allowed in that much square footage. This mean't that my

husband and I had to split up, each of us in a room with two children

because the kids were not old enough to stay on their own and there

was no way that I would have my childen in a room, by themselves,

with no connecting door. 1) This mean't that we had to pay $320 -

$500 per night for hotel rooms to be comfortable and that would force

us to cut our vacation shorter because of the added cost. 2) We were

split up as a family and it puts a damper on the vacation. When

VRBO came on the scene and we could rent an apartment or a
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house that would fit all of us it was wonderful. Not only did it save us

money on the sleeping arrangement but also allowed us to rent closer

to the areas where we wanted to vacation (like down near a river or

next to a ski slope). Plus we could go buy groceries and have the

ability to make breakfast or lunch and then go out and have a much

nicer dinner at a restaurant because of the cost savings. The other

scenario for which I really love STR's is when I have to travel for

work. I am usually in a new city for 7 days or longer and having a

place to call home which has a real refrigerator, a stovetop, oven, etc.

makes the whole travel thing so much easier. We live in a mobile

world now and if you kill STRs, then you will reduce tourism and

spending in Vancouver, and you will send those people over the river

into Portland where they will do all of their activities, eating, shopping.

People don't generally plan their trip to Vancouver, they plan it to

Portland and then they stay in Vancouver because it costs less and is

cleaner and not filled with homeless encampments. There are a lot of

people who get the extra money needed to pay their mortgage from

renting out a room in their house. People who are on disability and

have no other means. Banning STRs would devastate them and they

may lose their homes to foreclosure. The problems you list below

could come from any rental type if it is a "low priced" rental. You

cannot say that Motel 6 or other such low end hotel does not bring in

the noise, trash, traffic, safety concerns, parties, etc. Maybe finding a

way to classify the rentals so that those that are in poor, ghetto areas

are not allowed, simply because when the rental is poor quality, that

means that the rent would be low enough that it would attract the type

of people who throw loud parties, litter everywhere and don't care at

all about the neighbors (eg., mobile homes). Not that you won't find

wealthy people who do the same, but I don't believe that you have

those tendencies when you are educated and have enough income to

afford to pay $100+ per day for rent. As for regulations and licensing,

that's just government control and more taxes. Every day our rights

and freedoms are being slowly picked away at and we are sooooo

overtaxed (property, gas, snack foods, cigarettes, cell phones, capital

gains, sales, excise, gift, estate, etc.) We revolted against King

George to get away from the monarchy control and the taxes and

here we are just repeating history.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 04:41 PM

I own a short term rental, which has provided income which allows

me to provide a service that would otherwise not be available. And I

believe short term rentals can add significant value to a community in

that they provide an additional type of housing that would otherwise

not be available. I believe it is in a community's best interest to have

a diverse range of housing types available. The key for short term

rentals is to manage them properly.
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Anonymous
2/28/2022 07:01 PM

Neutral

Anonymous
2/28/2022 07:25 PM

I think it’s a popular way to travel for families and should be allowed

with certain rules (like restricted parking spaces, noise ordinance etc).

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:16 PM

I think they're a positive contribution to the community. They're a

great way to offer alternative lodging to vacationers who want to stay

and spend money in Vancouver, as well as allow homeowners to

make much-needed extra income, especially in this COVID-affected

economy.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:32 PM

They are a great way for homeowners to earn extra income off of

their property.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:34 PM

People renting them do not have a stake in the neighborhood and are

not neighbors as a non rental would be

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:43 PM

Positive. Great way to welcome visitors and spur economic activity

and the ground level.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:28 PM

We have two that I know of where I live. One I believe is an airbnb

and the property is well cared for and quiet. The we have another

house where the house is divided up into small living spaces. The

residents change often like they're renting a space in the house for a

short while. It seems like a business who has out of town employees

that will move on, like travellers like employees. The folks are quiet

but the yard (front) is in need of regular maintenance as the grass can

get quite tall before someone mows. I rarely see anyone and the

autos parked in the back driveway can be from different states, that's

what makes me think they are employees that move on when a job is

done

Resident of Vancouver since
1967
3/01/2022 04:56 AM

Short-term rentals are an asset to our community. They provide a

comfortable and unique lodging alternative to traditional hotels and

bed-and-breakfasts. Many people seek to stay in a fully furnished

home hosted by locals who are enthusiastic about Vancouver and

sincerely welcoming. In a way the short-term rental becomes a "home

away from home", with privacy and all the amenities to "live like a

local." When we first moved to Vancouver in 1967 there was a

"Welcome Wagon" organization with volunteers who greeted

newcomers. In a way, as a host of a short-term rental I would like to
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be able to carry on that tradition, for travelers, for those transitioning

to move to Vancouver, and for those who already reside here but

need temporary lodging for themselves or visiting relatives. We are

responsible hosts and very hands-on in making sure we are good

community members and don't cause any problems for our

neighbors. We modified our core mission statement to match our goal

for the short-term rental; "We strive to provide safe, clean, affordable,

comfortable, and quiet accommodations for responsible travelers and

guests." Before offering to host many years ago, we did contact city

and state offices. At that time we were given the green light by those

we spoke with. Our hosting platform has a built-in a means to collect

and remit the required occupancy taxes, and we obtained the licenses

and insurance we thought necessary. We also introduced our plan to

the neighbors and they supported it. We understand times have

changed and the interpretation of law has shifted. We will adapt as

necessary, if given the opportunity and guidance to do so. We hope

new ordinances do not become too burdensome and drive us out.

We want to be able to continue to contribute in this unique way to our

community. It is our passion and our joy. We are from and part of the

fabric of this community, We are local hosts, not big corporations. We

don't have big budgets, but we do have big heart! We serve a wide

variety of guests. Some come to vacation, but many come for other

reasons. Especially during the pandemic. Our guest house has

provided a place to work remotely, a place for respite, a place to

quarantine, temporary housing for traveling medical professionals,

and a safe haven for families to stay when visiting relatives close-by.

On several occasions, residents in the local area have rented our

short-term guest house while their house was being remodeled.

Parents and children love having a private outdoor yard for relaxation

and play and we provide an off-street parking space. This type of non-

owner occupied short-term rental house is perfect for the needs of a

variety of guests. Travelers are attracted to Vancouver and bring

commerce. We find joy in sharing our local knowledge and

personalized hospitality with our guests. If they wish, we show them

the sites of the city and guide them to local businesses and regional

attractions. We all prosper from this. We learn as much from our

guests as they do from us! It is our way of bringing the world closer

together through hospitality and friendship. We take pride in our

neighborhood and city. Our guest house is well maintained and we

keep it in tip-top shape because we also want to please our

neighbors and we want good ratings from our guests. No parties, no

extra traffic, and no parking problems. We use a rental platform that

helps us screen to select guests who are responsible and take good

care of our place. The platform also provides a means for us to

remove guests if they violate our property rules. Although, we have

never had to do that. We also have a mission towards affordable

long-term housing, "We strive to provide safe, clean, affordable,

comfortable and quiet housing for responsible renters." We own and
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manage some long-term small multiplexes and single family rental

homes in Vancouver. We have always been a part of the solution by

providing truly affordable housing, with under market rates. Rising

taxes and inflation has made it exceedingly difficult to keep our rents

low in recent times. It is the income from our one short-term rental

house that allows us keep our long-term units truly affordable.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:01 AM

It should be allowed. The city should not interfere with a homeowners

reasonable use of their property

Anonymous
3/01/2022 09:47 AM

Nuisances

Anonymous
3/01/2022 09:57 AM

provide positive economic options for local residents

Anonymous
3/01/2022 10:49 AM

I have a short-term rental right next to me and I am here to say that

it's the worst thing that has happened to the neighborhood. You never

know who is going to be renting/partying/coming and going at all

hours right next to your house. You never know the rental people and

they have total disregard and disrespect toward residents who

actually own and live in the neighborhood. It's spring break at its

finest. It certainly does nothing to increase the tranquility of the

neighborhood. And I would not purchase a home if I knew there was

a short-term rental in the vicinity (which probably should be disclosed

to potential home buyers). I definitely believe they should be banned.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 11:00 AM

As long as it’s just a room in someone’s house or a rental thru VRBO

or a similar company and there’s no problem with parking, it’s okay by

me.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:42 PM

It's helpful & nessessary now a days

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:52 PM

I love them. It a great opportunity to visit new areas. Great chance for

tourism and more income coming to the area.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:56 PM

need more STR

Anonymous They need to be limited or undergo some sort of vetting or yearly
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3/01/2022 02:59 PM inspection process.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:12 PM

Short-term rentals should not be allowed.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:13 PM

They are needed in the community.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:23 PM

They often cause neighborhood disruptions. Brings on a need to

watch for children s and senior citizens safety as people unfamiliar

with area drive in with no sense of local demographics. Periodic noise

and littering problems.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:25 PM

I see nothing wrong with a homeowner renting out their home on.

short term basis. The city of Portland and others allow this as a way

home owners, especially seniors and others experiencing higher

taxes and costs associated with owning a home, can increase their

income.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:26 PM

I think they are a great asset to the community in regards to tourism

and an alternative to hotels for family guests. We have stayed in short

term rentals while visiting family and for overnight get aways. We

usually prefer them over a hotel because of having a large family that

most hotels don't accommodate in a single hotel room

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:29 PM

As a traveler, I appreciate the variety of rentals that have been a

comfortable, private home base in vacation destinations. I can see

some usefulness for short-term rentals in Vancouver (e.g. WSU

families, business travelers), but wouldn’t feel comfortable having a

house in my neighborhood rented out for parties.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:43 PM

no experience

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:44 PM

They're a great option to use when visiting somewhere

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:57 PM

They are good for the community, providing extra income to residents

and bringing in tourism to Vancouver.
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Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:59 PM

I think these should be allowed as they ore often used by tourists or

out of town guests. This would bring in more revenue to the city and

surrounding area.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:12 PM

I believe it is something to reconsider in the future when other issues

such as homelessness, the pandemic, staff and other shortages have

been resolved. This may add more problems than solutions.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:14 PM

Weakens the neighborhood and allows absent owners to create

problems for neighbors who live in the neighborhood

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:22 PM

I oppose short-term rentals. They invite nuisance to neighborhoods

and do not contribute fairly to the tax base and municipal

infrastructure. Keep and enforce the restrictions on short-term rentals

in Vancouver, Clark County, WA.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:37 PM

air bb and vrbo

Anonymous
3/01/2022 05:09 PM

Our neighborhood had a very negative experience with a short term

rental. Nearly 100 people showed up in a party, drugs and alcohol

involved, as well as shootings.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 05:12 PM

Unfavorable

Anonymous
3/01/2022 05:43 PM

Not in favor of short-term rentals in our neighborhood--Fieldstone

Estates. We want to maintain the quiet, peaceful, stable

neighborhood we bought/build our home in. We do not believe short-

term rentals lend themselves to these qualities.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:12 PM

I think it could help solve the homeless situation and allow those who

do have extra space to accomodate others to help keep them in their

homes. The area would benefit from out of town tourism. I think it is a

win-win. The only concern is for additional parking - so perhaps make

it a requirement that they have parking space to accomodate

additional vehicles.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:18 PM

I am in favor of them with appropriate (not overly stringent) standards
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Small Homes
3/01/2022 06:27 PM

Okay with regulations and enforcement of those regulations. No

parties, no noise, etc. Limit number of vehicles permitted while rented

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:45 PM

My opinion about short term rentals is that the people renting don’t

care about the area or the people that live here. They’re here for a

short period of time and then gone. They do as they please, with no

regard for anyone else.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:47 PM

They are out of character for a 100 per cent residential homeowners

association neighborhood. At their worst they have weekend parties

with loud music, rowdy behavior on the decks, and will have

numerous cars parked up and down the streets. They have

knowledge and/or respect for Association rules regarding pets, ,

hours of the common area, and respecting property lines (we do not

allow fences to define property boundaries). Too many strangers

close to our association owned swings and playground area for our

children.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:54 PM

They are great. I had no idea it was illegal here in Vanc and that

seems ridiculous to me honestly.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:18 PM

If owners responsible for the rent of it and the quality of person

renting

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:19 PM

Can make a neighbored miserable. Too much noise.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:21 PM

If properly managed owner on site rentals can benefit owners and

have minimal impact on the neighborhood. Owner off site rentals are

a recipe for disaster

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:35 PM

I think they are a good way to earn extra money.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:41 PM

Okay for areas near attractions and getaways (scenic areas). Not for

primarily residential areas.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 08:14 PM

Strongly against.
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Anonymous
3/01/2022 08:15 PM

They are fine as long as noise, traffic, and trash are not an issue. A

bed and breakfast rental normally avoids these problems due to the

presence of the home owner.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 08:52 PM

Nice to rent but inconvenient for those who live near a short-time

rental in a residential neighborhood.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 10:00 PM

Disruptive of the neighborhood, potentially

Anonymous
3/01/2022 10:36 PM

They’re great and bring tourist dollars to the city

Anonymous
3/02/2022 01:17 AM

If a good framework of standards is provided, it could help attract

visitors and investors that will help update properties. It could be a

win-win solution.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 08:28 AM

they can be disruptive to the neighborhood in terms of noise, parking,

and safety.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 08:35 AM

Many short-term renters do not pay much attention to noise, parking,

or garbage regulations

Anonymous
3/02/2022 09:07 AM

My only experience has been as a guest in Airbnb rentals, which is

something I've enjoyed. I've never lived near a short-term rental.

However, I lived across the street from McMenamins Kennedy School

in Portland for several years and experienced many of the issues

listed below, including noise, trash/litter, parking shortages, traffic,

special parties and events, and my car (parked on the street) was hit

by another vehicle on two separate occasions.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 10:27 AM

If they are well-managed, with the owner onsite (or very nearby), it's

great from the perspective of someone who has used Air B & B for

personal travel. From the perspective of a person who may be nearby

to a rental, I would have concerns about poorly-run or monitored

properties and the potential for unruly or disrespectful guests.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:06 AM

I ran a short-term rental out of my home for two years. The income

from that kept us afloat during a time when we needed it most. It
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allowed me to generate income off of guests staying a couple nights

in a part of the house I could isolate from the rest of the property. To

rent that on a long-term basis, I would have had to provide access to

parts of the house (kitchen, living room, laundry) that I don’t want to

share with others. Because of that, I would have never had a long-

term renter. So in my case, I wasn’t removing a potential long-term

rental from the market. Our rental activities were kept, clean and quiet

with no impact on the neighborhood aside from the occasional extra

car parked in the street. The money were were able to make during

that time was a lifeline to our family as it helped us keep up on the

mortgage and stay in our house. Interference from the city for me

using my own property and capital to generate much needed income

would have been extremely unwelcome. I think there could be some

minimal regulation for rentals but fees and taxes should not be

assessed. Speaking from my own experience, our STR was not a

huge money generator but it at least gave us some breathing room.

Assessments would have made it much less viable.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 01:01 PM

Too many transient people, parties, noise, violence and guns fired

Anonymous
3/02/2022 03:28 PM

I don't personally want to partake in it but do not see a reason why

our government would need to regulate it.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 04:21 PM

My Husband and I have not stayed in other than condos as yet

however, as I understand it, if the home owners care about the

people they bring into the neighborhood, rentals work wonderfully. By

"caring" I mean, limit the number of rental occupants, number of cars

taking up space on the roadway and in their contracts, limit noise

times, this should be a great experience and the homeowner can

benefit financially. The contracts, though, have to be enforceable to

the point where the renter can be evicted soon as a violation occurs.

The owner has to be responsible and not just be out for the $.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 04:39 PM

They vary widely in quality and amenities. Whole house or apartment

rentals frequently displace local residents by removing long term

rentals and reducing owner-occupied units.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 05:42 PM

It helps my mortgage payment, and also helps local economy.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:12 PM

I am in favor of short term rentals as I am a traveler myself and I love

the opportunity to explore new neighborhoods and communities
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Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:14 PM

Not in residential areas less than 6 mo.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:20 PM

I believe Short-Term Rental in general are a positive development for

communities and home owners. However the health and well-being of

the community should take precedence and first priority over any

decision or desire of home owners to convert their single family home

to mixed use. Short-Term Rental should be allowed only in homes

where the owner are still residing; the owners must be residing at the

same premises for the duration of the short-term rental. Short-Term

Rental homes must have obvious, visible signage which states this is

a Short-Term Rental facility and includes current contact information

for owners.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 08:10 PM

They should not be allowed.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 09:09 PM

I think they fill a need in a city. I use them when we want to be

together as a family.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 10:27 PM

they ruin nice, homeowner neighbor hoods and kill property value. i

never agreed to a multi family situation when i paid for my house.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:03 PM

No experience

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:31 PM

I’m against short term rental because it will affect the stability of the

community

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:32 PM

Real estate investment businesses that take advantage of quiet

neighborhoods for-profits

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:40 PM

They should not be allowed. They remove house from the market,

drive up rental costs and decrease available housing for new home

buyers

Anonymous
3/03/2022 12:36 AM

It benefits the landlord by making some extra money. It also benefits

the renter who needs a short-term rental.
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Anonymous
3/03/2022 02:10 AM

Short-term rentals would encourage more people to visit the city,

because of the relatively lower cost and more comfortable stay,

compared to staying in hotel. This could reduce the travel cost, and

may benefit the local economy if more visitors come. Special events

and parties should not be allowed.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 05:43 AM

Short-term rental can provide a place to traveler a place more

convenient than the hotel. With more traveler come to Vancouver,

also helps economic growth of city.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 07:02 AM

Have used them in the US and Ireland. I have a very good opinion

about them. They are a useful travel opportunity.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 12:49 PM

I believe that short term rentals are an excellent investment both for a

community & an investor. Hotels, do not offer the personal touches

that are afforded to personal homes. They also provide an

environment that can be safe for entire families. In todays age of virus

& contagion, a personal home is an excellent wat to minimize your

risk of infection or infecting others.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 01:40 PM

I agree with operation of short-term rentals as someone who needed

short-term stays. Because Vancouver is close to Portland, I believe

that short-term rentals would help those people in need who are

traveling for a period of time.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 03:18 PM

I have had great experiences renting and have thought of renting to

help offset my mortgage. I have found them to be a great way to

travel at an affordable rate, vacation with friends and family, and bring

my dogs, who would not be happy in a hotel. While there may be

some problems with the occasional party house, I think the benefits to

the owners and renters far outweighs the negative.

Lizard
3/03/2022 05:16 PM

I think they are great and an honest way for the middle class to have

a good life they deserve.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:05 PM

Positive

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:05 PM

I think they should be limited and more regulated. I have two in the

block I live in. Parking is a problem, as neither ADU has off street

parking available. It certainly has increased density! Both ADU
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owners are responsible people. However their needs/interests aren’t

always compatible with the city’s goals and direction.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:16 PM

That is simple. If codes don’t specify that it is legal.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:16 PM

I rented one in Vancouver and it is one of the reasons we moved here

from Ohio.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:54 PM

short term rentals are a blessing, they allow homeowners on fixed

incomes to generate extra income and families to vacation, which is

good for our community because it increases tourism.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 05:04 PM

I am indifferent to them.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 05:07 PM

They’re disruptive to the neighborhood and don’t add to quality of life

for the residents of the city. Plus, out of town corporations “investing”

in homes just drive up home prices and price actual citizens out of the

market. I vote NO!

Anonymous
3/03/2022 05:30 PM

I enjoy staying in them when we travel and I greatly appreciate them

as an option that's often cheaper and/or more comfortable than

hotels. We stayed in an airbnb in our neighborhood for two weeks

while our home was being renovated, which was extremely helpful

and convenient.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:36 PM

I think they are very crucial to the "Visit Vancouver" campaign. When

managed responsibly, they are a must have amenity in the city.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:49 PM

They are needed and should be allowed

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:53 PM

Troube

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:58 PM

I think a short - term rental would work well in for my situation.
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Anonymous
3/03/2022 07:03 PM

When traveling, I prefer to stay in a STR over any other form of

lodging. The STR provides a novelty in the traveling experience that

helps concrete the memory of the trip. This is something that you

can’t get from a traditional hotel experience.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 08:31 PM

In an area like Vancouver I see no problem. If we wherefore of a

tourist destination it would be a problem because in those

circumstances short term rentals drive up rents and lower the amount

of long term rental options because land lords and investors make

more money from short term rentals

Anonymous
3/03/2022 09:44 PM

They have their place but not in residential neighborhoods

Anonymous
3/03/2022 09:47 PM

I believe if the home is occupied by the landlord/owner and they

decide to have a short term rental as described in your description it’s

impact will be felt minimally in the neighborhood.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 10:24 PM

I think a home owner should be able to rent any part of their property.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 11:15 PM

Not a good idea.....

Anonymous
3/04/2022 12:13 AM

I feel it should be up to the home owner.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:26 AM

Short-term rentals encourage the purchase of property in order to

earn income. This means house prices will continue to rise and allow

business to purchase homes to increase their income and price out

home ownership for individuals.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:29 AM

Good experience for the person renting and the property owner.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:33 AM

They will make it harder for people to live here to find a place to live.

Reduces community if a neighborhood has too many of them.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 08:02 AM

Have used short-term rentals in other cities. Do not have any

immediate neighbors rent their property. Am in favor of regulating

short-term rentals. Registering/Licensing, oversight, fines. It is a
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business that should be treated as a business.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 08:28 AM

They don’t belong in neighborhoods,

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:18 AM

Has negative impact on the cohesion of the community in which it's

located and reduces the stock of available permanent housing

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:30 AM

I am in favor.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:41 AM

Not experienced.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:48 AM

Very useful and contributes to our local economy.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 11:49 AM

Great if you’re a renter or landlord. Not so great if you’re a neighbor.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 12:05 PM

they should not be allowed. ever

Anonymous
3/04/2022 12:40 PM

If allowed in neighborhoods, the amount allowed should seriously be

limited and the City should provide (fee-based for those in the

programs) a way for neighbors to voice their complaints and allow for

permits to be pulled in the event that those renting out their properties

don't inconvenience their neighbors and provide mediators, too. This

would especially be necessary for overnight stays or those lasting

less than two weeks.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:01 PM

Positive! Because they 1)help create a welcoming atmosphere for the

city; 2)help the owners generate supplemental income; and 3) help

newcomers transition to a desirable house.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:41 PM

They are great! They allow for people to find temporary housing when

the relocate to the area.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:42 PM

They’re fine as long as there aren’t too many concentrated in any

given area. They provide a service that there’s clearly a demand for.
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They also provide an opportunity for homeowners to supplement their

income as property taxes and inflation continue to climb.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:45 PM

They are fine for certain neighborhoods

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:52 PM

Awesome! Should be allowed with little fees and licensing

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:52 PM

They have really helped me to cover the mortgage of my home. In

fact, over the past 6 years my Airbnb has been my MAIN source of

income. As I get older, finding a job is getting harder and harder. I feel

passed over because of my age.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 03:12 PM

I think they serve a need. I have had negative experiences with them

and positive experiences as well.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 03:17 PM

Love short term rentals. They are a necessity

Anonymous
3/04/2022 03:26 PM

Positive experiences

Anonymous
3/04/2022 03:40 PM

I'm not a big fan of them. If you need short term lodging stay in a

hotel. I can see some room for flexibility in situations where the

homeowner is present onsite (e.g., they live in the house where a

room or ADU is being rented).

Anonymous
3/04/2022 04:07 PM

They are a wonderful option for people visiting.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 04:24 PM

They are an asset to communities trying to draw in more tourism

dollars. They provide housing for those visiting an area, and income

for those managing them.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 05:10 PM

STRs are here to stay, the world over. Travelers benefit greatly, not

only for vacation rentals, but for Work-from-Home workers who are

exploring different city's and country's; families in groups of 4 or more

that travel together; homeowners going through renovations in their

own home (often paid for by their insurance companies); families who

have sold their home and are waiting to purchase a new one and
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much, much more! Travelers love that they can stay in a place that

feels like home, cook their own meals, play games, watch television

shows together, etc.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 05:19 PM

Love them. They allow for residents to have flexibility, landlords to

serve a variety of clients and for out of state home buyers additional

options for their short stay.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 05:24 PM

They are great options for homeowners to make additional funds.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 06:54 PM

Favorable

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:31 PM

Offers a reasonable way visit our city.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:59 PM

They are more like a home away from home for family vacations

compared to hotels.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:39 PM

I enjoy visiting short term rentals. However, I feel like the current

situation in Vancouver with shortage of housing options and the

surge in the people experiencing homelessness, it is greedy and

irresponsible to encourage short term rentals in the city.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:47 PM

Love them!! Staying in a short term rental works much better for our

family.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 07:02 AM

Great way to supplement income

Anonymous
3/05/2022 07:08 AM

Less than 30 days, Air bnb or VRBO

Anonymous
3/05/2022 07:19 AM

None

Anonymous
3/05/2022 07:21 AM

Fine to great. Its up to the owner. i rent a small place long term but

sometimes like to get a weekend with friends in a nice short term

rental line a local staycation. Way better than a hotel.
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Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:16 AM

Favorable to them. I prefer to use AirBNB or VRBO when traveling

and think they benefit the hosts and guests.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 09:02 AM

Months or days

Anonymous
3/05/2022 10:34 AM

Depending where they are great

Anonymous
3/05/2022 11:00 AM

They are great because they allow a renter to become a local and it’s

nicer than a hotel and less expensive.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 02:51 PM

No limits, please---property rights are human rights!!!

Anonymous
3/05/2022 03:42 PM

A good alternative to housing options. Provides tax income to city

and provides employment for many others

Anonymous
3/05/2022 05:25 PM

I think they are great. It gives people the opportunity to visit our city

on a more personal level. They are also great for people that have

just sold a home awaiting to get into their next home.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:13 PM

I think they’re great. I feel they should be taxed appropriately and that

residents should be required to carry additional insurance similar to

ride share programs.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:15 PM

A safe and comfortable homey place to stay while visiting an area for

a couple of days to a couple of weeks.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:52 PM

I like them. I have stayed in them before and think they are a great

option. And as a landlord I like the short term rental option better than

long term.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 10:06 AM

A rural or recreational location is best suited for my taste if staying for

pleasure, not located within city core or even close to traffic hubs.

Anonymous Short-term rentals should be licensed by the city, for a nominal fee,
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3/06/2022 10:53 AM with very specific rules of conduct aimed at limited impact on the

neighborhood, with a simple process for neighbors to report intrusion,

and a rebuttal and mediation process. If the short-term rental is found

in violation without remediation, the license should be revoked. Fines

should be levied on non-licensed short-term rentals, with the first fine

being equivalent to the license fee and used toward the license fee if

the owner files for the license. Fines on revoked licenses that

continue to operate should be higher. There should probably be a

distinction between on-site and absent owners, with absent owners

paying a higher license fee and easier license revocation.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 12:18 PM

Love them. Brings a lot of great commerce to our City. Increases the

public's access to housing for work or pleasure. They are flexible.

Allows visitors to have a place to stay with decreased risks of COVID

exposure (as compared to hotel quarters).

Anonymous
3/06/2022 01:03 PM

I think short-term rentals are great. I use them instead of hotels when

I travel and the experience gives me an entirely different view of the

city. I think I return to cities to vacation more because I have stayed in

short-term rentals there. Vancouver is a wonderful place, made more

wonderful by the vibrant downtown and waterfront expansion. It could

attract more tourism and businesses to move here in the coming

years. It's ability to realize that vision will be hurt by restrictions on

short-term rentals.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 04:10 PM

That they serve an essential purpose for people traveling in the area

who need accommodations that a hotel cannot provide.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 06:38 PM

Mostly good

Anonymous
3/06/2022 08:19 PM

I love short term rentals. I have used them numerous times when I

have traveled both in the United States and internationally. We own a

short term rental in uptown in Vancouver Washington, walking

distance from downtown. It has been a very good experience, we

have had the short term rental for about three years. We have had no

major problems, we much appreciate the income we get from the

short term rental, which is a basement apartment, and we believe all

of our guests have appreciated being able to stay.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 08:45 PM

Property owners should have the option to rent their home if they

choose. Short- term rentals allow individuals to have experiences

they wouldn’t otherwise have in hotels/motels in the area. This also
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bring additional tourist to the city of Vancouver.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 11:15 PM

I am in favor of them. I have used them for such things as staying

near a hospital to visit a friend having surgery, where no hotels were

available.

Optional question (728 response(s), 55 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q4  Which of the following issues related to short-term rentals have you personally

experienced in your neighborhood? (Select all that apply)

Excessive noise Excessive trash/litter Parking shortages or other parking problems Increased traffic

Advertising and signs at the short-term vacation rental property Health and safety concerns

Special events or parties being held at the short-term rental property I have not experienced any of these issues

Other (please specify)

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

158

123

184

153

27

88

145

513

60

Optional question (770 response(s), 13 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q5  How would you like to see the City handle short-term rentals in Vancouver?

435 (55.8%)

435 (55.8%)

184 (23.6%)

184 (23.6%)

151 (19.4%)

151 (19.4%)

9 (1.2%)

9 (1.2%)

Allow short-term rentals with regulations Allow short-term rentals with no regulations

Ban short-term rentals in all circumstances I have no preference/opinion

Question options

Optional question (779 response(s), 4 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
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Q6  In which of the following housing types should short-term rentals be allowed? (Select all

that apply)

Detached, single family homes Townhouses Condominiums Apartments

Mobile or manufactured homes Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), such as granny flats or garage conversions

Short-term rentals should not be allowed anywhere

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

542

439

416

281

315

538

143

Optional question (774 response(s), 9 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q7  If the City of Vancouver were to create a short-term rental regulation, how important

would it be to include the following requirements for rental hosts?

Very important

Important

Neutral

Slightly important

Not at all important

Question options

200 400 600 800 1000

Require hosts to get a
business license

Require hosts to get
regulatory permits

Require hosts to notify
neighbors

Require hosts to be
onsite during a short-

ter...

Require hosts to collect
and pay lodging taxe...

213

208

217

381

191

48

61

68

57

46

117

106

110

121

128

116

119

107

54

107

285

283

272

164

301

Optional question (782 response(s), 1 skipped)
Question type: Likert Question
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Q7  If the City of Vancouver were to create a short-term rental regulation, how
important would it be to include the following requirements for rental hosts?

Not at all important : 213

Slightly important : 48

Neutral : 117

Important : 116

Very important : 285

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300

Require hosts to get a business license
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Not at all important : 208

Slightly important : 61

Neutral : 106

Important : 119

Very important : 283

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300

Require hosts to get regulatory permits
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Not at all important : 217

Slightly important : 68

Neutral : 110

Important : 107

Very important : 272

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300

Require hosts to notify neighbors
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Not at all important : 381

Slightly important : 57

Neutral : 121

Important : 54

Very important : 164

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Require hosts to be onsite during a short-term rental
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Not at all important : 191

Slightly important : 46

Neutral : 128

Important : 107

Very important : 301

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325

Require hosts to collect and pay lodging taxes
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Q8  How important would it be for a short-term rental regulation to address the following

concerns?

Very important

Important

Neutral

Slightly important

Not at all important

Question options

200 400 600 800 1000

Regulate noise

Limit trash or litter

Limit parking impacts

Limit traffic impacts

Limit advertising and
signs

Require fire and
building safety

inspections

Regulate special events

Limit the number of
consecutive rental days

Consider housing
affordability

70

77

90

142

126

90

120

319

224

64

42

49

57

54

62

55

42

47

58

51

89

154

145

100

105

165

177

202

202

187

139

149

150

143

68

80

386

406

361

277

296

376

350

179

236

Optional question (780 response(s), 3 skipped)
Question type: Likert Question
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Q8  How important would it be for a short-term rental regulation to address the
following concerns?

Not at all important : 70

Slightly important : 64

Neutral : 58

Important : 202

Very important : 386

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Regulate noise
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Not at all important : 77

Slightly important : 42

Neutral : 51

Important : 202

Very important : 406

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Limit trash or litter
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Not at all important : 90

Slightly important : 49

Neutral : 89

Important : 187

Very important : 361

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Limit parking impacts
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Not at all important : 142

Slightly important : 57

Neutral : 154

Important : 139

Very important : 277

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300

Limit traffic impacts
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Not at all important : 126

Slightly important : 54

Neutral : 145

Important : 149

Very important : 296

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325

Limit advertising and signs
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Not at all important : 90

Slightly important : 62

Neutral : 100

Important : 150

Very important : 376

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Require fire and building safety inspections
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Not at all important : 120

Slightly important : 55

Neutral : 105

Important : 143

Very important : 350

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Regulate special events
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Not at all important : 319

Slightly important : 42

Neutral : 165

Important : 68

Very important : 179

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Limit the number of consecutive rental days
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Q9  Are there any other standards or regulations not included in the list above that you feel

are also important to address?

Not at all important : 224

Slightly important : 47

Neutral : 177

Important : 80

Very important : 236

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250

Consider housing affordability
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Anonymous
2/03/2022 07:47 PM

People use this platform to afford their mortgage sometimes. I feel

like it should mainly impact people who don't live in the home they're

renting. Houses are so expensive and sometimes this is the only way

people can afford it. If we make it harder for them then we're not

actually solving the housing problem.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 12:09 PM

The difference between renting your extra bedroom and a whole

house investment property.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:42 PM

limit the number of STRs by owner limit the number of STRs by block

area limit the overall number of days an entire house may be used as

an STR we need to also look at the trend of individuals renting out

their backyard pools by day for parties

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:50 PM

This list is way off. Whoever is handling this clearly has not stayed in

an Airbnb. Airbnb prohibits parties, loud noise,& events as do hosts.

Parking would be an issue more w/long term rentals. Many staying at

Airbnb’s use Uber or arrive in one car. Airbnb and vrbo do not use

signs. Why don’t you have some Airbnb hosts on your “panel”. I saw

the meeting where it Was pointed out that only one Airbnb in

Vancouver city limits had a noise complaint because of a party abd

that their has been few if any complaints. I think The city is infringing

on peoples property rights more and more after city politicians Have

allowed the homeless situation to get out of hand and have now

decided to try and get more affordable housing. Most of us know that

none of these homeless people could afford to rent a house nor do

they want to as they prefer to live on the street and do their drugs. I

also think the city council will not listen to its citizens as it did not

w/bike paths and the town enter project.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 05:17 PM

Please just open this up so more people can live here.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 05:58 PM

My main concern would be big business buying up our already limited

housing and turning it into short term rentals for tourists while our

actual town residents struggle to find affordable housing.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 05:58 PM

Limit to owners of property. No renters re renting apartments or

ADU's. Limit how many renting events a year and no corporate

ownership with no owner present.
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Anonymous
2/04/2022 06:39 PM

require criminal background checks

Anonymous
2/04/2022 11:28 PM

Short term rentals should require permits and adhere to noise

ordinances, require correct number of fire extinguishers, CO2 and

smoke alarms, proper egress, etc. Short term rentals actually tend to

be in better condition and updated, hence actually improving looks in

neighborhoods. There are standards they adhere to in order to get

good reviews so that they get patrons/guests to stay.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 11:42 PM

Short term rentals should not be allowed in residential

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 06:47 AM

NO

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:34 AM

I have purposely bought two homes in neighborhoods with no HOA’s,

and feel as long as the short term tenants are respectful to the

property and the rest of the folks around, there should be no

restrictions. Those some rules apply to long terms rentals, in my

book. Thanks!

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:45 AM

The questions regarding regulations are way too narrow and could be

answered a number of different ways. The bottom line is that owners

of short term rentals are in fact responsibile by default and most

people or groups are responsible and respectful. There are large

deposits required for accountability as well as a rating system for

behavior by both sides.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:46 AM

The structure should be clearly defined. We’re not saying parking an

RV and renting it out for 4 days is ok. Or a boat. There’s one on the

coast, not ok here. Let people earn a lil extra income but do regulate

that care and concern is being given to the neighbors.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:51 AM

No

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:11 AM

The beach town where we have a condo limits rentals to 14

days/month = 168 days/yr. Another suggestion would be to limit to a

set number of days/yr (example 168) but allow for those to be

consecutive days - give the homeowner flexibility in how those days

are allotted throughout the year.,Some folks (myself included) may
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want to go live somewhere for a month or two to see what it’s like to

live in that city/town. Thanks for offering this survey.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:57 AM

Let people live , work and do business as they please.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 02:30 PM

STOP THE BIG GOVERNMENT LIBERAL AGENDA

Anonymous
2/05/2022 03:42 PM

Notifying neighbors should definitely not be a regulatory option. You

don’t have to notify them when it is a long term rental.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 04:36 PM

I think local ownership or at the very least on site representation

should be required. If I, as a neighbor, have an issue, I don't want to

have to contact some investment company in South Dakota between

the hours of 9-5 Mon-Thurs CST to get a resolution.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 05:14 PM

Limit how many can be in one area.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:48 PM

No

Anonymous
2/06/2022 08:00 AM

If you are getting one or any complaints about an Airbnb, you should

handle that on a case to case basis. I think the noise is the most

important thing but we’ve never once had any complaints on our

Airbnb. It’s also limited to 2 people. Making a cap on allowed guests

may help

Anonymous
2/06/2022 12:41 PM

What should be regulated is limiting g the % of short term rentals in a

given area.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 03:05 PM

Density of short term rentals

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:37 PM

Existing regulations for noise and trash should be sufficient. Parking

and fire safety should be regulated. A parking spot should be

provided for each rental. Parking is already under required for most

apartment buildings! All other concerns could be regulated if over-

time, they actually develop and need to be regulated. Don't

overregulate for problems that don't exist.
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Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:45 PM

I think limiting the number of people allowed at the property at a time

to fewer than 8 or 10 so that parties could not take place would be

important. It might also be good to only allow renters with a known

history of renting places successfully.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:54 PM

Limit capacity in rentals

Anonymous
2/07/2022 05:26 PM

Make it absolutely clear to people that they are operating a business,

if nothing else. Lots of these folk aren't paying due taxes because

they don't know/think they need to report it, even as income. Maybe

exclude them from making homeowner's insurance claims on any

damages while they are not present, and require that they have to

have business insurance for days where they are renting. Insurance

rates have gone up, in part to having to pay out claims for these

profiteers.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 08:04 PM

Background checks? No firearms or drugs.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 10:31 PM

Impact fees Limit days per year but not necessarily consecutive

days... maybe require owner occupancy for a few months a year...

Instead of owner occupancy, maybe limit each person to one rental

property through the permit or license.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 06:52 AM

Let residents convert their garage into lodging rooms because the

property taxes are so high and killing property owners. Imagine when

youths of today will own property in ten years their property taxes will

be $1200 a year which is like $1000 a month on top of utilities and

mortgage. City is just killing property owners who even can’t afford to

take care of their property and additional income from garage will

provide that income and housing for someone. I have seen in Canada

city giving permits to convert garage into heated spaces for housing

rentals.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 07:13 AM

No. Home owners should be able to do what they want with their

homes as long as it meets health and safety requirements ie fire

detectors, escape route/plan posted and fire extinguisher on premise

Anonymous Limit number of guests.
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2/08/2022 08:31 AM

Anonymous
2/08/2022 12:00 PM

I don't see a need for the county to get involved. I don't see a problem

that needs to be solved here. Regulation would unnecessarily

complicate what amounts to a simple business transaction. Existing

ordinances on the books are sufficient. If they aren't, then find a

broad based solution that applies to everyone, not just short term

rentals.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 02:56 PM

Leave Airbnb Hosts alone!!!

Anonymous
2/08/2022 07:56 PM

We have laws that apply to anyone, whether an owner or short term

renter, that relate to most of the issues that could arise from short

term rentals. Let’s just let people be adults and use or rent or lend out

their property to others.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:30 PM

If police are called, owners should pay hefty fine.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:06 AM

No, city/county laws should be followed, but more regulations to tell

people how to use THEIR OWN PROPERTY are not needed.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:48 AM

No, but I feel like many of these standards in the list above are

already addressed in other City codes.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:12 AM

I feel its important to have regs in place to deal with repeat offenders

(owners) who are not correcting issues or complaints due to their

renters. If there must be allowance, I would like to make sure there is

recourse for neighbors who are affected, especially property values. I

would also like to see HOA's maintain the ability to limit or prohibit

rentals in their community. We live in a different day and age right

now and we would all be naïve to think that opening up short term

rentals would not be inviting squatters, the houseless and

communities to come into neighborhoods when there are facilities,

organizations and nonprofits offering services that are often going

unused due to individuals not wanting to give up their lifestyle. There

is no doubt that short term rentals that are not regulated closely will

be used by individuals with drug and mental health problems that truly

need a path to help.

Anonymous Please consider the impact these short term rentals are having on
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2/09/2022 10:37 AM rent! It’s not a mere increase - it is at an unaffordable level and it is

making people homeless.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:48 AM

Not allowing multiple families to be in one household with 10 cars.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:14 PM

A home owner should be allowed to do what he wishes with his

property so long as it does not infringe upon his neighbors rights. It is

not he cities business.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:14 PM

No. Government needs to stay out of it. If a neighborhood has a

problem with the short term rental... the neighborhood HOA should

handle it in their bylaws.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:45 PM

Limit guests based on home reasonable capacity

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:34 PM

Hold the platforms like Airbnb & Vrbo accountable for removing

unpermitted STRs like Boston, San Francisco, Denver & New York

do.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:53 PM

Short term rentals should be banned

Anonymous
2/09/2022 03:24 PM

I don’t think they should be allowed period while we are in a rental

and affordable home crisis.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:34 PM

The amount of rentals and balancing permanent housing

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:49 PM

Safety. Having a stream if strangers concerns me

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:53 PM

You have homeless a s crime EVERY where. Regulating this should

be the least of your worries. Also don’t you want people to travel here

and spend money?

Anonymous
2/09/2022 06:04 PM

Strict penalties for violations (need staff to actually enforce, too!)
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Anonymous
2/09/2022 06:08 PM

Large parties that end up requiring a police response.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 07:31 PM

Allow the option to allow pets

Anonymous
2/09/2022 07:32 PM

The short term rental has completely affected the housing market in

large urban areas and popular cities across the United States as they

can be extremely lucrative. It’s important to take in consideration the

housing crisis we are in and the increasing costs affordability.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:09 PM

Affordable housing is an issue, but other factors contribute to this that

I don’t think are addressed

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:43 PM

Limits of number of permits offered within the city to protect housing

availability.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:17 PM

I feel that it would be important to limit how many rentals landlords

are allowed within city limits. Vancouver is a desirable place to be

and attracts many people, and I feel that individuals in the business of

owning Airbnb and Vrbo properties know that. If investors have the

means to purchase several properties at a high dollar price not only

does it drive up the prices of the rest of the homes in the area but it

also limits the opportunity for locals to own anything themselves.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:33 PM

Limit the number of people allowed to stay at the rental based on

rooms in the home

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:34 PM

none

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:35 AM

Can we emphasize affordable housing options in the city?

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:29 AM

The number of people being rented too (ie limit the number of people

in a rental) and also there should be some checks and balances in

checking who the person is and whether they have committed prior

crimes (ie sex offenders etc).
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Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:28 AM

More regulations on low income communities is a crime.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:52 AM

No

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:29 AM

There are studies that show short term rentals give more families the

opportunity to travel and visit other locations. Especially those with

bad credit or would like to rent a space for their entire family to enjoy

and be safe. If you add taxes to this it will only be passed down and

then lower income families won’t be able to enjoy visiting our

community or travel. Thank you for your time.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:05 AM

Freedom and safety

Anonymous
2/10/2022 11:23 AM

The city should not impose any regulations on what homeowners do

with their property

Anonymous
2/10/2022 12:23 PM

There are too many off-leash dogs in my neighborhood now so I'd be

concerned about renters bringing more.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 12:48 PM

I think it's extremely important that the owner LIVE on the property,

that's why an ADU would be ideal if one wanted to host short-term

rentals with regulations by the city.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:15 PM

Upkeep of outside of property primarily landscaping and the like,

keep it tidy and clean. Have owners subject to responsibility for

nuisance violations.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:52 PM

I feel a “hands off” approach is best except where it can negatively

impact neighbors (I.e. noise, trash, special events with more than

_____ people (based on house size)).

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:09 PM

No. I just don’t want short term rentals driving up the prices of homes

in the area.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:14 PM

No
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Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:55 PM

Inspection and license required as if apartment/multi family. Same

rules as hotels/motels with room tax, sales tax, and property tax.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 07:15 PM

Short term rental sites such as Airbnb already have systems in place

with strict rules and guidelines for renters. If renters do not follow the

rules they are not allowed to use the Airbnb site anymore. The same

goes for homeowners that are renting their homes out on Airbnb. If

you do not follow the rules you do not get to use the site. I do not

think that the city needs to get involved in a system that is already

working. If the city gets involved the only thing that will happen is

prices will increase. It will not improve outcomes on either side. Total

waste of time and resources for the city or county to get involved.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:02 PM

A mechanism for neighbors to lodge complaints with the city that

could ultimately revoke the short-term rental permit.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 08:08 AM

If short term rentals are approved, they should have to pay boarding

and hotel taxes, and have yearly inspections by the health

department and fire department.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 02:07 PM

Safety is important and tenant screening all the guest is necessary.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 02:53 PM

Animals/pets on the property of a short-term rental, including within

the vehicle of the renter.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 05:24 PM

We need to know the owners doing this , not have it done by hotel

chains or large corps. Only individuals .

derstink
2/11/2022 06:18 PM

I think there should be separate rules for ADUs for which the primary

unit is OCCUPIED by the owner vs when the house is not occupied

by the owner.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 08:35 PM

Establish minimum rental periods, people per bedroom & bath;

vehicle numbers & types (require off-street parking, no heavy trucks,

trailers, etc. unless stored off-street and obscured from street view);

limit the number of short-stay rentals in certain zoning districts and

property types (i.e lower %* of units in low-density districts, higher %

in high-density zones & property types; restrict signage in size and

lighting (no video, changing, or articulated signs). *Percentages apply
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both to individual properties, adjacent buildings, and neighborhoods

as a whole.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:46 AM

short-term rental hosts to post bonds for damages to area properties

due to renters' actions

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:55 AM

NA

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:56 AM

City would have to charge extra for wear on roads, community areas,

parks, and to cover HOA fees for neighbors of rentals.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 10:34 AM

No, the best to create a housing nightmare is to add unnecessary

regulations that cause small landlords to get out of the market

completely. Short term rentals are not the panacea for rentals. Many

short term host convert back to long term rentals after realizing the

amount of time required to manage. However, with all the constraints

on long term landlords are driving them out of the market completely

which negates any affordable housing. I am not all about no

regulations but what Washington now has is so many constraints on

landlords that no one is willing to expand their rental portfolio. Most of

the additional regulations has harmed housing affordability NOT

improved it.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 01:23 PM

Short term rentals of full houses should not be allowed.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 04:13 PM

Hotels in commercial areas are sufficient short term rentals. We have

people running commercial businesses out of their homes as well as

rentals. There are traffic issues and noise as well as increased thefts.

Save our city by making neighborhoods safe again and at same time

have more housing for sale to people who want to make a home here

not just save money on hotels.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 06:57 PM

Let people do what they want with their own property and do not tax

them extra. They pay property taxes already.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 10:01 PM

Many of these are already covered in current zoning or nuisance

ordinances like litter and noise so I don't think there need to be

anything additional. That would be redundant. I would also add that

most of the properties currently used as vacation rentals are probably
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some of the nicer properties in their areas. I would suggest, if the City

moves forward with allowing STRs, the original structure of the

homes are taken into account and not require major structural

changes to suit ADA compliance. That would leave out many of the

older homes travelers seek out for STR use. It would also hinder the

amount of money brought to the downtown/uptown village core.

Thank you.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 01:11 AM

Housing affordability should be #1 priority. For any rental.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 10:28 AM

Mandatory monitoring of illegal activities during the stay.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 08:02 AM

Perhaps a residency requirement for owners? It would aid in

enforcement if the person lived in Clark county they would be subject

to fees and fines via the property tax mechanism.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 04:11 PM

I think there should be a limit on the number of short-term rentals in a

given area or complex.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 04:25 PM

The one house we stayed in the host provided breakfast. They should

have an inspection of their kitchen facility if they are providing meals.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 05:16 PM

Limit the number of people in a rental at one time. And not just

overnite, but during the day.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 03:18 PM

Advertising a neighborhood home as “a party house in a quiet

neighborhood” is totally unacceptable. That is what I live next door to.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 07:28 PM

None

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:46 AM

If the City does not have strict rules, then First Place HOA should.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:53 AM

Again, the items listed as problems with STR's occur with long term

as well. It is more difficult to get long term tenants out because the

Landlord Tenant Laws protect the Tenant over the Property Owner.
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:59 AM

Some neighborhoods may have different ideas. In our neighborhood

they have been resoundingly unpopular but in others they may be an

economic necessity. Perhaps neighborhood associations could be

brought into this issue and some flexibility allowed with their approval.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:36 PM

I think short term rentals are essential for our travel health care

workers right now, but I’d like to see whole houses be rented for a

minimum of 7-10 days to reduce risks of party house rentals. Also,

when renting a whole house- occupancy limits- based on the number

of beds provided or something? I hate regulations, but when we have

shootings at party houses, there need to be rules…. I guess I’m ok

with rules.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:50 PM

HOA CC&R's

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:11 PM

Limit total rental days per year based on rolling year (date to date) not

calendar year.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:45 PM

I had a B& B in Lincoln City Or. We lived in the house so controlled it.

I paid for a business license, charged room tax just as the motels,

and it was monitored for parking, noise , etc.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 02:19 PM

Neighborhood Associations should be involved & have final say as to

whether or not ANY TYPE OF RENTALS will be allowed within their

boundaries.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:39 PM

We live in an HOA - Pinebrook - that was established in 1973. Our

CC&Rs do not exclude Airb&bs but we now have three that we are

aware of. We find them disruptive to our quiet neighborhood and

common area.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:53 PM

Not in residential area

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:25 PM

Require landscaping maintenance. Require property be maintained at

same quality as adjacent homes.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 05:10 PM

Regulations need to be heeded, but who's going to check them all out
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 07:57 PM

Houses/ADU/ apartments, etc. in residential neighborhoods should

not be allowed to rent out space.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 12:42 PM

Short term rentals should NOT detract from the livability in the

neighborhood...usage must adhere and be compatible with the

general atmosphere of the existing neighborhood. Should not

compromise safety, or other factors that have attracted the residents

to that neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 01:35 PM

Make the property owners liable for their renters actions.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 01:58 PM

I am totally opposed to the government overly taxing homeowners or

mandating these things. I feel we as neighbors have the responsibility

to be courteous to our neighbors and regulate ourselves.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 10:17 AM

nothing comes to mind

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:09 PM

As I mentioned previously, making sure neighboring property owners

are aware who to contact when there’s a problem.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:10 PM

Cannot think of any right now.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:12 PM

I could see some areas that are high tourist areas like Las Vegas etc

having to have regulations. I have not heard of any issues in

Vancouver, so my opinion is to not fix what is not broken. If there are

issues then I would say it is more of an HOA problem to solve than a

city problem.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:16 PM

Safety

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

The goal of the regulations should be for government to ensure that

the short-term rental spaces are safe for occupants, meet minimum

standards, that the owner/operator is registered, and that surrounding

property owners are not adversely affected. Other than that, the

government should NOT interfere with how property owners

peacefully utilize their real estate.
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:27 PM

Make sure enforcement of the regulations actually occur if allowed.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:36 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:40 PM

I feel that everything above is something that is already happening

due to the high volume of people moving into Vancouver already. I

would say that if you are going to have a short-term resident in

Vancouver you should also need a permanent residence in

Vancouver as well. This a would allow the people of Clark County to

thrive and not hedge funds and investors.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:59 PM

Capacity limitations, pet policies, smoking rules, discouragement of of

events/parties, minimum age to book and front door cameras to verify

guests.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:03 PM

None

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:05 PM

Once the regulation starts, it's hard to control in a fair manner. I'm

always bewildered at how some of these propositions will do

anything. Asking owners to get 'business licenses' is just another

money grab and hoop to jump through, but won't change much.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:09 PM

I think that short term rentals don't need to have any more regulations

than long term rentals. Not up to government to regulate.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:16 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:19 PM

None

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:27 PM

As previously mentioned, short term rentals of an entire home

negatively affects an already very tight housing market for those

looking to buy a home

Anonymous Require written lease or rental agreement
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2/18/2022 02:40 PM

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:48 PM

Na

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:59 PM

Require inspections of property

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:07 PM

My responses are based mostly on the City of Vancouver not

managing current city regulations. So how would they regulate these.

My neighborhood has a auto repair business in a residence, lots of oil

in the street where families & dogs walk. We had one house that had

28 animals in an RV, several neighbors complained, City did nothing

that our neighbors were aware of.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:38 PM

Until we start regulating the people living in long term rentals this way

I don't feel it is right to regulate short term people this way. I have

been a short term rental host as well as a long term rental landlord

for years and have not had any issues with short term renters. I have

had way more issues with the longer term renters if I was being totally

honest.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:48 PM

If an owner were notified of an issue they should be required to

respond within a short window. This would limit out of town owners

unless they used a Property Manager.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 04:14 PM

Don't make it impossible for the mom and pop short term rental hosts

to run their business. If you implement tons of regulations then only

the big institutions will be able to operate.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 04:47 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 05:40 PM

My only qualm is to have more accessibility options on these Airbnb

and VRBO websites. Hotels are required to have visual alerting

systems for their deaf and HoH guests. Remember: Accessibility is

cool (and a human right)! If you are deaf or have a child who is deaf,

how do you request this accommodation? You can’t. Airbnb listings

aren't required to comply with the ADA.

Anonymous If you overregulate you take away the benefits. Reasonable
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2/18/2022 06:06 PM regulations are all that is needed.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:14 PM

Enforcing privacy regulations for hosts (eg. video- voice recording

laws).

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:12 PM

Properly handle recycling. Tired of seeing large trash containers full

of recycleable goods going to a landfill.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:33 PM

N/A

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:44 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:57 PM

Minimal regulation is best. Let the neighbors know. Don't allow them

in apartments.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:34 PM

No regulations

Anonymous
2/18/2022 09:30 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 10:29 PM

Owner must have primary residence within Vancouver, WA.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:07 AM

If a property owner gets multiple neighborhood complaints require

they use a professional property manager who specializes in short

term rental management.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:40 AM

Most of these are covered in city code and current laws and

regulations I don't see the need for redundant regulation for short

term rentals

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:40 AM

no

Anonymous
2/19/2022 10:02 AM

N0
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Anonymous
2/19/2022 12:02 PM

Everyone should win don’t punish property owners. Definitely have

regulations in place but allow property owners the right to make a

business decision that’s best for their circumstances. In my

experience I have 3 adult children that couldn’t afford their homes if

they weren’t able to create a short term rental income on their

properties.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:24 PM

I think hosts should have to meet the occupants for entry to the home

and verify the reason for rental, # of occupants, etc.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 03:20 PM

Short term rentals should not be allowed in multi unit locations. This is

what is creating a false shortage and unafordablity of apartments.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:21 PM

I feel strongly that the city should not limit property rights. However,

basic and reasonable regulations make short term rentals better for

property owners, neighborhoods and the city.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:54 PM

No

Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:53 PM

Regulate the health and safety of tenants

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:13 PM

Underage drinking and drug use at property. Drivers leaving location

under the influence.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 05:29 AM

No

Anonymous
2/20/2022 07:41 PM

All of these concerns are being addressed in existing covenants,

conditions and restrictions and existing city and/or county ordinances.

If any of these conditions are violated there are already in place

regulations (noise ordinances, parking violations etc) so no need to

add another layer of regulations. We have an Airbnb right next door

to our downtown Vancouver (in addition to one across the street from

our beach house in another Washington county. Neither one has

been a problem. The terms of the short term rentals quite often have

more restrictions than the long-term rentals and presents fewer

problems.
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Anonymous
2/20/2022 07:44 PM

We have plenty of short term rental options through existing hotels.

This just takes away potential rental properties. Landlord greed is

directly contributing to homeless issues in our city.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 08:20 PM

Most of the items listed above are already regulated to some degree ,

more regulations are a method of creating more government tape and

tax or fees

Anonymous
2/21/2022 09:13 AM

I don't think the government should be in the business of regulating

short term rentals. There are plenty of homeowners and long term

renters in neighborhoods that break rules every day but nothing is

done to regulate them with the restrictions above, other than Code

Enforcement. I think the short term rentals are far less problematic

than the long term renters that you no longer can evict due to Covid,

or a homeowner that doesn't care about maintaining their property.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 12:07 PM

Trash, parking, traffic and advertising are all non-issues as most

STRs have the same or similar impact to neighborhoods as new

single family residence do. To maintain rental standards and garner

good reviews (necessary for STR success) owners maintain their

property as well or better than primary home owners. 90% or better of

advertising is done via the internet and social media.

Michele McDermid
2/21/2022 01:51 PM

Single family detached houses should not be used as short-term

rentals, especially if a property is owned by a corporation or other

absentee owner who does not vote or participate in the community

the house is in.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:10 PM

short term rentals take away permanent housing and drive up cost for

available rentals due to a shortage.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:20 PM

no

Anonymous
2/22/2022 09:34 AM

No

Anonymous
2/22/2022 10:23 AM

This is infringing on freedoms of movement and freedom to use a

dwelling how the owner chooses, lawfully of course. The government

and city needs to remember their role and not overreach. We pay

more than enough taxes on our properties, purchases, and beyond.
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This whole thing sounds like the city is trying to find another way to

reach in our pockets and take more money. How about a survey and

actions taken to solve the homeless problem and homeless camps

that are already spreading in our area. Don't pick the easiest and less

friction topics to solve.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 04:25 PM

No, so long as owners are positively maintaining the people that stay.

TippyThompson
2/22/2022 08:04 PM

If the amount of airbnb locations were to increase in the area, I may

have different feelings. I have not experienced any negativity by the

neighbors that do it aside from more cigarette smoking than usual (I

don't believe they smoke, so any increase is obvious). But it isn't

done in a way that affects me negatively or bothers me.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 09:00 PM

Make sure there are not too many short-term rentals per zip code.

That way affordable housing can still remain.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 09:31 PM

If you regulate all of the details above it will make str impossible to

execute against. The goal is to help hone owners be able to afford

living in Vancouver, STR gives them an additional financial tool.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 01:49 PM

Sites that people list on require smoke and CO detectors. I think

limiting the number of guests staying in a place would be good as

neighbors livability needs to be considered. Limit or eliminate

Corporations or Investment companies from doing STR in

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:20 PM

Food service

Anonymous
2/23/2022 06:41 PM

N/A

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:27 AM

Let people operate within their homes as they wish.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:58 AM

I just applied for short term vacation rental in pacific county.. it took

over a year ( partly to Covid) and tons of paperwork, play maps, floor

plans, safety ect. The property there had to be zoned to allow these.

We were approved.
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Anonymous
2/24/2022 02:17 PM

no

Anonymous
2/24/2022 04:11 PM

No

Anonymous
2/24/2022 04:29 PM

Heavy fines if found doing short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:25 AM

Please stop trying to regulate, tax and control every aspect of our

experience. Eliminate the task force working on this project and

immediately redirect their time and attention the growing issue of

homelessness, hunger, and lack of resources for our underhomed

and homeless neighbors. Redirect cannabis funds from policing to

providing services for these people.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:34 AM

If business licenses are not already required that is shocking. They

should pay taxes like other businesses especially when the owners

do not live on site and rent out the entire home/residence. The

owners are doing it for profit as a business and should meet the same

requirements as other businesses. They should also need to follow all

rules and regulations of a hotel, including fire alarms, carbon

monoxide testers, etc. They should also pay the same taxes as

hotels.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 01:26 PM

Not allowed in an association community at all

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:07 PM

Do not allow rentals for less than 30 days.

Anonymous
2/26/2022 03:18 AM

Rent control

Anonymous
2/26/2022 01:02 PM

Limit number of occupants maybe, similar to regulations for housing

rentals, for extended stays beyond a typical vacation.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 08:27 AM

Noise hour Regulations posted in each rental.
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Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:04 AM

Requiring the short-term landlord to live on premises eliminates the

"next-door" rental which is essentially the same thing. Please

consider allowing the homeowner/landlord to live close to the short-

term rental and do not limit to having to live on the premises. Living

next door or on the street within a few blocks is adequate to oversee

abuses of rules.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:28 AM

Hold homeowners liable for the criminal behavior of their short term

tenants, including zero tolerance for criminal behavior. Hold the City

of Vancouver liable for not enforcing their own rules.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:49 AM

Allow only at owner occupied residences. Come on guys this is a

complete no brainer. Should have been implemented years ago.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 10:58 AM

There should certainly be regulations & consequence for all rentals-

short term and long term, that have been the source of repeated

neighbor complaints.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 11:59 AM

Pets! In addition to issues with short term rental guests, some even

allow pets. Safety issues abound when strangers bring dog after dog

through a home, dogs who bark at everything from being in a strange

place, dogs who can be safety threats to children in the

neighborhood. Pets should not be allowed in short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 12:03 PM

I really think that parking and noise and safety are the top things to

consider.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 12:15 PM

Background checks or some sort of screening

Anonymous
2/27/2022 01:02 PM

There must be penalties associated with hosts not respecting the

regulations set by the city.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 01:22 PM

Unfortunately, short term rentals only benefit the home owner and

negatively impacts the neighborhood and neighbors, and ultimately

city of vancouver. It brings down home prices, and makes your

neighborhood feel unsafe as their is no background checks or any

real vetting process. The owner profits, while the neighbors deal with

all the negative impacts of the short term rental. It has caused

neighbor disputes, and anger in our neighborhood. In my opinion, it is

very selfish of someone to do this to their neighbors. Period. If you
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live and buy a home in a high tourism area, one can expect that might

be next door, but not in a regular neighborhood in vancouver. Please

put a stop to this!

Anonymous
2/27/2022 02:06 PM

Allow HOA'S to restrict short term rentals that are in keeping with

their CC&R's.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 02:27 PM

Air B&B nearby leaves trashcans blocking bike lane for days. Owner

should have to both ensure cans are properly placed and are put

away reasonably promptly.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 04:54 PM

Limit number of guests. No party houses.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:08 PM

Allow landlords a streamline process to evict unwanted guests

without the need to go through the courts

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:32 PM

The question about the owner being onsite should be that the owner

or a representative should meet the guests upon arrival in order to

cover neighborhood impact issues while giving a tour of the property,

etc. If that is not possible the tenants should be asked to sign a short

term rental lease ahead of time, which among ther things, outlines the

rules and expectations, terms of the lease, etc. I have been asked to

sign this many times. It protects all parties.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:36 PM

Regulations/permit must include termination criteria with meaningful

deterrents for violations such as lengthy suspension or fines for

renters as well as permittees for adverse impact to our

neighborhoods and our community, up to termination of permit.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:13 PM

Operators are running a for profit endeavor. For profit businesses

should follow regulations, pay taxes, and take impacts to neighboring

businesses and residents into consideration as they make business

profits in the area. If it is a residential neighbothood, different

regulations should be considered. Residents did not purchase or rent

homes in a commercially zoned area and their property rights and

expectations of a livable neighborhood should be taken into account.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:25 PM

Permit neighborhood associations to ban short term rentals in their

neighborhoods.
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Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:32 PM

Number of folks allowed to stay at one time in the airbnb

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:21 AM

Require owner to either be on site, or within city limits during rental.

Should be able to respond to complaints within a "reasonable

timeframe" (e.g. within 60 minutes) in-person.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:53 AM

Upkeep of outside grounds & building should be required. The Airbnb

next to my house looks horrible.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 09:03 AM

1. Airbnb owner's phone number and contact information should be

provided to neighbors and/or property management so issues can be

addressed immediately 2.Pet rules should be addressed. Pets should

not be left unattended in rental unit. Neighbors should be allowed to

report this activity to the Airbnb owner

Anonymous
2/28/2022 09:12 AM

Tax to fund homeless shelter and drug rehab and job training

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:13 AM

owners should be required to document management of the property

- either their personal ability to screen and manage tenants or by

hiring a management company or similar solution. When problems

are reported, there needs to be an oversight group to report to,

whether a management company or something else, and then to

have specific actionable steps that are to be taken to address

problems. Fines, evictions, loss of license to rent, etc.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:20 AM

For short term rental the business owner must live in the residence

they rent out.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:07 AM

Parking requirments for the rental. Yearly compliance check offs

along with a fee to file. Charge for permits. If they can't afford the

permit, they cant afford to keep up the place.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:09 AM

AirBnB/VRBO should not be allowed. That’s what hotels do for a

business. Not homes/apartments. But if the city decides getting the

monies from these rentals are more important that affordable

available housing, the owners of these unit MUST be required to live

on site. 24/7. On the property. Not even two doors down. These

owners should be required to prove this on a monthly basis. Use the
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monies from the taxes generated to pay for someone to do

unannounced site visits.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 12:06 PM

Again, short term rentals should not be treated differently than long

term rentals unless they do some sort of Bed and Breakfast services

where it becomes more hotel type housing.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 03:04 PM

Definition of short term rental, long term rental, housemate, visiting

guest.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 03:46 PM

I think that signage is bad, but don't think you should limit their ability

to advertise. Isn't that what the AirBnB app is- advertising?

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:32 PM

In the City of Dundee and McMinnville they require a "local

representative" to be listed who could respond quickly to any issues.

This person doesn't have to live on site, and there are no residency

requirements from the homeowner or tenant (as it is in Portland) but

must live within 10 miles from the home.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:28 PM

no

Resident of Vancouver since
1967
3/01/2022 04:56 AM

Perhaps limit the number of units any one operator can offer to two.

Small local operators "hosts" typically have one or two places. Since

the gaining popularity of short-term rentals, big business has moved

in and has created large operations in some markets that seem to

negatively impact communities and compete head on with traditional

hotels.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 09:47 AM

Have an ability for neighbors to know who is renting out their house

and a way to get in contact with them regarding issues.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 11:00 AM

Proof of insurance should be required

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:42 PM

People need to mind there own property. & Not fixate on others

comings & goings None of their business at all Renting a room or the

whole house., Having your family +4 stay the summer, again none of

your business...
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Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:12 PM

Short-term rentals should not be allowed at all.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:13 PM

None

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:25 PM

no

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:29 PM

Limitations on number or types of pets, neighborhood guidelines

followed on pet waste management, leashes.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:57 PM

All of the above topics are already covered by city codes. There are

codes regulating noise, littering, parking, etc.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:59 PM

Unsure

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:14 PM

Non-residents never care about a neighborhood in which they may

be staying. "use it and leave it" does no neighborhood any good.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:22 PM

Limit number of occupants at a short-term event. collect impact fees

for additional fire and police safety monitoring needed when non-local

transients are occupying short-term rentals.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 05:09 PM

Limit the number of people using a short term rental at any given

time. 2-3?

Anonymous
3/01/2022 05:12 PM

Proper leasing/accountability of person(s) in short-term rental. Prefer

NO short-term rentals.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:12 PM

I think if the people want to share their property, they should be

allowed to if they are the owner. If they are a tenant - they should

follow their rental agreement.

Small Homes
3/01/2022 06:27 PM

Nearby neighbors should be informed and if any have problems with

the idea, do not proceed.
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Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:47 PM

Residential neighborhoods with no stores, coffee shops, or other

social amenities with playgrounds and play areas should be excluded

from permitting B&B.’s

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:18 PM

Parking not invade neighborhood individuals parking

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:21 PM

owner needs to live on site and be present during rental time

Anonymous
3/01/2022 08:15 PM

In my neighborhood I would want it to be a bed and breakfast area

with the homeowner present.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 10:00 PM

Should only be allowed if we are making progress on housing

shortage for long term residents

Anonymous
3/02/2022 08:28 AM

The city needs to consider whether staffing levels are adequate to

enforce any or all of the proposed regulations. Fines for

noncompliance need to be substantial to preserve quality of life for

homeowners and long-term renters. There are plenty of hotels in

Vancouver; I think short-term rentals are a terrible idea. They've been

disruptive in every city/neighborhood I've resided in.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 10:27 AM

I would say that, because street parking and the inability to enforce

current code (due to under-resourced enforcement), that a short-term

rental should not be considered unless they can provide and

guarantee off-street parking out of respect for the neighbors, and the

guests. When we traveled, we would NEVER book an Air B & B that

did not offer some type of off-street parking.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:06 AM

Short-term renting is multifaceted. You might not want a property

owner using their apartment building for STRs because that would

remove the apartment from the LTR market. However, if someone

living in an apartment has an extra room and wants to rent it out a

few days a month, they should be able to. You need to balance

people needing housing but also people needing to generate income.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 01:01 PM

Short term rentals are businesses in residential areas. Often there is

no vested interest in the neighborhood. It would be hard to find a

positive impact they make. Things remain the same if the owner

cares or the standards diminish around the property.
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Anonymous
3/02/2022 04:21 PM

We understand that some construction workers (For example) move

around from job to job and occasionally are in 1 spot for 3-4 months

and that would be OK with us as they would be responsible renters

and thus there could be exceptions to a time limit.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 05:42 PM

The short rental house has to be reasonable conditions, including

inside and outside of house to improve Vancouver’s appearance.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:12 PM

We should deregulate, get out of the way of the economy, short term

rentals are not Boogeymen, stop approaching this economic

opportunity from a place of fear.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:14 PM

No short term rentals in residential houses for first 5 years of

ownership

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:20 PM

Create a link on City website available to general public which shows

the current status of any and all Short-Term Rentals by physical

address. Do not allow Short-Term Rentals to be owned by businesses

of any kind. Short-Term Rentals must be owned and operated by

home owners who currently live on the same premises.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 10:27 PM

owners in violation should be banned from str.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:32 PM

We shouldn't have short-term rentals in neighborhoods that are not

tourist attraction areas

Anonymous
3/03/2022 02:10 AM

n/a

Anonymous
3/03/2022 07:02 AM

Regulate the number of rental units used for this purpose by one

entity.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 03:18 PM

I think the biggest thing to consider is, "would I be regulating this for a

regular homeowner?" If the answer is no then I wouldn't think it is fair

to regulate for someone renting out their home on a short term basis.

i.e. Can I have a BBQ without a permit? Yes. Do I need a permit if

there will be excessive noise or traffic impacts at that BBQ? Yes.
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Lizard
3/03/2022 05:16 PM

No.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:05 PM

Possibly have a place where these short term rental issues can to

anonymously be voiced. Like an old fashion opinion box, except

electronic.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:16 PM

Define as a business

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:54 PM

My only real concern are developers and corporations that will use

this to come in and buy up properties to use as VRBO's. Increasing

rental costs, increasing the cost to buy a home, decreasing the

availability of long term rentals. They can outbuy homeowners, so if

the City isn't careful, they'll price everyone out of a home.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 05:07 PM

If Vancouver decides to allow short-term rentals I hope the city will

enforce all requirements. Actually, there are more important

regulations to enforce. You don’t have time to do what is expected by

taxpayers now so don’t add short-term rentals to the requirements of

city employees.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:53 PM

No

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:58 PM

Need more info on how to put this all together, to make it work.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 07:03 PM

STRs have an opposite effect to most of the issues noted above. If

you want to limit traffic and parking issues, then it would be strategic

to disperse traffic evenly throughout the city with STRs instead of

condensing them around a hotel or event hall. If you want to limit

trash, STRs statistically product less trash than most households. If

your goal VW n want to regulate noise, then Household affordability is

a huge issue. However, STRs are not the largest culprit here. If

maintaining household affordability is a target for regulations, then

limiting the ability for corporate entities to buy house in the area

would have the greatest effect (Zillow, Redfin).

Anonymous
3/03/2022 08:31 PM

No apartments with more than 3 dwellings should be allowed to do

short term rentals
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Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:29 AM

No

Anonymous
3/04/2022 08:28 AM

If it’s possible, some type of background check for violent offenders

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:41 AM

Most likely. I do not have experience with short term rentals.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 11:49 AM

Enforcement of regulations!

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:41 PM

N/A

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:52 PM

This has obviously become a cottage industry but over regulating it

impedes the homeowners ability to make extra income

Anonymous
3/04/2022 03:40 PM

Drug and alcohol consumption

Anonymous
3/04/2022 04:42 PM

Require proof of adequate liability insurance.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 05:10 PM

No. The City should detail what there concerns are, then allow the

STR hosts and homeowners to help build reasonable guidelines to

address those concerns.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:31 PM

An application

Anonymous
3/05/2022 07:21 AM

If short term rental is safe and clean, and noise is limited because its

in a neighborhood, and owner has a basic permit that says house is

safe, then it is good for Vancouver.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 10:34 AM

No

Anonymous Not the proper function of government!!!
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3/05/2022 02:51 PM

Anonymous
3/05/2022 03:42 PM

No

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:15 PM

Vancouver already has a noise curfew that hosts can relay to their

guests. Travelers usually carpool. Airbnb already insists hosts use

smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors for the guests

safety. These are listed under the safety part of the listing.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 10:06 AM

Hotels and motels and extended stay lodgings are not always used

by vacationers or visitors to area; but also frequented by persons with

other criminal ideas or bad intentions. Transient lodging in residential

neighborhoods where children live and play cannot be regulated well

enough to be safe. Crooks do hold cash and credit cards too. Hosts

can be short sighted - only focused on $$$, and to hell with quality of

life for neighbors and what about property values??? A house for sale

with busy Airbnb next door? No thank you. Can realtors disclose

existence of licensed neighboring short term rentals? Can the City

provide maps of these rentals to public as does for crime statistics

map?? Think it through.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 01:03 PM

No.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 08:19 PM

We believe that short term rentals are very helpful for the community,

they are affordable to the users and helpful to the owners who have

the short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/03/2022 07:47 PM

I just hope whatever decision is made it is a moderate one. Nothing is

solved by going too far one direction

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:42 PM

We are very concerned about the percentage of entire home STR's

allowed within a neighborhood block area. We are also concerned

that by the time regulations are set in place, homes will turn over to

Optional question (283 response(s), 500 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question

Q10  Is there anything else you'd like to share with the City regarding short-term rentals in

Vancouver?
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STR's. There needs to be a moratorium on new STR's until our

policies are set.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:50 PM

I think my last paragraph sufficed. If no one is complaining why ban

them??

Anonymous
2/04/2022 06:13 PM

I am not opposed to strs of single rooms in a house thereby allowing

an owner to make extra money and remain in their home. This was

not offered as a choice in question #6.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 08:39 PM

Please don't.

Anonymous
2/04/2022 11:28 PM

We actually needs more short term rentals, we are lacking short term

housing.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 02:01 AM

We need these now and will become increasingly important soon.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 06:47 AM

NO

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:34 AM

Please consider the fact that we have many people moving to

Vancouver who need short term places to stay until their long term

housing is available.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 07:45 AM

Over reach by local or state government without a vote of the people

is not ethical or moral. Businesses, investors and home owners invest

in private property to make money and also contribute to the

community in a way where free markets should be encouraged. By

banning or throwing up road blocks, it would be discouraging housing

that is working for those participating. Thank you for putting this

survey out for participation.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 08:08 AM

laws and regulations need to be enforced.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 08:59 AM

The remtal cost in Vancouver is so high. More available rentals could

possibly help—more supply to meet demand could equal more

reasonable rent.
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Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:46 AM

No. Except stop being so restrictive and the people who pay their

taxes and own property and start being more concerned with helping

us keep our neighbors up to value by caring for infrastructure and

moving the people living in tents and rvs from the neighborhood.

That’s bringing down value and is a larger concern.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:51 AM

My first comment says it all. Please don't ban or regulate it. I have

family and friends who depend on short term rentals when they travel

to Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 10:11 AM

See # 9

Anonymous
2/05/2022 11:04 AM

They cause property values to increase which is increasing our

values that increase our property taxes. The owners of the short term

rental get a benefit of rent that we don't get to offset our taxes

Anonymous
2/05/2022 11:11 AM

With tax rates as high as they are someone may need income.

Especially since taxes are now higher than mortgage ,insurance and

taxes were when purchased

Anonymous
2/05/2022 12:42 PM

If the city wants to be sure that short term rental hosts are responsible

and not disturbing neighbors than I’m for it. However trying regulate

property owners rights without due process is ridiculous. The letter

going around is a surprising thing to see without any word of this

prior. At the very least it’s a thing that needs to be voted on.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 02:30 PM

Leave citizens ALONE and get rid of the tents, drugs, crime. Good

god you idiots

Anonymous
2/05/2022 03:42 PM

Not allowing strs will further impact shortage of homes available to

purchase and will remove places for people to stay when coming

here from out of the area for either work or permanently relocating

here.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 04:08 PM

A person home is their home and should not be regulated / fined or

taxed because they take on a short term renter ( under 30 days)
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Anonymous
2/05/2022 04:36 PM

If visitors would act like they are visiting instead of entitled morons, no

additional regulations would be necessary. As that is clearly not he

case for so many people, regulations must be applied and just as

importantly, ENFORCED.

Anonymous
2/05/2022 09:48 PM

None

Anonymous
2/06/2022 07:48 AM

I don’t see why there would be an issue to allow airbnbs in the city.

This helps the city have more taxes, promote tourism and helps the

restaurants and stores.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 08:00 AM

They are needed and helps the community with tourists and also

helps the owners have a reliable income

Anonymous
2/06/2022 08:25 AM

I would not want one or more on every block of my neighborhood. In

other words, I want people to live in the homes around me long term,

and not be surrounded by people going in and out on a monthly or

weekly basis.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 03:05 PM

From reading about situations like Nashville, there really needs to be

clear regulations and enforcement of violations that result in closure

of rentals that become problems.

Anonymous
2/06/2022 07:47 PM

Short term rentals are a great way for property owners to have a

second income stream.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 08:04 AM

We need MORE!

Anonymous
2/07/2022 01:25 PM

I like having something close by available for when I have extended

family visiting

Anonymous
2/07/2022 01:47 PM

This can be a way for the city to tap into their short-term rental hosts

(especially Airbnb's) to aid in the promotion of tourism. We (airbnb

host) get a large number of out of state visitors during summer and

the majority are not familiar with Vancouver as they flew into PDX

and just needed a place to stay. We can become a huge tourism data

gathering source for the city and be an advantage to have us as

short-term rental hosts. I would invite the city to not only limit yourself
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to regulations BUT be creative and visionary in how we can help,

make Vancouver unique, Airbnb was an out of the box business that

was created, be the same as you have the sky as the limit to tap into

something unique!! I would be happy to offer myself as a resource to

assist in the brainstorming session to talk visionary as that will then

help shape regulations.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 03:27 PM

I am a big proponent of property rights. When I buy a home, I should

have 100% of my rights afforded to me available for use. If I want to

rent out a room I should be able to. If I want to rent out the entire unit,

I should be able to. Heavy handed regulations by city and county

governments only stifle entrepreneurship and make it difficult for

others to find temporary lodging.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:37 PM

My friend owned a home and couldn't keep up on his mortgage due

to an injury, kidney and heart disease. Lost his home and is now

homeless. Homelessness just makes his health worse. Had he

provided short-term rental, he likely could have kept his home. Now

that he's homeless, he stays at short-term rentals on occasion as

they're frequently less-expensive, safer, cleaner and quieter than

cheap hotels.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:45 PM

I don't suspect most of these properties would alternatively be used

for low income or un-housed people, so that part of this isn't a

concern for me.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 04:54 PM

I feel they can be an asset to our community, using existing space

instead of building more hotels on the Eastside that are barely used.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 05:43 PM

Short-term rentals are valuable in our community. For Vancouver,

that allows visitors to stay in our area, to spend money in our local

shops and restaurants--rather than stay in a hotel across the bridge in

Portland. Please allow these!

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:50 PM

I see no need for this period.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 06:52 PM

Do not want crime rates to increase any further

Anonymous Let's stop moving toward making Vancouver more like Portland. The
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2/07/2022 08:04 PM hotels/motels in the area will suffer the blow if business is taken from

them.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 08:07 PM

There is no need for them in Vancouver

Anonymous
2/07/2022 10:31 PM

As long as short term rentals are registered, have a business license,

are safe, and contribute to taxes, I think they are fine... they offer

extra income and are a nice way to experience Vancouver. I do worry

they might compete with housing availability put further pressure on

the housing crisis... I think they should be limited and regulated but

not prohibited. Would it be possible to limit the permit/license for short

term rentals to Vancouver residents only or have in-city and outside-

city rates? I like the idea of a resident of Vancouver getting to benefit

from operating one short-term rental property without necessarily

having to live onsite. But I don’t want for someone out of town to buy

up a lot of property for short term rentals... or have a big drop in

housing availability or to see a neighborhood overrun with short term

rentals.

Anonymous
2/07/2022 11:08 PM

We should default to allowing people to do as they wish with their

property, and handle issues that occur on an individual basis.

Especially now during these difficult economic times, we should allow

an extra source of income to help people out if they need it.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 04:25 AM

I think it’sa great way to increase housing affordability for new

homeowners, particularly for those who are renting out an ADU,

room, or suite in a home that they occupy at least 6-9 months off the

year. (Discouraging full residences owned strictly for the purpose of

short-term rentals.) We love the neighborhood where we live, but can

imagine that as our family grows and one of us works less to take

care of the kiddos, it would really help to be able to rent a room or

suite short-term to help cover the mortgage on our half+ million dollar

home. Home prices in desirable , particularly close to downtown, are

high. Programs like this would allow young families like ours to get

into and stay and nurture these neighborhoods. Also, it provides a

good incentive for us to want to be MORE active in our community in

order to keep it clean/safe/desirable for others to come visit. —I

would NOT love to live next door to a short-term rental with an

absentee owner. That does the opposite of building community and

better neighborhoods. Some sort of residency requirement would be

appreciated. I want it to make our city more affordable for families,

not less.
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Anonymous
2/08/2022 06:52 AM

City officials are rich people and they don’t understand how an

average person affords his or her Mortagage and property taxes so

step out of your comfort and explore what your residence are facing

Anonymous
2/08/2022 07:13 AM

No

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:19 AM

Short term rentals do not enhance a neighborhood. They are a

business opportunity. I could support allowing short term rentals in

areas zoned for business or industrial areas but not in

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:31 AM

I live in Portland, not Vancouver. Portland’s short-term rental

regulations do not work to limit noisy late night parties, trash, etc..

The only thing that would work would be for the City to create a 24-

hour hotline inspection service that would allow response in real time

ongoing late night parties to close them down and allow immediate

fines and revocation of short term rental permits

Anonymous
2/08/2022 09:35 AM

Short term rentals (less than 30 days) should be treated differently

from monthly rentals (longer than 30 days). The former raises more

tax revenue and requires closer regulation. The latter are important

for providing affordable housing options to people who cannot afford

apartments, and they should receive less oversight and regulation.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 10:01 AM

Make sure the City gets revenue since the City's resources will be

engaged with these short timers.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 10:13 AM

If homeowners are not allowed to use their properties for short term

rentals, this puts the entire short term rental market in the control of

large hotel chains who will not necessarily invest in our community.

However, if homeowners can participate, this ensures that this money

stays in the community.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 12:00 PM

I recommend spending your time on broad solutions that impact the

entire county. Not a lot of bang for your buck promulgating

regulations for 250 residences. Crime, education, traffic, and

recreation are my recommended priorities.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 01:09 PM

banning STR would be a huge mistake. Its a great opportunity for the

middle class to make a little extra cash
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Anonymous
2/08/2022 02:04 PM

I think it is a great way to bring more travelers to the area to boost our

economics and see the beauty of Vancouver. Short-term rental also

provides accommodation if I have family visiting in town they could

stay close to me, so I am definitely think it is a good thing.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 02:56 PM

Leave Airbnb hosts alone.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 06:21 PM

Short term rentals take housing away from those that want to just live

in them

Anonymous
2/08/2022 07:56 PM

Renting is the right of any property owner. Don’t infringe on others

rights.

Anonymous
2/08/2022 08:30 PM

This is causing friction among neighbors. Some are making tax-free

money at the expense of others. There are currently too many

violations of zoning laws. “Single family residency” means nothing.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:06 AM

Stop creating more bad laws and regulations to "fix" problems.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:12 AM

Please, with all the issues we are facing with crime and health, now is

not the time to open up Pandora's box. Rentals who are not following

laws now (which they are not) will not follow laws later.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:37 AM

Please regulate these to the greatest extent possible or, preferably,

ban them. The wealthy should not be allowed to continue taking

advantage of Vancouver’s poorest citizens. Landlords are already

allowed to rent long term - short term rentals cause more harm than

good.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:43 AM

the owner should be held responsible for who they are renting to so

should be able to rent to who never they have vetted

Anonymous
2/09/2022 10:48 AM

We need help in this community. There are next to zero housing

options that are affordable and with the rental criteria being so

stringent it is so hard to get a place to rent if you don’t have perfect

700 credit and perfect rental history. In todays day/pandemic era -
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this is very debilitating and it’s no wonder there is a housing crisis.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 11:28 AM

Stop spending my taxes these programs.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 11:36 AM

It's .003% of the housing stock and not a big problem at this time.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:14 PM

I think they are great. They bring in outside money, allow people to

explore our city, and add jobs via housekeeping services. Hotels are

very expensive and don't work for many families. I would prefer a

Airbnb next door over a month to month rental. If an Airbnb gets a

noisy or obnoxious guest they are gone soon unlike the month to

month tenant.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:36 PM

Stay out of our homes

Anonymous
2/09/2022 12:45 PM

Palm Springs California could be really studied on how to regulate.

Very good rules. When the sellers get fined more than once, the

Airbnb is shut down. Consequences are very important for not

meeting regulations. Regulations are desperately needed.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:34 PM

We need housing for locals, not nuisance mini-motels in residential

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 01:53 PM

Should be banned

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:34 PM

As a new transplant, I would’ve loved to have options to rent in

Vancouver instead of Portland while house hunting. It’s gives you the

experience of knowing different neighborhoods and people that a

hotel can’t provide.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 04:53 PM

Do it!!!!!! People 40 and under don’t stay at hotels anymore. We need

to keep up.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 05:53 PM

We have housing issues and short term doesn't help
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Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:17 PM

My number one concern in an urban/suburban setting is taking

housing off the market when housing is in short supply.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 08:50 PM

I strongly believe short-term rental should be allow because it provide

services that we all need. I believe that majority of the hosts keep up

their properties in good shape and regulate their guests activities to

be good neighbors.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:17 PM

When I wasn’t living in the area yet, I used short term rental to visit

friends. I really appreciated being able to do that and get to know the

area. Now I own in Vancouver and am not against them at all.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:33 PM

Vancouver is a growing city and has a lot to offer to tourists who want

to enjoy the surrounding areas. Hotels have been overrun with

homeless who bring unpleasant experiences to some of the nicest

hotels in the city including crime and excessive noise. Short term

rentals would give visitors the opportunity to have a unique

experience outside of a hotel where they can enjoy the privacy of a

single family home in supportive neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/09/2022 09:34 PM

short-term rental should allow to operate in Vancouver WA without

any regulation like any where else. It provide service to public and

community.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:29 AM

Preference is not to have this in the area. Decreases Home values,

increases crime and affordability, and removes the sense of

community.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 02:43 AM

There's already a housing crisis here. Making this available would

allow rich people to buy homes, taking away from the community, and

turning them into rentals.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:20 AM

As a POC I don’t want my voice ignored. For many of us being able

to rent out our home helps us supplement our income in order to live

here. Please don’t take that away. I have friends that are white who

are doing the same thing in order to survive. More taxes on us

doesn’t help us. The property taxes you continue to push on us is

making it more challenging for the BIPOC community and low earning

families to live here in our city.
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Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:28 AM

my neighbors have people stay in their home so they can make extra

money just to pay these increased property taxes you keep putting on

us. You are making this city unaffordable with the continued

increases in taxes, water tax, business taxes, theonly business that

will come here are the big ones because they can afford all these

taxes. This place isn’t friendly to businesses anymore, especially

creative businesses and small medium biz.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:52 AM

N/a

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:16 AM

We should understand that some people make a living with short-term

rentals. We should understand that being in a good location (being

close to PDX and I-5) is an opportunity for our city.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 06:29 AM

No thank you for your time.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:05 AM

Allow short term rentals please

Anonymous
2/10/2022 11:23 AM

Leave home owners alone. You are driving up the cost of housing by

imposing added fees on everything you touch

Anonymous
2/10/2022 01:15 PM

Don’t allow in apartments and ADUs, those should be solely available

for “affordable” long term rental housing stock.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:14 PM

I don’t know a lot about city regulating, but it seems some of the

regulating for these kinds of issues is done by the bigger hosting

companies that people rent through and may not need to be a big city

to-do. I think it would be wise to talk to leadership/community

members of a nearby city or unincorporated neighborhood to find out

their actual experience versus hypotheticals presented. I’ve never

heard anyone complain about having an Airbnb in their neighborhood.

My brother and his family are grateful for more space when they

come to visit and stay at an Airbnb in east Vancouver. Someone else

who’s house flooded was grateful to stay in our friend’s Airbnb in

Camas while repairs were made (for two months!). Relatives in North

Portland are Airbnb hosts and love it. Perhaps I will eat my words

someday when they’re allowed next door, but the clientele for short

term rentals through larger companies are usually pretty respectable

and just looking for a comfortable place to stay. I think there are

much bigger fish to fry as far as city concerns.
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Anonymous
2/10/2022 03:55 PM

Our city is not a property manager. Can’t legally prohibit them as I

would like to! The Short term rental/Monitoring/Permit Process is

expensive and user fees and property taxes should reflect that!

OWNER accountability.

Anonymous
2/10/2022 08:02 PM

I do not understand the benefit to anyone not directly involved with

the short-term rental property. All I see are downsides to the

neighbors and neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 08:08 AM

They do not belong in our city.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 09:51 AM

Property managers have tools to protect communities and handle

issues that arise quickly

Anonymous
2/11/2022 11:36 AM

If the city does decide to regulate short-term rentals, they should allow

the existing short-term rentals to be grandfathered into the new

regulations. This is a lot of peoples' income that could be negatively

impacted by it.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 02:07 PM

I believe Short-term rentals are here to stay and would be great for

the city. As mentioned before safety is important so regulations

around safety should help.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 02:53 PM

There should be a set number of short-term rentals allowed within a

certain area of housing.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 04:54 PM

Size of house and length of stay. Earlier I mentioned an air bnb in our

neighborhood that had two shootings. The owner was off site and

they advertised that the house slept 14 people. This property quickly

became locally notorious for one night and two night stays with huge

house parties booked by locals. If a jumbo sized house is required by

a group, it should be limited to one week-3 week reservations.

Similarly, please consider regulating the size of trash receptacles for

short term rentals. I live next door to an air bnb and they have never

been able to contain all of their trash in their bin before pick up.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 05:24 PM

Limit vehicles to not more than 2 . no parties . owners to carry ins. for

any damages caused by people doing the renting and that to be
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charge to the renters .

Anonymous
2/11/2022 06:21 PM

I think short term rentals that are regulated have a place in our

community.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 07:30 PM

The short term rentals do offer employment to many which should go

into consideration. Ex. Cleaners, maintenance, property management

company’s.

Anonymous
2/11/2022 08:35 PM

Require that all outdoor lighting be "zero-cutoff" design (be baffled or

shaded to direct all light at least 15 degrees below horizontal, not to

trespass onto other properties (including public properties including

right-of-ways) unless the adjacent ownership provides written consent

to shared lighting areas, and not to exceed a reasonable limit for

outdoor areas.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:55 AM

Not at this time

Anonymous
2/12/2022 08:56 AM

Don't allow it!

Anonymous
2/12/2022 09:30 AM

No, but I would like the city to regulate care homes better, limit how

many you can have in a designated radius, inform neighbors, and

yearly inspections. We have way too many in our area and although I

know they serve a purpose they are quite a disruption to our street

Anonymous
2/12/2022 10:34 AM

Proceed with caution! Driving Vancouver out of the short term rental

market has a negative affect on the city as a whole and does not do

anything to help the affordable housing market by adding more

regulations. In my opinion, it is the hotel business that is driving the

need for regulations in short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 01:23 PM

Please enforce the law of people illegally doing short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/12/2022 06:57 PM

Let them be

Anonymous If short-term rentals are allowed, the number of them should be
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2/13/2022 01:11 AM limited. Housing is becoming unaffordable for many in our city, and

short-term rentals have had a significant impact on housing

availability in other cities and have hurt hospitality businesses. If there

is money earned from allowing short-term rentals, that money should

go directly toward housing affordability and availability for our

community members.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 10:28 AM

Please put a stop to them and have consequences for those that

don't follow the laws.

Anonymous
2/13/2022 10:32 AM

Do NOT allow and enforce!

Anonymous
2/13/2022 01:40 PM

Let people live their lives without gov overreach If they can talk with

neighbors and there are no problems government should be more

concerned with pressing issues

Anonymous
2/13/2022 04:50 PM

Again if it is sold through a reputable company platform such as

Airbnb or VRBO ect it is perfectly fine because they have great

regulations and rules

Anonymous
2/13/2022 07:42 PM

No

Anonymous
2/13/2022 09:15 PM

Please don't allow short term rentals in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 08:02 AM

Your survey is odd in that neutral is placed in the middle of the choice

scale but sounds less ambivalent than slightly important

Anonymous
2/14/2022 09:02 AM

Keep allowing short term rentals in homes where the host is

occupying the home. Continue to restrict or ban full home rentals on a

short-term basis

Anonymous
2/14/2022 12:06 PM

Thank you for reaching out for community response. We can’t always

attend public meetings/hearings.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 01:55 PM

No
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Anonymous
2/14/2022 04:11 PM

I just cannot see how this would solve the current problem. I think it

would lead to increased prices and availability for small and low-

income families.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 04:25 PM

I think they are great for very short stays (1-2) nights but should not

be used to long term stays.

Anonymous
2/14/2022 09:36 PM

This type of property use is a slap in the face to residential

communities whose majority of residents wish to maintain the peace

and tranquility of their neighborhoods; as well as to legitimate

commercial hospitality entities who are regulated and pay their fees

and taxes.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 05:44 AM

Do not allow short term rentals. That is why we have hotels.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 11:49 AM

I think it's important to consider those of us that would otherwise have

to leave the house empty when not using it.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 02:40 PM

No

Anonymous
2/15/2022 03:18 PM

If there is no effective enforcement of the current rules and city

regulations, what is the advantage of changing them? Seems like you

just want to make it okay for those who choose to ignore the rules to

make it legitimate for short term rentals. It may be that the city can

increase revenue thru the proposed taxes and licenses, but only the

folks who currently abide by the rules can be counted on to mostly

comply. No short term rentals in neighborhoods. Period.

Anonymous
2/15/2022 07:28 PM

I think the short-term rental market provides a very important way for

people to leverage their most important asset to improve their

financial well-being. This can be a very helpful source of revenue for

homeowners, whether they are in difficult times or are just building

financial health.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:02 AM

Please ban short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:29 AM

Had some problems in First Place
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:46 AM

Our lovely neighborhood is now showing a decline due to the typical

problems associated with homes being turned into money making

businesses'.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:53 AM

I thought the first letter that went out was abrasive and brought more

attention to this issue. For years, the City has not regulated how long

you can rent your investment property. Why now? As a Realtor I have

a two duplexes which I planned to convert one to a nice furnished

STR unit. It is intended to serve clients that need a place while

searching for a home. Most requests are 30 days minimum but if I

have my own buyers in town and are looking at homes with me and

need to stay somewhere for a few days, I will offer them my STR for

no fee. It's a perk I offer to my real estate clients. We keep the yard

maintained and the neighbors will not notice anything different except

that at least half the time, the unit will be quiet with no activity. I have

mentioned this to my neighbors who feel it will be a better use than

having a full time tenant.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 11:59 AM

Places where short term rentals are expected and seem to work well

are those close to tourist attractions. Regulated properly, this might

work in housing areas in downtown area.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:36 PM

Hmmm…. Nope

Anonymous
2/16/2022 12:50 PM

Help seniors and home owners remain in their home with much

needed additional income. May help the homeless problem for those

who are having a tough time being able to stay in their residence,

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:11 PM

They are disruptive, noisy, cause trash and parking problems, and do

not belong in residential neighborhoods. I might be ok with renting out

sleeping quarters in a home occupied by the owner (ex. students) but

never the full home. Greed always exceeds good neighbor practices.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 01:45 PM

If a decision is made that short term rentals are allowed, I think each

neighborhood should be allowed to vote if they want to allow it in their

neighborhood. It shouldn’t be the same for all neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:39 PM

Shortterm rentals where the homeowner lives on or in the premises

would see to be more controlable.
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Anonymous
2/16/2022 03:53 PM

Minimum nights required. Maybe 7 days. Have had weddings, parties,

etc in this neighborhood that ended in gu fire and drunken activities.

Off property home owner not interested in outcome of rental activities.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:09 PM

Disclosure by realtors when you purchase a home nearby.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 04:59 PM

I have stayed at a VRBO and it was a nice alternative to a hotel.

However, we are older, respectful individuals who are careful not to

infringe on the rights of others and try to be as considerate of the

neighbors as possible. Unfortunately, that cannot be said for

everyone who uses these places. Therefore, I would not be in favor of

these types of places in this quiet, established neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/16/2022 07:57 PM

There is no reason to allow rentals. It is too dangerous to allow

rentals, especially when there is no way to control the behavior of

those who rent the space -- wild parties, etc.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 12:42 PM

Short term rentals should meet the requirements of any "business"

which is allowed in the neighborhood. Should not interfere or impinge

on the livability, or character and expectations of the quality of life the

homeowners enjoy. Should be fitting with the expectations of the

existing homeowners and not negatively affect property values or

desirability of prospective buyers to live in the community. I feel that

"short timers" can negatively effect the feelings of safety and

community in an established well run neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 01:35 PM

Any city council person considering allowing short term rentals should

think about what it would be like to live next door to one!

Anonymous
2/17/2022 01:58 PM

I believe in capitalism and live and let live.

Anonymous
2/17/2022 11:57 PM

Rentals should be allowed for short term and long term renters.

People have a right to stay in Vancouver wa short or long term, it’s a

great city and if I and my family ever moved away I would love to stay

in my neighborhood for a visit or holiday.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 10:17 AM

As a housing professional, I feel the need for short term housing is

present. Often in the course of selling a home a home-owner will
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need temporary housing until the next home comes available that

suites their needs. Plus, in our region we have tourism needs that are

not adequately satisfied by traditional travel lodging.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:02 PM

I absolutely think they should be allowed.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:04 PM

They should be allowed

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:09 PM

Those not following guidelines (once this phase is completed) should

be fined or shut down. Everyone thinks it’s ok until they’re

discovered. By then there obviously have been problems or it

wouldn’t come up. It should be a conditional use permit —

conditioned upon the following criteria being met A. B. C. with an

expiration date to allow public to weigh in again.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:12 PM

As a resident of Vancouver since the early 70's, there are many other

issues I would like to see fixed, that are obvious to everyone, then

this.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:14 PM

Short term rentals allow future residents of our community a place to

live while they look for a home to purchase, or while they wait for

their new home to be built. We have a lot of new construction in our

area, and builders are not willing to accept offers on their new

construction builds that are contingent on someone selling a home.

Where will these people live? I am a Realtor, and a property

manager, I work with buyers and sellers and landlords and tenants

daily. Most landlords do not offer short term rental options, and if they

do the prices are super high, and the cost to landlord when the short

term tenancy is over is extreme, think of cleaning, painting, repairs,

and paying for utilities and mortgages while vacant. Short term rentals

like AirBnB and VRBO offer a place to live for this segment of the

market along with those visiting the area.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:16 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

No

Anonymous I feel it is very important for this to be addressed in a timely manner.
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2/18/2022 01:19 PM Short term rentals are very popular with travelers. It would be

discouraging for owners and visitors to not be able to

accommodate/have this option when visiting short or longer term

visits.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:19 PM

I have had several family members and friends utilize short term

rentals, the privacy and at home feeling is important to most people. It

is so much more affordable than an extended stay or hotel where it is

usually noisy and in busy areas. Corporate Companies prefer short

term rentals for their employees when they are working out of town.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:21 PM

I think if new regulations are passed, that existing short term rental

owners should be grandfathered in so as not to create a hardship.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:30 PM

Seems like short terms rentals are better suited for urban areas. I'm

not sure if there's any benefit to allowing short terms rentals in outer

suburban areas.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:34 PM

Allow it first and then make changes if needed.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:35 PM

Lots of families derive their financial stability from being able to rent

out part of their dwelling. I believe as a property owner the owners

have to be free to choose how to use their property.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:37 PM

If short term rentals are allowed. then the city should allow the option

for tiny homes in order to offset housing affordability.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:40 PM

Health and safety concerns, periodic inspection to include things such

as radon testing, carbon monoxide and smoke detectors are working.

I've stayed at an Airbnb where it smelt like mildew and had mold

apparent. Long-term Airbnb ownership has no regulations for these

things. In fact, some owners may not even be local or have seen the

property. Another thing I would like to add, if short-term renter is Deaf,

how can we ensure their stay would comply with ADA? For long-term

tenancy, a Landlord would need to change smoke and carbon to

hearing-impaired devices. But these short-term rentals wouldn't have

to do that every tenancy and hard to check if renter needs reasonable

accommodations due to 3rd party systems. Is there a way to

streamline this accommodation to be inclusive? This is the issue that I

see that makes short-term housing inequitable for underrepresented

groups such as the HoH, blind and Deaf community.
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:40 PM

My biggest concern would be investment firms and hedge funds

buying up property for this, that is why, I would say that any short-

term rental owner should at least need a permanent residence in

Clark County. I believe Hawaii does something similar.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 01:59 PM

I am a homeowner/host of a successful STR in Lincoln County

Oregon. I come from a place of experience and solution. I wouldn't

discourage STR's over a few bad apples. Strict policies will curtail

most poor guests but strong rules need to be implemented by the city

and enforced by the host.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:03 PM

Restricting short term Airbnb and VRBO type properties would

significantly impact the ability for people to visit and enjoy our growing

community. It would create such high demand for hotels that rates

would skyrocket, further limiting the ability for people to visit and

enjoy our blossoming community. Why would Vancouver want to

restrict something the market has a need for, and the benefits so far

outweigh the negatives? Supply and demand will keep these short

term rentals from becoming too prevalent. We are currently at a good

equilibrium in our community and don’t believe we’ll see too much

more new short term rentals added. If you speak to people that

currently have these types of properties, they will tell you supply has

increased to a point right now that it doesn’t make sense to add

additional short term rentals in Vancouver as they wouldn’t be

profitable for the owners if supply increases much more than it

currently is.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:05 PM

short term rentals will NEVER be perfect. A bad owner will always

manage to slip through the cracks. However, this should not shut

down all STRs becuase the pros outweigh the cons. I refuse to have

this great opportunity (for short term renters and hosters) taken away

from a handful of loud and obnoxious neighbors.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:09 PM

They are great for the communities and tourism.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:16 PM

No

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:19 PM

NO
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Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:20 PM

Why would we add regulations to what someone does with their

property unless it causes a safety concern, which is already

addressed by other laws. Seems like an excuse for the city to try and

create an additional tax and steal potential profit from property

owners that already have to pay tax on those profits as well as taxes

on those properties.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:27 PM

Short term rentals of rooms in a home or condo or ADU provide a

needed source of income for many in our community who otherwise

would not be able to stay in the area as prices increase or would

substantially have to limit their lifestyle

Anonymous
2/18/2022 02:48 PM

Na

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:07 PM

Leave these alone.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:37 PM

There was a short term rental just down the street from me, never

even knew it was until it was listed for sale. With owner set

expectations, they are an asset to the owner and community. My

daughter and family no longer stay in hotels when going out of town,

homes are much more conducive to family trips.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:38 PM

I believe the short term rental market is a good thing for Vancouver.

There are many positives from them.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 03:42 PM

I believe owners who have short term rentals care about their homes

and community. They have better control over occupants and are

more selective. It gives occupants the opportunity to live and enjoy

our community getting to know the area.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 04:14 PM

Please don't over-react and make it impossible for the small time

investor to operate. There are many people that own only 1 or 2 short

term rentals and they are trying to build up a retirement nest egg. So

many times cities implement regulations that only harm the small time

owners and the big companies that run short term rentals only gain

more power.

Anonymous Please keep short rentals and don’t place restrictions - we need to
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2/18/2022 04:47 PM keep the economy going!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 05:40 PM

I think people should have as much freedom as possible to do what

they want with their property.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 05:40 PM

Airbnb listings aren't required to comply with the ADA. How do we

make it more accessible for all? I am pretty sure plenty don't have

visual alerting systems for smoke and CO.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:06 PM

We need more in our market to attract tourists and help with the

interim for housing needs.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:14 PM

NA

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:38 PM

There's zero reason to ban short term rentals in the City of Vancouver

as far I can see from the data. Investors and homeowners do not

need to be taxed more than they already are. There is a need for

short term rentals, we need the supply of them for reasons stated

previously, and we don't need to add any extra burdens to our

citizens than what has already been inflicted by legislature/doctrine

over these past two years. Do what's right.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 06:53 PM

If you try to ban STRs you will add to the struggling economy. People

should be allowed to add these to help our tourism and economy

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:12 PM

I've been a homeowner in Vancouver since 1982 in two different

houses. There are plenty of hotels and motels available in Vancouver

without having all the problems that air BNB's bring right into the

places we've called home for so many years.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:33 PM

I hope short term rentals can operate in Vancouver. I have had family

come into to town and Airbnb places and I personally hope to some

day have a ADU on my property that I can use as a Airbnb.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:44 PM

No

Anonymous It's the owner that should say. If they don't have Ccr
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2/18/2022 07:47 PM

Anonymous
2/18/2022 07:57 PM

Homeowners only should be doing this.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 08:52 PM

Allow them!

Anonymous
2/18/2022 09:30 PM

Address on a case by case situation. Stay out of peoples business

except when there’s a problem.

Anonymous
2/18/2022 11:11 PM

In a market with very short supply of housing, limiting or reducing

short term rentals may increase rents. Also may limit options for

vacationing or visiting families from the area.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 02:07 AM

Many property owner rely on this additional income and have

invested a lot to equip and furnish their short term rentals. Also this is

a great revenue stream for the city. Property owners should be

allowed to use their property as the wish with reasonable regulations.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:52 AM

Use of the ST rental should be no different than that of a permanent

resident. Impact on the neighborhood should be minimal.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:05 AM

Stop constraining progress. Focus your efforts on the

homeless/drug/crime problem before you waste your time with this.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:17 AM

Renting bedrooms help with affordability of a house

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:25 AM

No

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:36 AM

Ban these outright. Over 60% of homes being bought right now are

by investors. Disgusting for the homegrown Clark County resident

who can’t keep up with real estate prices.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 07:40 AM

HOAs should have the right to ban short-term rentals in their

neighborhood
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Anonymous
2/19/2022 08:36 AM

They are good for the city and will only strengthen the economy and

keep people coming here.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:04 AM

Don’t regulate, tax, or otherwise interfere with short term rentals.

People and the services do a fine job regulating themselves.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:17 AM

Limit the number of them in any vicinity.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 10:02 AM

My family have rented short term rentals on vacation and it has been

wonderful for them. Been affordable le and gave them room they

needed. We have so many tourist things to do here and love for our

city to share our homes, condos etc and boosts our businesses. I also

as a realtor these short term stays are needed for done of our clients.

BUT don't make it so expensive and hard for the landlords that it

makes it impossible for them to make money to do it. Thank you.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 10:19 AM

actually, given the rights of property owners, it seems they have no

rights!!! look at the tenants rights compared to the tenant. Very soon

the inmates will be running the system. Remind me who pays the

taxes/ wages for government employees.??? You asked

Anonymous
2/19/2022 03:20 PM

Noise complaints aren't taken seriously from these known units

because it's usually a different group of people each time

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:05 PM

Disable them

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:16 PM

Many city’s in the pacific west coast are successful with short term

rentals with reasonable restrictions. Short term rentals would bring

good things to our growing community.

Anonymous
2/19/2022 05:21 PM

Like when Uber and Lyft came on the scene many cities did not have

policies to address these shifts. Banning Uber and Lyft today would

be laughed at, yet just a few years ago some cities considered just

that. Short term rentals are really no different. It’s the preferred

lodging choice of many and growing. Most short term renters are

choosing so because they want to explore their destination more like

a local. A few reasonable regulations with teeth to address the few

situations that are a nuisance will help protect both neighborhoods

and the short term rental market in Vancouver.
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Anonymous
2/19/2022 09:13 PM

I do not think they are appropriate I. Neighborhoods that are not near

any attractions or shopping or entertainment districts.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 01:59 AM

Short term rentals bring tourism dollars into the County.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 05:29 AM

No

Anonymous
2/20/2022 05:45 PM

Owners should be able to rent out their homes as they see fit as long

as it’s not causing issues with neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/20/2022 07:44 PM

Please don’t allow them. Personal greed should not be placed above

housing availability for all residents.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 05:30 AM

I think there is definitely a need for them. If you don’t allow them then

you are not keeping up with the times and limiting tourism and growth.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 09:13 AM

I think it would be a big mistake to start trying to regulate something

you haven't regulated in the past. Short term rentals are vital to our

economy in SW WA.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 12:07 PM

This is a viable option for investors providing excellent alternative

accommodations for visitors to the area and generating income for

local businesses.

Michele McDermid
2/21/2022 01:51 PM

Regulations should be put in place and enforced regarding short-term

rentals.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 02:04 PM

I feel that property owners should have the freedom to rent their

space without a whole lot of regulation and government interference.

Government overreach seems to be a real problem in this

community.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 03:35 PM

If city would encourage homeowner creativity, we may be able to help

people stay off our streets in a safe environment.
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Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:10 PM

There is NO need!

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:20 PM

Be reasonable, fair and use common sense when enacting

regulations.

Anonymous
2/21/2022 04:52 PM

I believe Airbnb’s are a great addition to the community

Anonymous
2/22/2022 08:55 AM

Our city hasn't quite arrived yet. We aren't a major destination like

Scottsdale or San Fran. Regulating short term rentals would work

directly against the city's desire for a more vibrant and dense

downtown/uptown and city area.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 09:34 AM

I don't own any short term rentals although I see the benefits of short

term rentals. I'm okay with some regulations although I fear they will

be over regulated

Anonymous
2/22/2022 10:23 AM

Stop trying to reach into the pockets of residents and take more

money from them. If there is not laws being broken, then my home

should be able to be used as I see fit. The overreach from

governments is already at all time highs. Fix the homeless problem,

fix the increase in crime, fix the schools poor performance. Direct your

energy toward PROBLEMS

Anonymous
2/22/2022 03:21 PM

Please prexerve the rights and freedoms of home ownership.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 04:25 PM

I have talked with a few people on the pier that we’re staying at an

Airbnb and they were awesome individuals.

Anonymous
2/22/2022 04:36 PM

250 is a pretty low number. Maybe add a cap so only so many AirBnB

can operate before reevaluating. Like 2500? Maybe that is too high

but this city is pretty large. 250 doesn’t seem like much to me.

TippyThompson
2/22/2022 08:04 PM

I assume they have to pay some taxes or will have to pay taxes. Why

not allow the additional tax money? But again, if a bunch of them pop

up overnight, we should re-hash this out.

Anonymous I feel like it should be allowed as long as they’re maintaining the
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2/22/2022 08:33 PM property.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 01:49 PM

STR sites require the owners to have smoke and CO detectors.

There is also no parties and strict cleaning requirements. Garbage is

something that the homeowner would deal with and a STR would not

add to litter. Individuals who own STR have a significant investment

in their property and are motivated to keep it nice and have good

relationships with their neighbors. Corporations and large investors do

not have the same commitment to their neighborhood and that might

be something to consider in regulations.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:18 PM

Please make the process easy, if anything is required of individuals

renting out space in their home. It seems like there's so much that

needs to be considered and it only serves to make it harder for a

homeowner to provide this service.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 05:20 PM

This process is confusing. No forms to fill-out for registration,

applications or the like.

Anonymous
2/23/2022 06:41 PM

Please make it available for rentals. People should have options and

supply and demand will dictate

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:46 AM

They should be allowed.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:56 AM

Leave as is

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:27 AM

No

Anonymous
2/24/2022 11:58 AM

If you can rent the unit full time why not a short term rental? We never

had any problems with ours…

Anonymous
2/24/2022 01:14 PM

Clark county is already too strict and has too many rules and

regulations that affect the livelihood of all of us. Short term rentals

should be allowed if there is no specific homeowner association. If

they own property, city should not be allowed to regulate
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Anonymous
2/24/2022 02:17 PM

nothing to add

Anonymous
2/24/2022 04:11 PM

I guess I’m just curious why this survey was written with such a

negative slant towards short term rentals. Are you only interested in

getting negative feedback? Why aren’t there questions like: Does the

quality of guests/tenants improve with a short term rental? Does the

consistent maintenance of a short term rental create a better

neighborhood environment over a long term rental? Are you

concerned that a lack of short term rentals will impact tourism to

Vancouver? Are you concerned hotel rates will skyrocket if short term

rentals are disallowed? Why are all the questions worded to get a

negative reaction to short term rentals? Who wrote this survey?

Anonymous
2/24/2022 05:42 PM

Short term rentals will result in so many benefits to our city. It will

open the door to tourism and create more revenue to the surrounding

local business. As long as owner is living in the property responsible

with their guests, City of Vancouver should allow Short term rentals.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 09:53 PM

I think a lot of the questions are non issues. Garbage, traffic, litter

would not increase anymore than if anyone would be living there. In

areas with little parking maybe the number of cars that can park on

the street limited-again if a person/family is living there they would

have to park somewhere. The information provided by the city shows

that there are not that many in Vancouver.

Anonymous
2/24/2022 10:00 PM

With all of the short term rentals that I stayed at, the owners screened

my background. I think such screening is important.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:25 AM

Yes, all housing regulations should be reviewed and relaxed. You

have successfully participated in and created a system in which some

folks cannot house themselves - we can do better. More, smaller, low

income and affordable housing. Affordable means WAY below market

average - if you can’t afford it with 1 FT a job, it’s not affordable.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 09:34 AM

Short-term rentals impact those of us who are long-term renters.

Rents on my block have gone up considerably since two turned their

units into AirBnBs. The rent is now beyond what I can afford and I'm

going to have to move -- leaving Vancouver. I have talked to the two

owners of the AirBnBs and although profitable, they have also had

damage done by various short term renters. One person next to me

told the owner they had covid so needed to extend their stay as had

to quarantine. And yet, they were out on our shared porch nearly
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hourly smoking. More of the renters have been fine than a problem,

but there is more noise inside and out since it changed from long-term

renters to short-term.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 10:41 AM

I hope that when I marked "not-important" it means that it would not

be added/included rather than it would not impact the

owner/operators business. Many of those regulations could

negatively impact the owner. We are no longer operating a short term

rental but would like to again in the future.

Anonymous
2/25/2022 01:26 PM

Who are my neighbors and what safety can a homeowner provide if

they are not there.

Anonymous
2/26/2022 03:18 AM

Short term rentals increase rents and cause housing shortages for

local people.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 07:36 AM

There are plenty of hotels and motels in Vancouver where visitors can

stay. Residential neighborhoods should be for people who live in

them.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 08:27 AM

We have friends who rent a portion of their home to traveling nurses.

This is probably one of the biggest challenges facing traveling nurses.

Our friends have avery large home. They are typically home during

the rental period, and the nurse renters have private access to their

space. This is a vital need for the nurses and for the community.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:04 AM

As Walla Walla found out, short-term rentals became very popular in

walkable, historic neighborhoods. Out-of-town investors started to

snap these historic homes up for VRBOs and large portions of

downtown neighborhoods went "dark" during the week. This impacts

neighborhood cohesiveness. Please protect our downtown/uptown

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 09:28 AM

The shootings that occurred at short term rentals in Vancouver

despite the fact STRs were operating illegally within city limits is

deplorable, and now that its known that the City looked the other way

may result in legal action. The recent letters sent out to short term

rental owners are evidence the City was aware of and gave tacit

permission to illegal rental activity that resulted in felony assault and

mayhem.
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Anonymous
2/27/2022 10:58 AM

That we, and all of the 250 other hosts have been operating "illegally"

despite having licenses and paying taxes begs the question of why all

the action now? We've been doing this for 5 years and have always

had a business license, paying taxes as per regulations. Other hosts

have been at it longer, and at no time were we ever contacted until

now. There are many questions about who or what might really be

pushing this. Is it really concerned citizens, or is it the local lodging

industry?

Anonymous
2/27/2022 11:46 AM

I am curious to learn more about short term rentals that are also

second residences.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 12:03 PM

Not only rules but how to enforce penalties would be important. So

many are not following rules these days...

Anonymous
2/27/2022 12:15 PM

In areas of high tourism, I understand. Not in residential

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 02:27 PM

Short term rentals should be regulated like any other rental

accommodations

Anonymous
2/27/2022 03:18 PM

Before I ever owned a home I tended to view HOAs in a generally

negative light. However that changed after I had owned a home.

Within my HOA neighborhood regulations is a prohibition regarding

short-term rental arrangements for which I am thankful for. The renter

is simply and quite naturally not that concerned about a particular

neighborhood since they’re only there for a brief visit.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 04:54 PM

Please enforce the existing law.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 05:36 PM

No. Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:13 PM

Affordable housing in the area and impacts of short-term rentals

needs to be taken into consideration.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:25 PM

I get that home prices are expensive, and people are looking to pay

mortgages by renting rooms/houses. However, the average

homeowner is only looking to their own pocketbooks and not the
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impact those rentals make to their neighbors and the neighborhood

as a whole.

Anonymous
2/27/2022 06:32 PM

Lowers the value of an established neighborhood.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 07:04 AM

“A person’s right to expend their arm ends at my nose.” One

neighbor’s “right” to run a business out of their residential home does

not supersede all of the other residents’ rights to enjoy peace and

repose.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:13 AM

I have seen first-hand how short-term rentals have destroyed quality

of life and neighborhood beauty. Safety is an issue as well. I am glad

to see that Vancouver is taking action now to hopefully prevent a

worsening problem.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:20 AM

Short term rentals where the business owner does not live in the

residence and absentee owners are bad for our city and

communities. They cause or contribute to multiple social problems,

high rents and all reducing the quality of life and livability of out city

and add nothing to our neighborhoods.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:07 AM

I have rentals in San Juan Islands Wa. Make sure you go to their site

and check what they are doing.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:09 AM

Apartments and houses should not be hotels and motels.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:32 AM

See my earlier comment re furnishedfinder.com

Anonymous
2/28/2022 11:58 AM

They bring money to Vancouver as they will just stay in Portland and

my family uses them to stay near us when they come in town. For

larger groups or families Hotels are not a viable option and would

make travel too cumbersome and expensive. Almost all that money

stays in the local economy vs a corporate-owned hotel.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 12:06 PM

Regulations would adversely affect many investors in Clark County.

All the homes I have sold or know about are very well maintained and

you wouldn't know they have short term tenants. In my opinion they

are better managed and maintained than long term rentals.
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Anonymous
2/28/2022 03:04 PM

Is there a specific place on the city's website to inform those who rent

as well as those who are their neighbors?

Anonymous
2/28/2022 03:46 PM

LOL, I think I've said my piece.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 04:39 PM

I worry about noise and safety

Anonymous
2/28/2022 04:41 PM

Like everything else, regulation will limit supply, which is why we're

having problems with providing enough housing now. While it is

important to address parking, noise, trash etc. significant additional

regulation will have the same impact, that is reducing housing. In fact,

"short term" rentals may become really important in providing

temporary housing while buyers seek houses.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 07:25 PM

Don’t ban it

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:16 PM

If you don't allow them in the city, stable tax-paying homeowners may

choose to move elsewhere to participate as Airbnb or VRBO hosts.

With effective regulations in place, we can make these businesses a

part of our community.

Anonymous
2/28/2022 08:32 PM

I've been helping homeowners process their City of Portland

Accessory Short Term Rental Permits since 2016, and have been

working with clients in McMinnville, Dundee, Carlton, and Newberg

since 2020. I know the City of Portland Title 33 Planning and Zoning

Code for short-term rentals about as thoroughly as any City Planner.

My edits for the adopted 2019 ordinance were accepted by Portland

City Council. I would be happy to share my six years experience of

working with city permittings and what I've seen on both the

homeowner and the City side with you if you are interested!

Anonymous
2/28/2022 10:28 PM

no

Resident of Vancouver since
1967
3/01/2022 04:56 AM

The presence of short-term rentals in Vancouver should be viewed as

an asset and benefit to the community. Fair regulations can guide

short-term rental operators to success if they are transparent, clearly
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communicated, not overreaching, and not overbearing. Poorly

managed short-term rental properties and poorly managed long-term

rental properties can negatively impact the community in similar

ways. So can homeowners who let their properties deteriorate or

cause some other kind of nuisance in the neighborhood. We already

have many ordinances that address many of the concerns that

opponents of short-term rentals raise. We don't need redundancy in

our laws. Well managed rental properties whether short-term or long-

term are an asset to the community. Let's create a community culture

that manifests the good! Please consider that most hosts of short-

term rental properties in Vancouver are regular local folk, serving a

unique niche of the lodging market in a unique way with only one

listing or two, and do not pose a significant threat or nuisance to the

greater community. Those who offer their places through one of the

well defined and well managed short-term rental platforms are already

committed to abide by many requirements that put safeguards in

place and prohibit unacceptable behavior by guests. Some of the

platforms even collect and remit the occupancy taxes so this is done

seamlessly, consistently and efficiently. Lastly, for us, if we were

ordered to immediately cease operation of our short-term non-owner

occupied rental house, it would impact our ability to continue to

provide affordable long-term housing in Vancouver. The value of

income gained from our one short-term rental house is hugely

important, economically and socially, as it allows us to maintain low

cost housing for the long-term renters on fixed income who reside in

our few long-term rental properties. Ceasing operation would also

adversely impact guests who have already booked our place for the

summer. Thank you for your consideration.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 09:47 AM

Parties are the BIG concern. Our neighborhood had a shooting at

one.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:42 PM

No loud music after 10 pm Don't block parking

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:52 PM

Let people do with their property as they wish.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 02:56 PM

Don't initiate a war between STR owners and no growth people.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:12 PM

Short-term rentals should not be allowed under any circumstances.
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Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:13 PM

Regulating and requiring a business license would insure that the city

receives lodging taxes.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:23 PM

Short=term rentals would have negative economic impact on Bed &

Breakfast homes, hotels, and motels.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:25 PM

no

Anonymous
3/01/2022 03:59 PM

Again, these should be allowed as they would bring in additional,

taxable income and revenue to the city.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:12 PM

Again, now is not the time for it.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:14 PM

Just don't do it.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 04:22 PM

I do not think it is fair to the hospitality and lodging businesses to

have to compete with less regulated amateur hosts of out-of-town

visitors. I do not think that short-term rentals have a role in affordable

housing, and may create additional stresses on finding solutions for

affordable housing for local residents.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 05:09 PM

It should not allow the host squeeze additional structures in an

existing lot which violates city regulations.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:18 PM

Leave it up to the local neighborhoods. Don't look at this as a means

of revenue for the city

Anonymous
3/01/2022 06:45 PM

People should have a place where they can come and visit

Vancouver. Besides hotels/motels. They just need to be respectful of

the area and the neighbors.

Anonymous
3/01/2022 07:18 PM

Clear plan in handling renters who violate neighborhood

Anonymous
3/01/2022 08:52 PM

The beautiful thing about living in Vancouver is the cohesiveness of

our neighborhoods and the connectedness that neighbors have.
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Short-term rentals take away from the ability of neighborhoods to built

this cohesiveness and also puts neighbors on high alert to watching

the activities that go on.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 01:17 AM

A good framework encourages the host to be responsible and sets

basic standards but does not make is so burdensome that it

discourages someone to venture out.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 08:28 AM

Short-term rentals should be banned within the city.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 09:07 AM

Perhaps, the taxes collected could fund the Stay Safe communities or

affordable housing. People offering their homes at low or no cost to

others in crisis (e.g., through Airbnb.org) should be exempt from

taxes.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:06 AM

Let STRs happen and don't suffocate it with regulation. Governments

love to regulate the bejesus out of everything but an equitable

balance needs to be struck here.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 03:28 PM

A reasonable tax and some safety guidelines that are not over the top

(Noise, parking,) would allow the opportunity for folks to venture into

this.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 04:21 PM

We strongly feel that the home/condo owner or whatever the

residence is, has to be responsible and considerate to the neighbors.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 04:39 PM

Making use of extra space with single room rentals is fine. Taking

housing off the market to make it available for short term rentals will

worsen housing affordability.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 05:42 PM

I hope the city could be more open for the short term rental, help local

economy and welcome the guests from the whole world.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:12 PM

Get of of the way and let people utilize their space to stimulate the

local economy.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 07:14 PM

Help me keep my neighborhood a neighborly
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Anonymous
3/02/2022 10:27 PM

rentals of this type are a violation of homeowners' rights. you MUST

rezone to allow these commercial uses!

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:03 PM

Property taxes are outrageous; if people can get help paying with

short term rentals, they should be allowed.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:31 PM

Too much traffic and noise will affect the neighborhood and living

conditions. And investors from other states coming to buy the houses

and makes locals facing more challenges to buy house. It’s not fair

that the ppl who work here cannot afford to buy houses.

Anonymous
3/02/2022 11:32 PM

We shouldn't have short-term rentals in residential neighborhoods

that are not tourist attractions

Anonymous
3/03/2022 12:36 AM

I think it is important to allow short-term rentals in Vancouver.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 02:10 AM

Single family houses and ADUs should be fine, while apartments are

not very appropriate.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 05:43 AM

I will support short-term rental because it doesn’t hurt the any of

neighbors. Traveler just want to stay few nights for visiting or family

reunion…..most of them do not make any noise at all.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 12:49 PM

I believe that short term rentals are an important part of any

community & have the flexibility to choose something other than a

hotel is a must.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 03:18 PM

I think they are a great asset for affordable travel and homeowners

trying to offer high housing costs. They are also a valuable resource

for traveling professionals, like the medical staff needed during the

pandemic. I think the real issue is when they negatively impact

neighbors. Requiring notification of adjacent neighbors along with

resources (noise complaints, traffic complaints, etc) should be the

priority. Otherwise how is this different than having obnoxious

neighbors who party too long and too loud?

Lizard Do not interfere
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3/03/2022 05:16 PM

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:05 PM

You should have gone slower with the implementation (longer pilot

phase) and should have required off street parking for new ADUs.

One ADU in my block has been here for over 15 yrs and one about 5

years

Anonymous
3/03/2022 04:54 PM

You need to address the individual homeowner with a short term

rental or adu and a developer/corporation that purchases multiple

properties differently. They're not the same, they are not going to use

our infrastructure in the same way. The kinds of people they'll market

to will not be the same either.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:53 PM

No

Anonymous
3/03/2022 06:58 PM

Fee amounts, taxes , start up costs.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 07:03 PM

To understand STRs, it’s important that any/all decision makers must

experience at least 1 STR stay from an experienced host. Hosts jump

through numerous hoops to provide outstanding accommodations for

both their guests and their neighbors / community. If a host is failing

to maintain a high standard, they are usually retired by the guests

rather quickly.

Anonymous
3/03/2022 09:47 PM

I believe having a long term occupant in the dwelling ongoing to

manage the property is the best way to meet the demands for

managing the concerns of neighbors and reduce “income” properties

that are similar to slumlords who don’t care about what’s happening

in the neighborhood they own property. Owners not occupying the the

house should at least reside within a short radius in order to secure

quick responses to problems with guests.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 12:13 AM

I feel a homeowner should be responsible with the rental on their

property.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:26 AM

I am not inherently opposed to homeowners renting rooms or

additional units, but there are many folks in Vancouver that are

currently unable to buy houses because they are being purchased as

income properties and rented out. These short-term rentals cause the

same problem without the sense of responsibility from the sort-term
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renters on keeping good relationships with neighbors.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:29 AM

No

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:33 AM

I think there should be limits on how many in the suburban

neighborhoods there can be. No wants to be surrounded by airbnbs,

we want real neighbors!

Anonymous
3/04/2022 08:28 AM

Parking is minimal in the neighborhoods, and speeding is rampant,

many streets don’t have sidewalks, so people must walk in the

streets, adding short term rentals will only increase these issues and

the hazards they present

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:30 AM

I am in favor of letting homeowners alleviate mortgages payments via

short term rentals.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:41 AM

N/a

Anonymous
3/04/2022 09:48 AM

Let these exist, people who visit our area should have these short

term rentals as an option to stay. It is tourism friendly and good for

the local economy.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:41 PM

They are great and allow for more affordable housing.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:42 PM

I’m not a fan of the government telling people what they can do with

their private property. If housing affordability is an issue, stop creating

more regulations that drive small-time landlords out of the business,

and eliminate restrictions on developers. More regulation always

drives the supply of housing down, making rent and housing costs

climb.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:45 PM

Would prefer to limit how many can in certain areas

Anonymous
3/04/2022 02:52 PM

I have really enjoyed being a host in Portland. I have found my guests

to be respectful and in town to visit/spend money, not to ruin things.

For me personally, I loved having it as an STR because I could earn
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money with it when I wasn't there but didn't have to rent it out full

time. This has helped me dramatically with the mortgage. I am getting

married, and my fiancé and I would like to buy something together

here and sell my Portland house. My hope is to buy something with

an ADU or perhaps a duplex that we could then use as an STR.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 03:40 PM

I'm also concerned about short term rentals exacerbating the housing

shortage. Every "landlord" trying to make a buck on AirBnB or VRBO

by renting their house short term is taking a house off the market that

someone could LIVE in. Thank you for the opportunity to provide

comments.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 04:24 PM

We have traveled all over the US and enjoy staying in a private rental

far more to a hotel. You get to experience a community better. I also

think it’s important to not infringe on the rights of home owners

Anonymous
3/04/2022 05:10 PM

Yes, please consider holding an information sharing forum.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 05:24 PM

Banning this effects homeowners ability to increase income based off

homeownership. City of Vancouver already has outlandish

regulations that do nothing but benefit higher income areas. This

would be another way for the city to enforce poverty.

Anonymous
3/04/2022 07:31 PM

Have complaint process.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 07:21 AM

Hotels owners may not like the competition, but normal people do. Its

way better to have a bedroom and a kitchen and pay less. Just keep

it safe and clean.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:16 AM

Certain HOAs may not allow it, and that would trump whatever the

city plans to put in place

Anonymous
3/05/2022 10:34 AM

No

Anonymous
3/05/2022 10:48 AM

Crack down on unregulated short term rentals. Permits must be

required with still penalties if someone is found to be conducting short

term rental business without one.
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Anonymous
3/05/2022 11:00 AM

It is important to have short term rentals. Perhaps allow a distance

between each Airbnb so that the whole street doesn’t becomes a

rental street. Say within 250 feet distance?

Anonymous
3/05/2022 03:42 PM

No

Anonymous
3/05/2022 05:25 PM

If they are listed on any of the short term rental sites then occupancy

tax is already collected.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:13 PM

This can help people with income as the cost of living gets bigger and

keep them from losing their home.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:15 PM

Keep entrepreneurship alive in our city. Unique rental experiences

bring more visitors and help our economy thrive.

Anonymous
3/05/2022 08:52 PM

This is an excellent opportunity to get more tourists and visitors who

are passing through to see how nice our city is. They would bring

income into our economy.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 10:06 AM

Regulations are fine, but add in a three strike clause to jeopardize

license renewals. Violators are real, like the ones operating now in

violation of existing City ordinance. Be judicious over license holders.

Last I knew, the City Code Enforcement Dept was near to being

extinct, too few staff positions. How will this added allowance of short

term rentals add to an already stretched thin code enforcement

office? Think it through. Will fees go towards more Code Enforcement

staff??? What about bigger businesses coming in to our community

to pop up STR like motel rooms all over?? Where there is money to

be made… any regulations planned to limit the numbers of STR

licensees? Think it through.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 12:18 PM

Short term rentals should be allowed with very minimal restrictions.

Any restrictions should be focused on safety concerns.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 01:03 PM

Short term rentals enable Vancouver to attract tourism and business.

They also create opportunities for Vancouver citizens to be

entrepreneurial. I think it is important that consumer protection and

tenant safety is considered, like it would be with any other business

endeavor. I also think it's important that the activity is taxed, as would
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other business activity. However, I am not in favor of making the

practice of short-term rentals so restrictive that it snuffs out the

practice in Vancouver.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 04:10 PM

It is wrong for the city to ban how an owner uses their property. As

long as taxes are collected and paid and steps are taken to avoid

illegal activities at their property they should have the right to

determine how they want to rent their house. The thought that this

either impacts property values or the availability of long term rentals

is false and a dangerous path to go down. Setting such restrictions

will not create more long term rentals, it will deter investors from

owning rentals here. They will simply invest in other areas that do not

place these types of restrictions on their use of their property. I work

with a large group of investors and I have already seen how such

policies like this have done exactly that.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 08:45 PM

The cost of housing continues to rise at a fast pace. House hacking is

the best way for families on a budget to help offset the rising cost of

homes and property taxes. Property owners should have the option to

rent their home or ADU.

Anonymous
3/06/2022 11:15 PM

It is a great way to bring more cash into the area (both for the hosts

and the county, who collects property taxes) and create jobs for

people

Anonymous
2/04/2022 12:09 PM

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:42 PM

Anonymous
2/04/2022 03:50 PM

Anonymous

Optional question (354 response(s), 429 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question

Q11  If you would like to receive email updates about this project, please enter your email

address below: (optional)
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